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I.

Abstract
In this work, the use of electrothermal vaporization (ETV) to heat laser‐generated aerosols with the
aim of online separation of isobaric interferences and the minimization of matrix related
spectroscopic and non‐spectroscopic interferences for Laser Ablation‐Inductively Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectrometry (LA‐ICPMS) was investigated. First, the effects of ETV heating of laser‐generated
aerosols on signal intensity measured by ICPMS, the temperature dependence of the particle size
distribution of the heated aerosol and the effect of carbon, released by the graphite furnace (at
temperatures > 1000 °C), on the generation of carbon based polyatomic interferences were studied
in detail. For this purpose, a range of solid samples was analyzed: NIST SRM 610 (silicate glass), MBH
B26 (Brass), BAM M381 (pure copper), BAM M601 (pure Zink) and Tantalum. ICPMS measurements
showed that individual elements are removed from the laser‐generated aerosol at characteristic
temperatures for the materials studied. The signal reduction was attributed to the vaporization of
the elements from aerosol particles and the subsequent condensation on cooler surfaces
downstream the heated furnace walls. A signal reduction as high as three orders of magnitude was
achieved for volatile elements, such as Ag and Cd when heating laser‐generated aerosol of NIST SRM
610. A temperature and matrix dependent change of particle size distribution after aerosol heating
was observed by means of laser light scattering and scanning electron microscopy. In the
temperature range between 900 and 1200 °C, element unspecific signal suppression was observed
for all tested materials, which is supposed to be related to a change of the particle size distribution.
A signal reduction of more than 99% was obtained for Rb while Sr remained practically unaffected at
a temperature of ~ 2000 °C, which is of particular interest for the determination of Sr isotope ratios
in Rb rich samples by LA‐ICPMS because of the isobaric interference of 87Rb and 87Sr. Consequently,
in the second part of this work the new developed method was characterized for the accurate Sr
isotope ratio determination in well‐characterized reference standard materials with a Rb/Sr
concentration ratio larger than 0.1 (NIST SRM 610, USGS BCR‐2G, MPI‐DING T1‐G, MPI‐DING ATHO‐
G). In addition, Li2B4O7 fused disks containing NIST SRM 987 (Sr carbonate) were spiked with
potentially interfering elements (Rb, Yb, Er, Lu, Ca, Fe, Zn, Ga) to investigate the Rb suppression
efficiency and the influence of interferences mathematical correction schemes. Fe, Zn, Ga and Lu did
not significantly influence the results obtained for the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio whereas Yb and Er
introduced a shift towards higher values of the measured 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. Applying
mathematical correction of doubly charged Yb and Er led to more accurate results (200 parts per
million deviation from published values) for [REE]/[Sr] of 0.7. For fused disks spiked with Rb, an
improvement of the accuracy by at least a factor of four for the 87Sr/86Sr ratio was achieved by
heating the aerosol at ~1500 °C compared to non‐heated aerosols. For the tested reference
materials, the ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosols improved the accuracy of the measured
87
Sr/86Sr ratio by LA‐MC‐ICPMS by at least a factor of two compared to non‐heated aerosols. With
the current setup it was possible to achieve accuracies better than 100 ppm for basalt glass ([Rb]/
[Sr] = 0.14) and ~ 200 ppm accuracies for diorite glass ([Rb]/ [Sr] = 0.28). Nevertheless, limitations
were identified. For [Rb]/[Sr] ≥ 0.69, the current setup is lacking efficiency for the Rb suppression. In
addition to this, inaccuracies caused by doubly charged rare earth elements or Kr background were
5

not reduced. For this reason, their mathematical correction remains crucial for obtaining precise and
accurate results. A setup consisting of two ETV in series was characterized, which improved the
efficiency of Rb signal suppression. This should be considered for further developments of LA‐ETV‐
ICPMS.
The thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols was successfully applied to the online and
selective removal of elements from laser‐generated aerosols, which is of benefit for interferences
minimization for LA‐ICPMS. The further development of this technique will broaden the range of
applications of LA‐ICPMS.
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II.

Riassunto
In questo lavoro, l’uso di vaporizzazione elettrotermica (ETV) per il trattamento termico di aerosol
generati col metodo di campionatura al laser, allo scopo di ottenere una separazione in linea di
interferenze isobariche, la minimizzazione di effetti della matrice nonché di interferenze
spettroscopiche e non spettroscopiche nell’ambito di analisi con LA‐ICPMS è stato investigato a
fondo. Come prima cosa son stati studiati gli effetti del trattamento termico tramite ETV degli
aerosol generati al laser sull’intensità dei segnali acquisiti con ICPMS. Inoltre è stato analizzato
l’effetto del trattamento termico sulla distribuzione granulometrica dell’aerosol, nonché l’effetto del
carbonio rilasciato dal fornetto a grafite (a temperature superiori ai mille gradi) sulla generazione di
interferenze poliatomiche. A questo scopo una selezione di materiali di riferimento certificati sono
stati analizzati: NIST SRM 610 (vetro silicato), MBH B26 (ottone), BAM M381 (rame), BAM M601
(zinco) e Tantalio. Le misurazioni tramite ICPMS hanno dimostrato che singoli elementi possono
essere rimossi dall’aerosol generato al laser a temperature differenti a dipendenza del materiale
analizzato. La riduzione del segnale di tali elementi è stata attribuita alla vaporizzazione degli
elementi in questione dalle particelle dell’aerosol e susseguente condensazione dei vapori
sprigionati sulle pareti più fredde più a valle della zona riscaldata. Una riduzione del segnale
misurato tramite ICPMS di tre ordini di grandezza è stata ottenuta per elementi volatili come Ag e Cd
scaldando l’aerosol generato dal materiale di riferimento NIST SRM 610. Un cambiamento della
distribuzione granulometrica dell’aerosol dovuta al trattamento termico è stato osservato tramite
misurazioni della diffusione di luce laser e microscopia elettronica a scansione. È stata osservata una
dipendenza dalle temperature di trattamento e dalla composizione della matrice dei cambiamenti
della distribuzione granulometrica. In un intervallo di temperatura tra i 900 e i 1200 °C è stata
misurata una soppressione dell’intensità del segnale misurato tramite ICPMS per tutti i materiali
studiati, indipendentemente dal tipo di elemento misurato. Questa soppressione di segnale
indipendente dagli elementi è stata attribuita al cambiamento di distribuzione granulometrica, nello
stesso intervallo di temperatura, dovuto al trattamento termico. Scaldando l’aerosol generato da
NIST SRM 610 ad una temperatura di 2000 °C, una riduzione del segnale pari al 99% è stata ottenuta
per Rb, mentre il segnale di Sr non è stato influenzato. Questo fatto è importante per la
determinazione delle quantità relative di isotopi di Sr tramite LA‐ICPMS in campioni contenenti Rb
ad alte concentrazioni. Tali misurazioni sono normalmente rese difficili dal fatto che 87Rb interferisce
con 87Sr.
Nella seconda parte di questo studio, il nuovo metodo di trattamento in linea degli aerosol generati
con ablazione al laser è stato caratterizzato nell’ambito della determinazione accurata di quantità
relative di isotopi di Sr in campioni il cui rapporto di concentrazione Rb/Sr è più elevato di 0.1 (NIST
SRM 610, USGS BCR‐2G, MPI‐DING T1‐G, MPI‐DING ATHO‐G). Inoltre, dischi prodotti fondendo
Li2B4O7 e il materiale di riferimento certificato NIST SRM 987 (carbonato di calcio) con l’aggiunta di
elementi potenzialmente interferenti (Rb, Yb, Er, Lu, Ca, Fe, Zn, Ga), sono stati analizzati allo scopo di
testare le correzioni matematiche delle rimanenti interferenze e l’efficacia della soppressione del
segnale di Rb. Ne è risultato che Fe, Zn, Ga e Lu non influenzano significativamente i risultati ottenuti
per il rapporto 87Sr/86Sr. Al contrario, la presenza di Er e Yb nel campione influenza significamene i
7

risultati ottenuti. L’applicazione di una correzione matematica per Er e Yb (REE) presenti ([REE]/[Sr]
= 0.7) nel campione conduce invece a risultati più accurati (con una deviazione minore di 200 parti
per milione rispetto a dati pubblicati). Per dischi fusi contenenti Rb e Stronzio carbonato, un
miglioramento dell’accuratezza di almeno fattore 4 è stato ottenuto per il rapporto 87Sr/86Sr
scaldando l’aerosol a 1500 °C. Scaldando l’aerosol generato da materiali di riferimento certificati è
stato possibile migliorare l’accuratezza della determinazione del rapporto 87Sr/86Sr di un fattore
maggiore di 2 nei confronti di aerosol non riscaldati. Con l’attuale apparecchiatura, è stato possibile
ottenere un’accuratezza migliore di 100 ppm per BCR‐2G (Rb]/ [Sr]=0.14) e di circa 200 ppm per il
vetro di diorite ([Rb]/[Sr]=0.28). Tuttavia, sono state individuate alcune limitazioni
dell’apparecchiatura corrente. Per campioni in cui [Rb]/[Sr] ≥ 0.69, l’efficienza per la rimozione di Rb
dall’aerosol è risultata non essere sufficiente. Inoltre gli effetti di terre rare caricate doppiamente e
background di Kr non sono stati eliminati tramite il riscaldamento dell’aerosol e di conseguenza la
loro correzione matematica rimane cruciale per l’ottenimento di risultati precisi ed accurati.
Un’apparecchiatura con due unità ETV in serie è stata testata risultando in una miglior efficienza per
la rimozione di Rb dall’aerosol. Questo approccio dovrebbe esser considerato nel futuro sviluppo di
questa tecnica.
Il trattamento termico di aerosol generato con metodo di campionatura al laser è stato applicato con
successo nell’ambito della rimozione in linea e selettiva di elementi dall’aerosol. Questo rende
possibile la minimizzazione d’interferenze per LA‐ICPMS. L’ulteriore sviluppo di questa tecnica
permetterà di ottenere una base più ampia di applicazioni per LA‐ICPMS
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1. Introduction
1.1.Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICPMS)
The first instrument where the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) has successfully been coupled to a
mass spectrometer was built in 1980 by Houk et al. (Houk et al 1980). Nowadays, ICPMS as an
analytical technique is routinely used for trace and ultra‐trace multielement determination as well
for isotope ratio measurements and is apparently still waiting for a new analytical technique that can
challenge it (Beauchemin 2010). As a matter of facts, it is used for the analysis of a wide range of
samples including: environmental samples, industrial products, clinical and biological materials and
radioactive samples (Beauchemin 2010). Key features that contribute to the successful use of ICPMS
for trace elements and isotope determination are: high degree of ionization for most elements,
multielement capability, typically up to 9 orders of linear dynamic range, the possibility to achieve
fg/g limits of detection, fast analysis time, high sample throughput and versatile sample introduction
with the ease to hyphenate other techniques (Nelms 2005). Although this technique reached
maturity, improved sensitivity and the range of applicable fields was widely extended, the basic
principles and instrumental setup remained similar to that of 1980 (Houk et al 1980). The general
ICPMS setup can be subdivided in four main building blocks:





Sample Introduction System
Inductively Coupled Plasma
Vacuum Interface and Ion Optics
Mass Analyzer

The task of the sample introduction system is to transform the sample into a transportable aerosol.
The aerosol is then transported into the ICP, where it is vaporized, atomized and ionized in an argon
plasma at 5000‐7000 K (Montaser 1998). The ions are transferred into the vacuum interface, which
connects the ICP with the mass analyzer. The ions are then driven by the ion optics to the mass
analyzer. These four building blocks will be shortly reviewed in the following chapters.

1.1.1. Sample introduction systems for ICPMS

The standard sample introduction system for ICPMS is solution nebulization (SN) by pneumatic
nebulization. During the nebulization, large droplets are usually separated from the aerosol entering
the ICP in a spray chamber. The efficiency of the nebulization process is between 0.5‐2 % for
concentric nebulizers with a sample consumption of ~1.2 mL/min and ~1.5 % for cross flow
nebulizers (Browner and Boorn 1984). High Efficiency Nebulizers (HEN) have been developed, which
consume 10‐200 µL/min of solution (Liu et al 1996b, Liu et al 1996a, Liu and Montaser 1994, Nam et
al 1994) and allow to achieve slightly higher transport efficiency. In order to improve transport
efficiency even further, direct injection nebulization has been evaluated (Mclean et al 1998,
10

Wiederin et al 1991, Wiederin and Houk 1991), which however has been shown to cause more
pronounced matrix effects in comparison to conventional nebulization techniques. Methods for the
direct introduction of mono‐disperse droplets have also been investigated in the early 1990s (Olesik
and Hobbs 1994) and are currently being revised, not only for fundamental studies on particle speed
and vaporization inside the ICP (Flamigni et al 2012b) but also with the intent of analyzing single
nanoparticles (Gschwind et al 2011).
The problem of solution nebulization, other than the low sample transport efficiency is the fact that
samples have to be in liquid form or have to be digested prior to the analysis. This is time
consuming, potential source of contamination and problematic if the sample to be analyzed should
remain intact due to historical, religious or material value. Moreover, the analysis of digested
samples also leads to a loss of important spatial information. In order to solve these problems other
sample introduction techniques have been developed such as Laser ablation sampling (discussed in
Chapter 1.2), arc discharge sampling (Jiang and Houk 1986) and Electrothermal Vaporization
(discussed in chapter 1.3).

1.1.2. The ICP

The ICP is the heart of the ICPMS, it is in this region that the fine aerosol generated by the sample
introduction system is vaporized and the analyte atomized and ionized. The high gas temperature of
the ICP (5000‐7000 K) provides complete atomization and a degree of ionization > 90 % for more
than 70 % of the elements (Kläntschi 1996). Typical ionization degrees in the ICP are listed in Table 1.
The plasma operates at atmospheric pressure, which is convenient for the coupling to a sample
introduction system, but requires an interface to connect it to the mass analyzer, which works under
high vacuum conditions.
Table 1 Ionization degree of elements inside an ICP (Nelms 2005).
Ionization degree %
>99.5
99.0‐99.5
95‐99
91‐95
80‐90
60‐80
50‐60
25‐50
10‐25
1‐10

Elements
Na, K, Sc, Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba, La, Tl
Ca, Ti, V, Y, Zr, In, Hf
Al, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ga, Mo, Ru, Rh, Sn, Ta, W, Pb
Mg, Co, Ni, Cu, Ge, Nb, Pd, Ag, Sb, Re, Bi
Si, Cd, Os
B, Zn, Pt
As, Au
P, Se, Te, I, Hg
S
Cl

The most commonly adopted torch in ICPMS instruments is the Scott‐Fassel‐Type torch (Scott et al
1974) which consists of three concentric quartz tubes. An induction coil (usually made of Copper) is
wrapped around the torch and a high voltage radiofrequency current is applied to it to maintain the
Ar plasma. Ar flows into the central tube (also known as injector tube) and in the second tube at a
flow rate of ~1 L/min while in the outer region an Ar flow of ~16 L/min is applied in order to protect
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the outer quartz tube from melting in contact with the plasma. A sketch of the torch assembly and
the interface is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Photo‐scheme hybrid of the torch assembly and the interface region for an Elan 6000 (Perkin Elmer Sciex,
Ontario, CAN) consisting of original ceramic injector tube, copper coil, quartz torch Nickel skimmer and modified
Aluminum sampler (0.8 mm diameter). The torch‐sampler‐skimmer distance is not in scale with the real setup.

1.1.3. Vacuum interface and ion optics

As opposed to the ICP that operates at atmospheric pressure, the mass analyzers operate in vacuum.
In order to combine both parts of this instrumentation, a differential pumping interface is utilized.
The reduction is usually carried out in 2 to 3 steps (Figure 1). The plasma enters the vacuum
interface through a first aperture (sampler cone: ~1 mm diameter, usually consisting of platinum or
nickel), where the pressure is reduced to ~10‐30 Pa by a high capacity roughing pump. In this step
the plasma is accelerated to several times the speed of sound in an adiabatic supersonic expansion
(Douglas and French 1988). Subsequently, the ions are extracted from the interface to the ion optics
through the skimmer cone (usually with a smaller orifice than the sampler but consisting of the same
material). The pressure is reduced to ~0.1‐0.01 Pa by means of turbo‐molecular pumps. At this stage
the plasma enters in the ion optics region where it loses the electro neutrality, the ions become
susceptible to electrical fields and their motion becomes independent from the bulk gas flow
(Hattendorf 2002). The goal of ion optics is to maximize the transmission of positive m/z ratio to the
aperture of the mass analyzer and prevent photons to reach the photomultiplier detector placed at
the back of the mass analyzer. Ion lenses are applied in order to focus the ion beam, whereas
shadowing the detector from photons is carried out with photon stop or offset configuration of ion
lenses or ion mirrors (Kläntschi 1996).
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1.1.4. Mass analyzers

Different types of mass analyzers can be coupled to an ICP but the most commonly used are:




Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer
Sector Field Mass spectrometer
Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer

Other types of mass analyzers were developed for ICPMS, like the ion trap as an example (Barinaga
and Koppenaal 1994, Koppenaal et al 1994), but since they are not routinely used, they will not be
discussed here. Each type of mass analyzer have specific advantages and may be chosen depending
on availability, the type of samples which are analyzed, the information required (isotopic versus
element concentration determination), sensitivity, interferences and signal duration.

1.1.4.1.

Quadrupole mass analyzer

The construction of a Quadrupole MS is very simple: it consists of four electrodes parallel to each
other. In order to separate one m/z from the other, an oscillating potential (V) is superimposed to a
dc potential (U) on the four rods. The quadrupole acts as a mass filter for the passing ions. The
stability of an ion of given m/z in the quadrupole is given by the Mathieu parameters a and q that
are determined by eq.1 and eq. 2:

a  8

z e U

m  2  r02

eq. 1

q  4

z e V

m  2  r02

eq. 2

Where z is the charge of the ion, m the mass of the ion, r0 the inscribed radius, U the direct current
(dc) potential, V the alternate current (ac) amplitude, e the electric charge and ω/2π the ac
frequency. Ions are transmitted only when the two parameters fall into the quadrupole stability
region otherwise the ions are ejected. Usually the quadrupole operates at the top of the first
stability region where a mass resolution of 300 (m/Δm) can be achieved. When coupled to the ICP
the quadrupole is operated close to “unit mass resolution”, meaning that the resolution is increased
when going from low m/z to high m/z maintaining a constant peak width (0.7‐0.8 amu at 10 % peak
height). Because only one m/z is stable at a given time, the quadrupole is a sequential mass analyzer.
Ion signals during the measurements can be acquired by continuously scanning the mass range or by
jumping from one m/z to the next one (also known as peak hopping). Generally, 1‐3 ms are required
for the data read out when jumping from one mass to the next one. This can cause problems if
inconstant transient signals are to be measured (e.g. Laser ablation or ETV as sample introduction
system). The biggest limitation of the quadrupole is the low mass resolution that can be achieved,
which is not sufficient to resolve polyatomic interferences from the analyte.
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1.1.4.2.

Sector field mass analyzer

Sector‐field MS use a magnetic field to separate ions at a given energy as a function of their mass to
charge ratio. Usually the combination of a magnetic field and one electrostatic field, with different
geometries is applied. The electrostatic sector focuses ions of different energy whereas in the
magnetic sector the ions are separated according to their m/z. The relation between m/z, the
magnetic field strength B0, the acceleration potential Ua and the radius rm is shown in eq. 3.

m e  B0 2  rm2

z
2 U a

eq. 3

Several geometries have been implemented as well as different detection systems. Classical
geometries used for ICPMS spectrometers are Mattauch‐Herzog, Nier‐Johnson and reverse Nier‐
Johnson geometry (Jakubowski et al 2011a). The main advantage of sector field instruments over
quadrupole based mass spectrometers is the possibility to achieve higher mass resolution (up to
m/Δm ~ 10000), which allows to resolve a large number of polyatomic interferences. For the ion
detection, two principal options exist: sequential detection (usually by one electron multiplier) or
simultaneous detection (with an array of Faraday cups and ion counters or channel plate‐type array
detectors)(Jakubowski et al 2011a). A general scheme of a double focusing sector field mass
spectrometer with sequential detection in reverse Nier Johnson configuration is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Setup of a double focusing sector field mass spectrometer with single detector (reverse Nier‐Johnson
geometry). Adapted from the ICP Mass spectrometry handbook (Nelms 2005).

The mass resolution can be adjusted by varying the width of the exit and entrance slits. The smaller
the width is, the higher the achieved resolution is, at the costs of ion transmission. For these reason
a compromise between high resolution and high ion transmission has to be found depending on the
application. Limits of detection of a sector field instrument with Nier‐Johnson geometry and single
collector for aqueous solutions are shown in Table 2 together with the mass resolution conditions
needed for the analysis.
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Table 2 Limits of detection for selected elements that are affected by polyatomic interferences, which can be resolved
by a sector field instrument. The polyatomic ions indicated are potential interferences; other polyatomic ions might be
formed. Adapted from (Jakubowski et al 2011b). MR, HR stands for High (R=10000) and Medium mass resolution
(R=4000)
Isotope
31
P
39
K
56
Fe
75
As

1.1.4.3.

Polyatomic interference
14 16 1 +
N OH
38 1 +
Ar H
40 16 +
Ar O
40 35 +
Ar Cl

Resolution required (m/Δm)
MR (968)
HR (4886)
MR (2502)
HR (7775)

LOD in ng/L
2.2
0.3
0.75
0.15

Time of flight mass analyzer

In a time of flight‐mass analyzer (TOF‐MS) the ions are accelerated to the same kinetic energy by an
electrical pulse vectored towards a drift region. At the end of the drift region, the ions are detected.
As all the accelerated ions possess the same kinetic energy but different mass, the time needed to
fly to the detector is a function of the ion mass (Nelms 2005). Consequently the ion mass is
attributed according to the time of flight. The m/z ratio dependencies are resumed in the following
equation:

m
t
 2  e U  
z
L

2

eq. 4

Where m is the mass of the given ion, z is its charge, e is elementary charge, U the electrostatic
potential and L the length of the drift region (Nelms 2005). A TOF mass analyzer with reflectron
(Figure 3) can reach a mass resolution of 3000 if coupled to an ICP (Nelms 2005). The TOF detects
ions in a quasi‐simultaneous manner, which is of advantage for the detection of very short transient
signals and isotope ratio measurements. One of the major drawbacks is the duty cycle, as the ICP is a
continuous source of ions; the TOF is a pulsed mass analyzer. As a consequence, only a snapshot of
ions at a given time can be sampled and analyzed whereas a fraction of the ions is rejected.

Figure 3 Scheme of a Time of flight mass spectrometer.
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1.1.5. Spectroscopic and non‐spectroscopic interferences in ICPMS

One of the severest problems when performing ICPMS analysis is represented by spectroscopic
interferences and non‐spectroscopic interferences (also named matrix effects (Dams et al 1995)). In
this section, the origin and a brief review of the methods to minimize their impact on the accuracy
and precision of the measurements are discussed.

1.1.5.1.

Spectroscopic interferences

Spectroscopic interferences in ICPMS can be subdivided into three groups: isobaric, polyatomic and
doubly charged ions. Isobaric interferences are caused by isotopes of other elements, which have
the same nominal mass as the isotope of interest. Examples of isobaric interferences are, for
instance, 113In/113Cd, 115In/115Sn, 87Sr/87Rb. In order to resolve isobaric interferences like the ones
cited here, mass resolution higher than one hundred thousand would be required. The second type
of spectroscopic interference results from the combination of more than one ion to form polyatomic
species (Vanhaecke et al 1992). The generation of polyatomic species has been shown to strongly
depend on operating conditions of the ICPMS (Crain et al 1988, Mcleod et al 1986, Vanhaecke et al
1992). Doubly charged ions are also generated in the plasma and may overlap with isotope of
interest of lower mass because they possess the same mass to charge ratio. As an example, 170Yb2+
will interfere with 85Rb+ and 174Yb2+ with 87Rb+. The intensity of polyatomic interferences and doubly
charged ions has been shown to depend on ICP operating conditions. It has been shown, as an
example, that the signals maxima of Th+, Th2+ and ThO+ correlate with the Nebulizer Gas Flow. The
highest signal for Th+ has been measured at ~0.7 L/min, for Th2+ at ~0.78 and for the oxide at 0.85
L/min (Vanhaecke et al 1992).
Spectral interferences, isobaric polyatomic or doubly charged ions, can be considered to be Plasma‐
related or Sample‐related. Many polyatomic ions generates from Plasma‐based background ions of:
Ar, O, H, N, C. For example 40Ar16O+ interferes with 56Fe+, 40Ar2+ interferes with 80Se+, 16O2+ interferes
with 32S+ and 12C16O+ or 14N2+ with 28Si+. Noble gas impurities present in the Ar supply may also
interfere with elements of interest. For example, Kr isotopes interfere with Sr isotopes at m/z 84 and
86.
On the other hand, spectral interferences can be generated from elements present in the sample
matrix or from matrix elements in conjunction with plasma main background ions. The most relevant
can be grouped into element plus Ar (E‐Ar+), element plus O (E‐O+), element plus OH (E‐OH+) and
element plus element (E‐E+). As an example, 23Na40Ar+ generated from a Na rich sample matrix
interferes with 63Cu+, which in turn may cause problems for the determination of Cu isotope ratios.
With all these possible combinations of polyatomic ions and isobaric interferences, several strategies
have been implemented in order to avoid, minimize and correct for spectral interferences for ICPMS.
The first option to avoid interferences is to choose a different isotope of the same element, provided
the fact that another isotope with lower spectral interferences exists. Another approach is to
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separate interfering elements before the sample is introduced into the plasma by ion
chromatographic separation (see chapter 1.5.2.3) or by desolvation (Alves et al 1992) when the
interfering elements are the main components of the solvent. The separation of interfering elements
due to different vaporization temperatures or desolvation can be achieved using ETV as sample
introduction system (chapter 1.3). An alternative to separation before the introduction into the ICP
is to modify the operating conditions of the ICP. As an example, Ar‐based polyatomic interferences
have been minimized by running the ICP in cold plasma conditions (Tanner 1995). It is possible to
minimize the influence of interferences downstream the ICP by chemical reaction in multi‐pole
devices (Bandura et al 2001, Hattendorf and Günther 2003) or by using high‐resolution sector field
instruments (Jakubowski et al 2011b). In case the interferences reach the detector, mathematical
interference correction might be applied (Goossens et al 1994, Vanveen et al 1994).

1.1.5.2.

Non‐spectroscopic interferences

Non‐spectroscopic interferences or matrix effects can occur at the level of sample introduction
system, the ICP, interface or ion optics. They are defined as matrix‐induced signal variation,
suppression (Olivares and Houk 1986) or enhancement (Dams et al 1995). They can be distinguished
between reversible or irreversible matrix effects (Dams et al 1995). Non‐reversible matrix effects can
be caused by the deposition of solids in the sample introduction system or in the interface region,
including ion optics. These effects are generally generated by high salt concentrations in the sample
matrix and may decrease, or in some cases increase, sensitivity over time (Dams et al 1995).
Reversible matrix effects consist in changes of sensitivity between samples caused by the variation
of the amount of aerosol produced or transported, which affects the ionization yield inside the ICP.
For solution nebulization, among other sources, it can be caused by change in physical properties
like viscosity and surface tension of the sample solution (Stewart and Olesik 1998a, Stewart and
Olesik 1998b). In order to correct for reversible matrix effects, internal standardization is commonly
applied (Gerotto et al 1995, Thompson and Houk 1987). The internal standard is usually chosen with
similar mass and ionization potential as the element of interest in order to mimic its behavior inside
the ICPMS.
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1.2.Laser ablation as sample introduction system
Just a couple of years after the coupling of the ICP to a mass spectrometer (Houk et al 1980) and the
first ion signals being measured as well as isotope ratios (Date and Gray 1983), Gray and Date (Gray
and Date 1983) were already convinced that laser ablation would have been a suited sample
introduction system for ICPMS. This, they thought, because of two reasons: avoid introducing water
into the plasma, which would generate most of the background signal, and the advantage of
minimum sample preparation.
“The origin of most of the “permanent” background peaks in the high hydrogen and oxygen
populations in the plasma, typically about 108 times the analyte concentration, makes any method
that avoids introducing water to the plasma potentially attractive for improved detection limits.”
(Gray and Date 1983)

“The promising results obtained even on very short duration samples introduced into the injector gas
suggest that laser ablation from solids would be an attractive method of direct solids mass
spectrometry with the very minimum of sample preparation.”
(Gray and Date 1983)
The capabilities of LA as sample introduction system for ICPMS has been demonstrated for the first
time in 1985 on pelleted standard rock samples (Gray 1985). A ruby laser has been used to generate
the aerosol from the solid samples placed into an ablation cell and the aerosol was transported by Ar
into the ICPMS (Gray 1985). Almost 30 years after those experiments, it is possible to affirm that
Gray and Date were right. As a matter of fact, LA‐ICPMS is becoming a state of the art analytical
method for the direct and spatially resolved sampling (down to the µm range) of solid samples to be
analyzed for the major, minor and trace element composition as well as for isotopic composition
(Durrant 1999, Günther and Hattendorf 2005, Pisonero et al 2009, Russo et al 2002). Typical figures
of merit of LA‐ICPMS are listed in Table 3 (Koch and Günther 2011) whereas a scheme of typical LA‐
ICPMS experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.
Table 3 Typical figures of merit of LA‐ICPMS. Adapted from (Koch and Günther 2011)
Elements that can be
analyzed
Sample uptake
Spatial resolution
Linear dynamic range
Limits of detection
Relative accuracy
Relative precision

>50
0.0001‐0.1 µg/s
Lateral: < 5 µm
In –depth: > 100 nm
1*10‐5 to 1*106 µg/g
1*10‐5 to 10 µg/g
1 to 10 %
1 to 5 %
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When applying laser ablation for sampling, the first thing to consider is the interaction between the
laser beam and the sample. This interaction will determine the amount of material removed as well
as the physical and chemical characteristics of the generated aerosol. The amount of material
removed per pulse has been shown to depend mainly on the laser wavelength, pulse energy and
sample matrix (Horn et al 2001) (different absorption behavior). The ablation rate has been shown
to not significantly depend on the ablation atmosphere (Ar, He, Ne) (Horn and Günther 2003). The
ablation in He, however, has been shown to lead to higher signal intensities than Ar because it
generates a bigger fraction of smaller particles, which are more efficiently transported to the ICPMS
(Horn and Günther 2003) and better vaporized (Kuhn et al 2004). Ablation rates in the range of 0.1‐1
µm per pulse have been reported for 266 and 193 nm laser wavelength for silicate glass and metals
at 23 J/cm2 (Horn et al 2001). Transport efficiency has been determined to be higher than for
conventional solution nebulization (for concentric nebulizer 0.5‐2 %). In 1988, Arrowsmith and
Hughes (Arrowsmith and Hughes 1988) reported transport efficiencies of 60% and calculated a
transportable range of particle from 0.005 to 2 µm. Recently, the transport efficiency of Near
Infrared (NIR) and Ultraviolet (UV) fs laser ablation with Ar as carrier gas has been determined to
range between 75 and 95 % (Garcia et al 2008). For He used as carrier gas similar values (~77 %)
have been measured suggesting that for fs pulses the transport efficiency does not depend on the
carrier gas (Garcia et al 2007). The detection efficiency for UV and NIR fs as well as 193 nm ns has
been determined to range from 1*107 up to 1*105 for a quadrupole ICPMS applying He as carrier gas
(Wälle et al 2009). The use of Ar as carrier gas, however, has been shown to suppress detection
efficiency by a factor of 5 (Wälle et al 2009) independently on the laser pulse width.

Figure 4 Typical laser ablation ICPMS setup (from (Günther and Hattendorf 2005)). In LA‐ICPMS the sample is commonly
placed inside a closed ablation cell and a pulsed, high energy, laser beam is focused on the sample surface. The laser
irradiation induces the removal of particles, atoms and ions from the sample. These condense from the vapor phase to
give rise to an aerosol, which is then transported by the carrier gas (He or Ar) to the ICPMS. Recently alternatives to the
common ablation cell have been developed. With the use of a Gas Exchange Device that exchanges Air to Ar, the
successful application of atmospheric sampling has been demonstrated (Kovacs et al 2010). Collection of the laser‐
generated aerosol onto membrane filters and subsequent re‐ablation with a standard setup has been successfully
adopted for analyzing samples outside the lab (portable laser ablation sampling)(Glaus et al 2012).
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Although this technique has been demonstrated to be successful, some issues remain, which may
affect the accuracy. The first prerequisite for accurate analysis by LA‐ICPMS is stoichiometric
sampling (Garcia et al 2009, Koch and Günther 2011) meaning that the aerosol generated by the
ablation process must reflect the composition of the original solid sample. In addition, the original
sample should not undergo chemical modification during ablation and the ablated material should
not redeposit on the sample surface (Garcia et al 2009). This would be the ideal condition, but in
reality the elements has been shown to fractionate between different particle sizes (Kuhn and
Günther 2004a, Kuhn and Günther 2004b) and the material surrounding the crater has also been
shown to undergo physical and chemical modifications (Kosler et al 2005b). The second prerequisite
for accurate analysis is that all particles generated from the ablated mass are transported to the
IPCMS without preferential loss of neither small nor big particles (Garcia et al 2009). The third
prerequisite is that all particles reaching the ICPMS are atomized and ionized to the same extent
without affecting the plasma conditions (Garcia et al 2009). The fulfilling of these three conditions
would allow successful matrix non‐matched calibration. Unfortunately, in reality experimental
observations may differ from these ideal conditions and give rise to what has been known as
elemental fractionation in LA‐ICPMS (Fryer et al 1995).
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1.2.1. Elemental fractionation in LA‐ICPMS

Elemental fractionation is one of the most studied aspects in the field of fundamental studies of LA‐
ICPMS. First discussed by Fryer et al.1 in 1995 as one possible cause of inaccuracies (Fryer et al 1995)
it has since then been studied under different aspects. Five main mechanisms for the observed
element fractionation have been proposed: I) preferential vaporization of volatile elements during
the ablation process (Fig and Kahr 1997), II) particle size dependent element fractionation (Guillong
and Günther 2002), III) incomplete transport to the ICPMS (Horn and Günther 2003), IV) incomplete
vaporization of particles inside the ICP (Kuhn and Günther 2003) and V) mass load induced matrix
effects (Kroslakova and Günther 2007). The particle size of generated particles has been
demonstrated to depend on laser wavelength, laser adsorption by the sample and ablation gas
atmosphere (Guillong and Günther 2002, Horn and Günther 2003). Consequently, a way to reduce
element fractionation is to use a shorter laser wavelength for non‐conducting samples and a shorter
laser pulse duration for conducting samples (fs instead of ns), which depending on the ablation
conditions, leads to a greater fraction of smaller aerosol particles (Koch et al 2004, Koch et al 2006).
However, elements have been shown to fractionate between different particle size fractions even
for fs laser ablation, which could lead to fractionation due to different vaporization in the ICP (Glaus
et al 2010). Summarizing, there are many parameters, which could influence element fractionation
during LA‐ICPMS analysis, therefore a cautious choice of laser wavelength, pulse duration,
calibration strategy (matrix matched vs. non‐matrix matched) and carrier gas should be carefully
pondered prior to the analysis. To partially help in this direction “the golden rules”(Pisonero and
Günther 2008) of matching sample with laser system should be considered (see Table 4).
Table 4 Golden rules for optimal matching of sample and laser system. Adapted from Pisonero and Günther (2008)
Non‐conducting and low absorbing material
Non‐conducting and highly absorbing materials
Conducting materials

Laser λ (ultraviolet e.g.193nm) + Fluence (above threshold)
Laser fluence (above threshold)
Laser Pulse width (< ps) + Fluence above Threshold

Compared to solution nebulization, laser ablation sampling for ICPMS can shorten sample
preparation time, avoid potential contamination during sample preparation and gain spatial
information (lateral resolution and depth profiling). On the other hand, spectroscopic and non‐
spectroscopic interferences have been shown to affect the precision of the method. Unlike for
solution nebulization, matrix separation in order to minimize or avoid spectroscopic and non‐
spectroscopic interferences is not possible. Consequently, a method to manipulate the aerosol
composition online would be of great benefit for this type of sample introduction system.

1

The Fryer’s fractionation index has been extensively adopted in literature to describe element fractionation
in LA‐ICPMS. This factor is the ratio of the integrated signal obtained for the second half of the ablation to the
signal for the first half, normalized to the internal standard. The Fryer’s fractionation index has been initially
calculated for a 400‐pulse ablation spot ablation. It is important not to directly compare fractionation indeces
calculated accordingly for measurements, where the ablation time is not comparable.
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1.3. Electrothermal vaporization as sample introduction system
Electrothermal vaporization (ETV) as a sample introduction system has been first coupled to an ICP
by Nixon et al. in 1974 (Nixon et al 1974). The ETV unit consisted in a Tantalum filament and was
coupled to an ICP optical emission spectrometer. Its implementation for ICPMS became reality in
1983 (Gray and Date 1983) and became popular in the early 90s. The capabilities of a modified
commercially available graphite furnace have been evaluated by Carey et al. in 1991 (Carey et al
1991). Claimed advantages over the standard sample introduction system (pneumatic nebulization)
were smaller sample consumption (typically 5 to 40 µl), higher transport efficiency and the option to
selectively vaporize the analyte from the solvent or interfering elements. With that experimental
setup, the reduction of the contribution of polyatomic interferences 40Ar16O and 40Ar35Cl on the
signals measured for 56Fe and 75As, respectively, has been demonstrated (Carey et al 1991). Since
then ETV as an introduction system for ICPMS has been developed further and successfully applied
for the measurement of liquid, slurries and solid samples (Aramendia et al 2009, Vanhaecke et al
2002). Even though ETV‐ICPMS has been proven to be a successful method only two instruments
were made commercially available, the HGA600‐MS (Perkin Elmer) and the Grün type furnace
(Spectral Systems). However, only the second one is currently still available on the market
(Aramendia et al 2009). A scheme of a HGA600‐MS is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 Scheme of a HGA600‐MS graphite furnace. 1) Inlet graphite contact, 2) outlet graphite contact, 3) graphite tube
(in red), 4) graphite insert, 5) graphite seal probe 6) sample position. Powder or liquid samples are placed into the
graphite tube and heated to target temperatures. The vaporized sample is then transported to the ICPMS by the Ar
stream.

1.3.1. ETV‐ICPMS applications: a versatile sample introduction system
1.3.1.1.

Direct solid sampling with ETV

The use of ETV for direct solid sampling has been applied for a wide range of samples: from plastic
materials (Vanhaecke et al 1999c, Vanhaecke et al 2000), photographic films (Hu et al 1999),
Thermo‐graphic material (Resano et al 2002), biological samples (Chery et al 2002, Gelaude et al
2002, Lam and Salin 2007) and sediments (Vanhaecke et al 1999b). The classical approach that has
been used is to remove the matrix component prior to analyte vaporization taking advantage of a
temperature program. As an example, the concentration of a Pd in aliphatic polyketones has been
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determined by selectively removing the polymer matrix at 800 °C prior to the vaporization of Pd at
2000°C. The same approach has been used in order to determine traces of Al, Ba, Cd, Cu, Mn, Pb and
Ti in polyethylene (Vanhaecke et al 2000). For more complex samples a two‐step matrix pyrolysis
program has been implemented as well. This has been shown to be successful for the determination
of Ru in photographic films: the PET matrix has been removed at 800°C, Ag (present at high
concentration in the film) at 1400 °C and Ru has been finally vaporized at 1900 °C (Hu et al 1999).
Another approach consists in vaporizing the elements of interest before the sample matrix. This kind
of approach is useful in case volatile elements (e.g. Hg) are quantified. As an example, the
determination of Hg in sludge samples (Vanhaecke et al 1999b) has been achieved applying this
technique. The separation of the matrix from the elements of interest is not always straightforward,
especially if more than one element has to be determined and if the volatilization temperature of
the elements of interest is similar to that of the matrix. To overcome this problem, the use of
chemical modifiers has been adopted in order to promote matrix or analyte vaporization. HF has
been used as chemical modifier to promote matrix vaporization in thermographic material,
composed of Si, Ag and organic materials (Resano et al 2002) for the measurement of Mg, Ti and Zr,
while Sb has been converted with HCl to a more volatile compound allowing its complete
vaporization at a lower temperature than the sample matrix. ETV has been demonstrated to be
successful in separate analyte‐matrix vaporization but element speciation has also been shown for
biological samples. The difference between the vaporization temperature of organic mercury (MeHg
200°C) and inorganic mercury (400‐700 °C) has been exploited to separate the two species (Gelaude
et al 2002).
In contrast to solution nebulization, the use of ETV allows the direct analysis of small portions of
solids without the need of a digestion procedure.

1.3.1.2.

Liquid and slurry sampling with ETV

As for ETV solid sampling matrix separation, matrix related interference reduction and elemental
speciation have been shown to be successfully carried out also for liquid and slurry sampling. The
use and the right choice of chemical modifiers were shown to be crucial for the success of the
analytical method. A couple of examples were selected in order to illustrate the importance of the
choice of the chemical modifier. For the determination of Se in dissolved sediments, after testing a
wide range of modifiers, citric acid has been recognized as the most appropriate (Lam et al 1999).
The determination of total and inorganic mercury present in biological tissues has been achieved by
using iodoacetic acid as a modifier. It reacts with methyl mercury to produce MeHgI, which is
volatilized at a lower temperature than inorganic mercury and the organic matrix.
A problem that can arise when using ETV as a sample introduction system is reactivity towards the
graphite tube at high temperatures. For instance, it has been observed that radionuclides like
Uranium can form refractory carbides, which lead to severe memory effects and poor sensitivity
(Grinberg et al 2005). A method to determine concentration of Th, U and Pu in natural waters and
biological samples (urine) has been developed by the same authors (Grinberg et al 2005). NH4F as a
chemical modifier has been tested in order to promote vaporization of carbide forming elements at
lower temperature but resulted to be ineffective (Grinberg et al 2005). In contrast, the use of Freon‐
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23 (a chlorofluorocarbon) has been shown to reduce memory effects and enhance sensitivity. A
sensitivity enhancement of about 100 fold has been achieved adding Freon‐23. Similar results have
been achieved by coating the graphite tube with Ta (Grinberg et al 2005). The choice of the right
chemical modifier was found to be important for slurry sampling of geological samples (SiO2 matrix).
Due to the relative high boiling point of silicates (> 1000 °C), the vaporization of the matrix is difficult
in contrast to organic materials. HF and Freon‐23 have been tested in the attempt to removing SiO2
by converting it to SiF4 (Ben Younes et al 1999). Freon‐23 has been shown to work well only if high
quantities were flushed into the furnace perturbing the ICP conditions while HF has been shown to
be more effective.

1.3.1.3.

Separation of isobaric interferences

Another feature of ETV‐ICPMS is the capacity to temporally separate the occurrence of isobaric
interferences when two interfering elements have substantially different vaporization temperatures.
This has been achieved for the determination of 90Sr in natural samples (Grinberg et al 2007) and for
the separation of the Rb‐Sr isobar in the field of Rb‐Sr geochronology (Rowlan et al 2008). 90Sr
overlaps with 90Zr and 90Y, the last one being a product of 90Sr decay. The mass resolving power
(m/Δm) needed to separate the signals of 90Sr from Y and Zr by mass spectrometry is higher than
150000 and 30000 respectively. This cannot be achieved even by modern ICP mass spectrometers. Zr
and Y are refractory elements having boiling temperatures of 4400 °C and 3300°C, whereas Sr is
more volatile. Consequently, it is possible to vaporize Sr at a lower temperature than the two
interfering elements (Grinberg et al 2007). However, isobaric interferences could not be removed
completely and ion‐molecule reactions have been applied to further reduce the level of the
interferences (Grinberg et al 2007). NRCC MESS‐3 (marine sediment), LUTS‐1, PACS‐2 and SLRS
(riverine water) standard materials have been measured in order to validate the analytical method.
Details about the separation of Rb and Sr by ETV for the determination of Sr isotope ratio are
discussed at the end of chapter 1.5.2.3.

1.3.2. Fundamental studies on ETV‐ICPMS
1.3.2.1.

Transport efficiency, sample retention and carrier effect

One of the aspects that has been extensively studied in the field of ETV‐ICPMS is the transport
efficiency and the carrier effect particles (e.g. carbon, palladium). Although the transport efficiency
has been determined to be higher compared to conventional solution nebulization, it has been
shown to be a variable parameter depending on numerous factors of the experimental setup. The
transport efficiency for Cd, Pb, Bi, In and Be has been investigated collecting the analyte with an in‐
line electrostatic particle separator (Ertas and Holcombe 2003). Absolute transport efficiency has
been reported to range between 25 % (for Be) and 50 % (Pb). An increase of the transport efficiency
has been measured when adding the physical carriers Pd and NaCl to the sample. The relative
transport efficiency increase was 20‐50% for the addition of Pd and 10‐50% in the case of NaCl. In a
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study of Gregoire et al. the transport efficiency has been determined for an HGA600‐MS (Perkin
Elmer) furnace by analyzing sample deposition on each component between the furnace and the
ICP‐torch (Gregoire and Sturgeon 1999). For that specific experimental setup, it has been shown that
about 70 % of the loss of the vaporized analyte occurs in the switching valve assembly of the
HGA600‐MS, while only 20 % of the deposition takes place in the transport tube and less than 10% in
the torch assembly. It has also been shown that the use of Pd as modifier reduces the amount of
analyte loss in the switching valve by 10%. The sample retention in the transport tube has been
investigated as well by Sparks et al. for a chemical modifier (NaCl) and Ag for the same type of
furnace by rinsing the transport tube with 1% HNO3 after 1‐6 ETV firings. It has been determined
that 10% of the carrier is deposited on the transport tube, which is followed by the deposition of Ag
by the same amount (9% with tygon tubes, 6% with PTFE). This suggests that Ag is transported on
NaCl carrier particles (Sparks et al 1996). More recently, the effect of carbon particles and carriers on
analyte transport efficiency has been studied in an axially focusing convection upstream ETV unit
(Trenin et al 2007). Without the addition of physical carrier, transport efficiencies between 51 and
68% have been observed for Pb, Mn, Cu, Fe and Ni. Pd (added as (PdNO3)2) has been shown to
enhance transport efficiency of volatile elements by 3‐12 % whereas K (added as KNO3) has been
shown to enhance transport of elements of lower volatility by 4‐6% (Trenin et al 2007). In the same
study, the carbon mass loss of the Graphite furnace has been measured to be about 80‐100 µg per
firing. The carbon losses have been shown to increase as the graphite tube is “aging” (up to 200‐250
µg carbon loss per firing) (Trenin et al 2007). The increase of released carbon, with the aging of the
graphite tube, has been shown to enhance transport efficiency for Pb, Fe and Cu (Trenin et al 2007).
Addition of C6H12 and combined addition of C6H12, K and Pd have also been studied. Cyclohexane has
been shown to enhance transport for all elements when added at a rate of ~5 µg/s. The addition of
all the above cited modifiers together has been tested and resulted in an high transport efficiency
enhancement with Cu reaching 94% transport efficiency (Trenin et al 2007). The gas phase carbon
inside the tube has been proposed to exist in form of large polyatomic structures. It has also been
postulated that for pico‐ and nano gram amounts of analyte, the condensation of the analyte atoms
occurs mainly heterogeneously on carbon particulates before the analyte vapour achieves
supersaturation via cooling (Trenin et al 2007). The effect of carbon for the transport efficiency has
been studied in conjunction with oxygen ashing by Fonseca et al. for ETV slurry sampling (Fonseca et
al 1997). Oxygen ashing has been reported to enhance the transport efficiency in presence of Pd
based modifier. It has been proposed that the enhancement of transport efficiency is due to the
oxygen ashing promoted carbon release from the furnace, which acts as physical carrier.
Flow conditions inside an HGA600‐MS (Perkin Elmer) vaporizer have been studied by Kantor et al.
(Kantor and Loos‐Vollebregth 2003) in relation to signal intensity measured by ICPMS. Two different
conditions have been tested: typical flow conditions (internal Ar gas supply turned off) and modified
flow conditions (internal Ar gas supply turned on). It has been demonstrated that the signal intensity
measured by ICPMS depends on flow conditions. Low‐boiling point elements has been shown to
experience higher signals intensities for modified flow conditions whereas high‐boiling point
elements experience higher signals intensities when the internal Ar supply is turned off (Kantor and
Loos‐Vollebregth 2003).
Summarizing what has been investigated, it is possible to see that the aging of the tube, the type of
modifier (in gaseous or liquid form), the carrier gas flow conditions and the furnace geometry can
remarkably influence the transport efficiency. There are a wide range of parameters, which can be
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tuned in order to enhance the transport efficiency, which has been reported to be as high as 94% for
Cu for furnace with axial geometry (Trenin et al 2007). The transport efficiency has been shown to
be significantly higher than for conventional solution nebulization, where transport efficiencies of
0.5‐2 % are achieved using concentric nebulizers. Carbon released by the graphite furnace at T >
1000 °C has been proposed to enhance the transport efficiency. However, it should be considered
that the introduction into the plasma of considerable amounts of carbon generates carbon
polyatomic interferences and might cause non‐spectroscopic matrix effects.
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1.4. Signal enhancement by carbon addition into the ICP
Because most ETV units used as sample introduction system for ICPMS are based on a graphite
furnace, it is important to consider how the signal intensities measured by ICPMS can be affected by
the release of significant amounts carbon from the furnace into the ICP.

1.4.1. Signal enhancement by water‐mixed organic solvent for SN‐ICPMS

Several studies have investigated the effects of the addition of organic solvents to nebulized samples
solutions measured by ICPMS. Signal enhancement / suppression for measured elements and in
some cases, the suppression of polyatomic interferences have been shown (Allain et al 1991,
Goossens et al 1993, Hu et al 2004, Larsen and Stürup 1994, Liu and Beauchemin 2006, Longerich
1989, Pettine et al 2007). A signal enhancement of 600 % for Hg, 240 % for As, 250% for Se, 190 %
for Te and 325 % for Au has been measured with the addition of glycerol and glucose into the ICP
(Allain et al 1991). No clear mechanism for the signal enhancement has been proposed at that time
but it has been stated that the addition of carbon modifies the ionization equilibrium in the plasma
for elements with first ionization potential (IP) between 9 and 11 eV. A few years later, it has been
shown that the addition of 4% methanol reduces the formation of ArCl+ and ArAr+ interferences but
at the same time a 20 % signal enhancement has been reported for Co, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge, Rb, Sr and Br
while threefold increase has been measured for As and Se. A better volatilization during nebulization
has been proposed as the reason of general signal intensity enhancement whereas for the threefold
signal enhancement of As and Se, higher ionization yield due to carbon introduction has been
proposed as principal cause (Goossens et al 1993). Similarly, in a study of Larsen and Stürup (Larsen
and Stürup 1994) the addition of Methanol has been shown to result in a reduction of ArCl+ and
ArAr+ together with the sensitivity enhancement for Se and As. The transfer of electrons to C‐species
present in the central channel of the plasma from elements with first IP lower than carbon has been
suggested as principal mechanism for the measured sensitivity enhancement. This has been
explained to be more significant for elements, which are not completely ionized under normal ICP
operating condition (first IP higher than 9 eV). Charge transfer from carbon species (see eq. 4)
present in the plasma has also been proposed to be the dominant cause for the net signal intensity
enhancement of B (Al Ammar et al 1999). More recently, the mechanism of the signal enhancement
has been further evaluated by Hu et al. (Hu et al 2004) with the addition of volatile organic
compounds (Methanol and Acetone) to the plasma.
C+‐species + M  C‐species + M+

eq.4 from Hu et al (2004)

The enhancement has been shown to depend on the volatility of the compound, ionization potential
of the elements and ICPMS operating conditions. A trend favoring the sensitivity enhancement for
elements with low mass has been reported. This has been proposed to be the result of changes of
the plasma geometry due to carbon introduction. Changes in plasma geometry have been proposed
to lead to a shift of the zone of maximum ion density, which has an influence on ion extraction
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efficiency. The higher net signal intensity enhancement of As and Se has been attributed to charge
transfer from carbon. It has been shown that the enhancement is more dependent on the quantity
of carbon introduced than on the different group functionality of the added compound (Methanol
and Acetone).
Summarizing, three different mechanisms have been proposed for the sensitivity enhancement
induced by the introduction of carbon into the ICP:




Charge transfer from C species to analyte atoms
Improvements in the nebulization efficiency of the sample solution
Shift of the zone of maximum ion density in the plasma

The first one has been used to explain the enhancement of hard‐to‐ionize elements (e.g. As, Se)
whose ionization degree under normal ICPMS operating conditions is far from being complete
(estimated ionization degree: 52 and 33 % under typical ICPMS operating conditions). For elements
with lower first IP, this mechanism of sensitivity enhancement has been considered not significant
because their ionization efficiency is considered to be close to 100 %. Net signal intensity
enhancement for elements with IP lower than 9 eV (e.g. Zn, Pb) has been attributed to improved
transport during the nebulization process. Only one study has considered the shift of maximum ion
density in the plasma as important mechanism for the observed sensitivity enhancement.

1.4.2. Signal enhancement in LA‐ICPMS by mixed‐gas addition

The addition of molecular gases to laser‐generated aerosols has been evaluated in order to improve
figures of merit of LA‐ICPMS (Fliegel et al 2011, Guillong and Heinrich 2007, Shaheen and Fryer
2010). Carbon containing gases have been investigated as well as hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen.
Since this work is focused on the thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosol to achieve
interference reduction for LA‐ICPMS by using a graphite furnace, this chapter will predominantly
discuss the effects of carbon containing compounds on signal intensity measured by ICPMS.
The addition of methane, hydrogen and nitrogen and has been evaluated by Guillong and Heinrich
(Guillong and Heinrich 2007) and resulted in a net signal intensity enhancement of factor 2‐4 for
most measured elements and as high as a factor of 7 for high first IP elements in the case of H2 and
to a similar extent with methane. The addition of N2 did not result in significant improvement. The
enhancement has been suggested to be a result of higher electron temperature in the plasma. In
addition to increased electron temperature, changes in plasma geometry influencing the sampling
position have also been discussed as possible source of the observed trends. H2 and N2 addition to
fs‐LA generated aerosols has also been tested in another study showing a general enhancement of
sensitivity of factor 3‐4 for both gases (Shaheen and Fryer 2010). In a recent study the effects on net
signal intensities measured by ICPMS has been investigated for the addition of methane and
methanol to the central channel of the plasma for aerosols generated with a Nd:YAG 266 nm laser
system (Fliegel et al 2011). It has been shown that a general sensitivity enhancement of factor 2‐4 is
measured for the majority of the elements and that for P, As, Se, Te and I an enhancement factor
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between 10 and 20 has been achieved (Fliegel et al 2011). In order to explain the measured
enhancement of sensitivity, the following points have been discussed (Fliegel et al 2011):






ICP gas temperature and electron number density
Charge transfer from C‐species ionized in the plasma
Dissociation of polyatomic ions
Particle vaporization efficiency
Plasma geometry and altered ion sampling

A temperature increase of the plasma has been proposed to lead to an increased ionization degree
of the elements (Fliegel et al 2011). This mechanism however, has been excluded as sole cause of
signal enhancement since also elements, which are considered to be 99 % ionized has been shown
to experience enhanced sensitivity (Fliegel et al 2011). Charge transfer reactions from C‐species has
been discussed as important mechanism for elements with high 1st IP, but smaller than that of C‐
species (11.26 eV for C) and less important for elements which have a high degree of ionization in
the ICP (Fliegel et al 2011). The probability of charge transfer reaction should be higher when the
energy level of the charge carrier closely matches one of the analyte atom (Fliegel et al 2011). A
more efficient dissociation of polyatomic ions has been considered unlikely to be a relevant
mechanism even though a slight decrease of ThO and UO has been observed (Fliegel et al 2011). A
lower abundance of oxides ions, which in LA‐ICPMS is at the 0.5 % level, is not significant compared
to measured signal intensity enhancement factors greater than 2. Higher particle vaporization
efficiency has also been excluded as dominant mechanism for the enhancement of sensitivity, since
no significant changes of the U/Th ratio (considered as proxy for degree of particle vaporization)
have been detected during the measurements (Fliegel et al 2011). A possible change of plasma
geometry has also been discussed as potential parameter influencing sampling efficiency and thus
the enhanced signal intensity for most of the detected elements (Fliegel et al 2011). Summarizing,
the observed signal intensity enhancement has been attributed to more than one mechanism.
Charge transfer reactions involving carbon species have been considered most important for high 1st
IP elements like As, Se, Te and I whereas changes in the plasma temperature and plasma geometry
have been considered the main reason of the general sensitivity enhancement of a factor of 2‐4.
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1.5. Isotope fractionation and the determination of isotope ratios
The isotopic composition of the elements is generally considered constant in nature unless it is
changed by the following processes (Douthitt 2008, Vanhaecke et al 1999a):





Isotope fractionation (mass‐dependent and mass‐independent)
Radioactive decay
Interaction of cosmic rays with matter
Human activities (including the practice of isotope dilution analysis and enrichment)

Isotope fractionation is defined as the partitioning of isotopes within different phases of the same
substance during chemical or physical processes (Coplen et al 2002), whose extent is usually
proportional to the isotopes’ masses. Physical isotope fractionation is generally related to processes
that depend upon mass dependent diffusion. In chemical fractionation, the isotopes are
redistributed among phases, molecules or chemical species. Isotope fractionation processes can be
subdivided into two categories: equilibrium isotope fractionation (implies equal forward and
backwards reaction rates for individual isotope exchange reactions) and kinetic isotope fractionation
(caused by unidirectional reactions in which the forward reaction is usually mass dependent) (Coplen
et al 2002).
In equilibrium isotope fractionation, the heavier isotope is enriched in the compound with the
highest oxidation state. As an example, 13C is enriched in CO2 rather than in graphite. In the case of
kinetic isotope fractionation, statistical models predict weaker bonds for lighter isotopes. Therefore,
the lighter isotopes are more reactive than the heavier ones and will end up in the reactions
products whereas the heavier isotopes will enrich in the educts (Coplen et al 2002). Isotope
fractionation is generally considered to be mass‐dependent but there are evidences that mass‐
independent effects can also take place (Bigeleisen 1996). The light elements are more affected by
isotopic mass‐fractionation, as the relative mass difference of their isotopes is higher than for
heavier elements. For this reason the stable isotopes of H, C, N, O and S, have commonly been
investigated for isotope mass‐fractionation.
Because the only difference between isotopes of the same atoms is their mass (given by the
difference in neutron number), one of the most popular ways of analyzing isotope ratios is mass
spectrometry. The variations in isotopic composition due to the processes discussed above may be
extremely small. For this reason, the measurement of isotope ratios requires a high level of
precision. For the light elements (e.g. H, C, N, O, S) IR‐MS (isotope ratio‐mass spectrometry) has
been used as method of choice whereas for heavier elements Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectrometry
(TIMS) has been long considered the most adequate technique because of the precision that can be
achieved for the isotope ratios (Balcaen et al 2010). As a matter of facts TIMS allows for a precision
better of 0.01 % (RSD) (Heumann et al 1998). Although precise data can be obtained, there are some
disadvantages, namely the laborious sample preparation (matrix separation is mandatory), the
limited ionization efficiency for elements with ionization potential above 7.5 eV and the long time
needed for the measurement (Balcaen et al 2010, Heumann et al 1998). In contrast, the analysis
with ICPMS has been reported to require less time consuming sample preparation and to permit
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more efficient ionization even for elements with 1st IP exceeding 7.5 eV (Balcaen et al 2010, Douthitt
2008). However, before the advent of multi collector (MC) ‐ICPMS with the first commercial
instrument in 19922, the Plasma 54 from VG Elemental (Douthitt 2008) the precision of determined
isotope ratio that could be achieved with ICPMS was in the range of 0.05 % (RSD). Typical precision
levels achieved by different mass spectrometers are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Comparison of precision achieved by mass spectrometric techniques for the determination of isotope ratios.
Adapted from (Heumann et al 1998)
Mass spectrometer
Quadrupole ICPMS
Sector field ICPMS
(single collector)
ICP‐TOFMS
MC‐ICPMS
TIMS
Electron Impact gas MS

RSD [%]
0.1‐0.5
0.05‐0.2
0.05‐0.1
0.005‐0.02
0.005‐0.01
< 0.005

Disadvantages of the ICP mass spectrometers compared to TIMS are, however, the non‐selective
ionization of the elements and the problems generated by spectroscopic interferences (usually
absent for TIMS after matrix separation)(Heumann et al 1998). Nevertheless, MC‐ICPMS resulted to
be a valid competitor of TIMS and has therefore been utilized for several applications ranging
throughout geochemistry, archeology forensics and biological and environmental studies (Balcaen et
al 2010). The number of publications involving MC‐ICPMS increased strongly during the first decade
of this millennium (Douthitt 2008). Moreover, laser ablation can be used as sample introduction
system for MC‐ICPMS making it possible to perform in‐situ and spatially resolved isotopic
determination, which, in contrast, is not achieved by TIMS.

1.5.1. Instrumental induced mass fractionation

The phenomenon of isotopic mass fractionation is observed even when isotope ratios are measured
by means of mass spectrometry. In a mass spectrometer, the isotopes are speared by mass to charge
ratio but mass fractionation may occur already during sample preparation, in the sample
introduction system, in the ionization source and in the interface region. Consequently, TIMS and
ICPMS measured isotope ratio differ from the actual isotope ratio in the sample analyzed. The
difference of the measured ratio to the actual one is referred to as mass bias (MB) or mass
discrimination in mass spectrometry. The potential sources of mass bias in MC‐ICPMS analysis will
now be briefly discussed. For many MC‐ICPMS and TIMS applications, in order to minimize matrix
effects and interferences, the elements of interest are separated from the sample matrix or
interfering elements by chromatographic techniques, which may be an additional source of mass
bias. For instance, mass‐dependent fractionation of Zink and Copper isotopes has been observed in
ion exchange chromatography (Marechal and Albarede 2002). Once the sample has been prepared
for analysis, a potential source of mass bias is the sample introduction system. For solution
2

The first published measurements with MC‐ICPMS has been published by Walder and Freedman (Walder and
Freedman 1992) who achieved a precision of 0.008 % (RSD) for 87Sr/86Sr for NIST SRM 987.
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nebulization as introduction system, no significant difference has been measured comparing the
isotope ratio measured in the sample compared to those measured in the collected drain solution
(Andren et al 2004). For laser ablation as sample introduction system on the other hand,
fractionation has been observed for Cu isotopes during spot ablation with ns laser (Jackson and
Günther 2003). During the ablation, the 65Cu/63Cu ratio has been shown to increase as a function of
time during the ablation whereas at the same time the 66Zn/64Zn (Zn added as semi‐dry aerosol)
remained constant. The laser ablation introduced mass bias could be corrected by external
standardization, at expenses of analytical precision and sample throughput (Jackson and Günther
2003). The potential sources of laser induced isotope fractionation have been proposed to be similar
to laser induced elemental fractionation (Jackson and Günther 2003)(see chapter 1.2 for elemental
fractionation). Laser‐generated aerosols of metallic Cu have been filtered in order to collect aerosol
particles, which have eventually been dissolved and analyzed by solution nebulization MC‐ICPMS. In
addition, the laser‐produced aerosol has been analyzed by a particle counter or by MC‐ICPMS. The
detailed study has shown that low energy density ablation (< 9 J/cm2) produces a significant time‐
dependent laser induced isotopic fractionation (preferential volatilization of lighter isotope at the
ablation site). On the other hand for high energy density applied (≥ 9 J/cm2), the isotope
fractionation has been suggested to generate from the incomplete vaporization of particles inside
the ICP. The authors suggested that in order to minimize laser/ICP‐induced fractionation it is
important to ablate at high energy density by using laser systems, which produce a greater fraction
of small particles and filter out bigger particles (Jackson and Günther 2003). Similar isotope
fractionation effects have been reported for the measurement of Fe isotope ratios (Kosler et al
2005a). More recent studies have shown that laser ablation of metallic Cu generates aerosols with
bulk isotopic composition identical (within measurement error) to the analyzed sample (Kuhn et al
2007). However, isotopes have been measured to fractionate between particle sizes, with the
aerosol particles smaller than 200 nm being isotopically “lighter” compared to bigger particles (Kuhn
et al 2007). Preferential vaporization of lighter isotopes from particles inside the ICP has been
proposed to explain the difference of solution nebulization and laser ablation measured ratios (Kuhn
et al 2007). On the other hand, by using a 196 nm fs laser ablation systems, isotope fractionation has
not been encountered for the analysis of stable Fe isotope ratios (Horn et al 2006). However,
whether isotope fractionation during fs laser ablation is absent for all samples and ablation
conditions, is not known.
After the sample introduction, mass bias can occur in the ICP due to diffusion. In the ICP, vapor and
ions diffuse away from the point where they are generated, which will be more pronounced for
lighter isotopes. Consequently, not all generated ions inside the ICP, will be sampled with the same
efficiency (Wang et al 2006). After the sampler cone, the portion of plasma transferred into the
interface undergoes supersonic expansion (Douglas and French 1988). At this stage, collisions
between ions and argon atoms occur (Houk et al 1980), which lead to analyte ions loss due to
scattering processes (Andren et al 2004, Duersch et al 1998). This loss is more pronounced for light
ions. After the skimmer, space charge (Olesik and Dziewatkoski 1996) can occur due to repulsion of
positively charged ions. At this point, light and low kinetic energy ions are preferentially lost (Santos
et al 2007). The contribution of space charge on mass bias depends on matrix composition and the
ICP operating conditions. However, all above‐mentioned processes will lead to a measured isotope
ratio biased from the actual one.
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Consequently, several correction schemes have been applied in order to retrieve the “true” ratio
from the data measured in ICPMS.

1.5.1.1.

Correction methods for instrumental mass bias in ICPMS

Three main approaches have been principally adopted for the correction of instrumental mass bias
in ICPMS:




External standardization
Internal standardization
Intra element standardization

For external standardization, the measured isotope ratio (Rmeas) of the analyte in a calibration
solution or standard reference material is divided by the true3 ratio (Rtrue) resulting in a mass bias
correction factor, which is then multiplied with the measured isotope ratios in unknown samples.
This method implies the existence of standards with well‐characterized isotope composition and
similar matrix composition of the reference standard and the sample analyzed. Standard‐Sample‐
Standard Bracketing (SSB) is a special type of the external standardization in which the measurement
of the sample is “bracketed” between two standards measurements. This has the advantage to
correct for mass bias drift during the measurement session. Examples of the application of SSB can
be found in the literature (Makishima et al 2007,Turner et al 2001).
For internal standardization, the mass bias factor is determined by using a pair of isotopes of the
element analyzed, which are considered stable in nature or whose isotope ratio is known. It is also
possible to use one or more isotope ratios of reference elements added to the solution, which are
considered to have similar mass bias as the element of interest, and apply intra element
standardization. As an example, mass bias calculated for Zn isotopes has been used to correct for Cu
mass bias (Marechal et al 1999). Different mathematical models have been evaluated for ICPMS
analysis in order to apply internal standardization (Appelblad and Baxter 2000, Yang and Sturgeon
2003), which are based on the following functions: linear law (eq. 5), power law (eq. 6), exponential
law (eq.7)
1

∆
∆

1
∙

∙∆

eq. 5
eq. 6
eq. 7

Where Δm is the mass difference between the measured isotopes and ε is the mass bias per mass
unit. All these functions take into account the mass difference between the isotopes of interest and
not on their absolute mass. In order to take the absolute mass of the isotopes into account a model
has been proposed by Russel et al. (eq 8.)(Russell W.A. et al 1978) and successfully adopted in
various studies.
3

Usually the certified value of a given Standard Reference Material is referred to as true ratio.
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∙

eq. 8

Where m1 and m2 are the masses of the two isotopes of interest and ß is the exponential mass bias
factor. All the above‐discussed equations for internal correction are usually applied by monitoring
one pair of reference isotopes. However, Al‐Ammar and Barnes (Al Ammar and Barnes 2001)
developed a method, based on the instrumental response function (eq. 9), taking advantage of more
than one pair of reference isotopes known as Common Analyte Internal Standardization.
ln

eq. 9

Where S1 is the isotope sensitivity at mass m1, m1 is the isotope mass number and a and c are
constants. If the isotopes of interest are corrected with reference isotopes that are close in mass
number and the variation of S is small compared to the variation of m, equation 10 can be used for
mass bias correction (Al Ammar and Barnes 2001).
∆

∙

1

eq. 10

The correction is extrapolated by measuring several internal reference isotopes ratios together with
the isotope ratio of interest. The Rtrue/Robs ratios are then plotted against 1/m and with a linear
regression, the mass bias correction factor can be calculated (Al Ammar and Barnes 2001). This
approach has been proven to enhance the precision and accuracy for ICPMS with quadrupole as
mass analyzer (Al Ammar and Barnes 2001). Mass bias correction can also be performed by
combining internal and external standardization. This approach has been shown to be successful for
the determination of Cu and Zn isotope ratios (Peel et al 2008) and for the Sr isotope ratio
determination using Zr for mass bias correction (Yang et al 2008).
Generally, different approaches have been demonstrated to be successful depending on the
isotopes measured, the instrumentation used and the sample composition so that a study of the
most adequate type of mass bias correction should be considered for each application. The mass
bias correction schemes applied throughout literature are the result of empirical observations, while
the causes of instrumental mass bias are not completely understood and a prediction of the
magnitude of mass bias is at this point not straightforward.
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1.5.2. Sr‐Rb isotope system and geochronology

The Sr isotopic system consists of four natural occurring isotopes: 84Sr, 86Sr, 87Sr and 88Sr, whose
representative isotopic composition and range of natural variation are listed in Table 6. All the
natural Sr isotopes are not radiogenic except for 87Sr, which is the decay product of 87Rb (β‐ decay:
t1/2: 48.8 ×109 years (Steiger and Jäger 1977)4). Rubidium has two naturally occurring isotopes: 85Rb
and 87Rb, which have an atomic abundance ratio of 2.593 (Catanzar et al 1969). This is assumed
constant throughout the earth.
Table 6 Strontium natural isotope system (Bohlke et al 2005).
Isotope mass number
84
86
87
88

Range of natural variation
0.0055–0.0058
0.0975–0.0999
0.0694–0.0714
0.8229–0.8275

Representative isotopic composition
0.0056(1)
0.0986(1)
0.0700(1)
0.8258(1)

Since 87Sr is radiogenic, the 87Sr/86Sr ratio varies in nature depending on the age of the mineral and
the initial Rb/Sr concentration ratio. Because of this, the measurement of Sr isotope ratios has been
exploited for geochronology in various studies. Although TIMS has been the method of choice for Sr
isotope determination, geochronology studies have been carried out using quadrupole ICPMS
(Vanhaecke et al 1999a) or sector field ICPMS (Vanhaecke et al 2001). In addition to geochronology,
the measurement of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio has been applied: in provenance studies of food
samples (Almeida and Vasconcelos 2001, Garcia‐Ruiz et al 2007b, Swoboda et al 2008), to investigate
the transference of Sr isotope in the soil‐plant‐cider system (Garcia‐Ruiz et al 2008) and to trace
migration of humans (Price et al 1994, Prohaska et al 2002, Sillen et al 1998) and animals (Viner et al
2010, Vogel et al 1990). The migration information is stored in the Sr isotopic signatures of the bones
of the animals or humans, which depend on the isotopic signature of their food or water, which
eventually reflects that of the rocks of the provenance region (Vogel et al 1990).

4

The value published by Steiger and Jäger is the most commonly used and recommended by the International
union of Geological Sciences in 1977, but more recent data have been published which may be more accurate.
E.g. (Rotenberg et al 2012) t1/2: 49.6 ×109 years.
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1.5.2.1.

Rb‐Sr geochronology: dating igneous rocks (Dickin 2005)

Dating of igneous rock with Rb‐Sr geochronology is based on the 87Rb decay, which is described by
eq. 11.
87

Sr  87 Sri  87 Rb(e  t  1)

eq. 11

Where 87Sri is the number of 87Sr atoms initially present, t is the time and λ is the 87Rb decay
constant. Since it is difficult to measure the absolute abundance of a given isotope, it is more
convenient to divide the nuclides in eq.11 by the number of atoms of a nuclide, which remains
constant over time: 86Sr. Eq. 12 is obtained.

 87 Sr   87 Sr  87 Rb t
 86    86   86 (e  1)
Sr
 Sr  p  Sr i

eq. 12

The 87Sr/86Sr ratio at present (p) is usually determined by mass spectrometry and the 87Rb/86Sr is
calculated from the Rb/Sr concentration ratio. If the initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio is known or estimated and
the system remained closed to Rb and Sr mobility from the time of formation until now, t can be
calculated. This method implies the initial Sr isotopic composition to be predicted by a model, which
may lead to inaccurate results.
This problem has been solved by Nicolaysen in 1961 with the development of the Isochron Diagram
(Nicolaysen 1961). This diagram is the plot of 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio versus the 87Rb/86Sr ratio with
the intercept being the initial 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio of the system and the slope being eλt‐1. In order
to use the Isochron Diagram it is necessary to analyze congenic rocks or mineral samples, which
possess the same initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio but different Rb/Sr concentration ratios, from Rb poor
minerals (Plagioclase) to minerals with higher Rb content (e.g. Biotite). A hypothetical Isochron
Diagram is schematized in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Schematic Rb‐Sr isochron diagram for a suite of hypothetical co‐magmatic igneous minerals. Data do not
represent real measurements. Adapted from (A.P.Dickin 2005).

1.5.2.2.

Fractionation of non‐radiogenic Sr isotopes

The 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio has since long been considered to vary in nature because of the decay of
87
Rb to 87Sr. On the other hand, the 88Sr/86Sr and the 86Sr/84Sr isotope ratios have been considered
constant on Earth. The value of 8.375209 (0.1194 for 86Sr/88Sr) for the 88Sr/86Sr ratio is conventionally
accepted by the International Union of Geosciences in 1977 (Steiger and Jäger 1977). Since then this
value has been widely adopted for internal mass bias correction (86Sr/88Sr true ratio).
A recent study, however, has demonstrated that mass dependent fractionation of non‐radiogenic Sr
isotopes occurs during calcium carbonate precipitation and to be temperature dependent (Fietzke
and Eisenhauer 2006). In another study, the variation of 86Sr/88Sr isotope ratio in sedimentary
terrestrial environments has been reported (Halicz et al 2008). For this reason, the conventionally
adopted 86Sr/88Sr isotope ratio for correcting mass bias may not be appropriate for all measured
samples.

1.5.2.3.

Sr isotope ratio measurement by TIMS and ICPMS

TIMS and ICPMS are commonly applied analytical techniques for the determination of Sr isotope
ratios. However, it is not always possible to obtain accurate and precise results mainly due to the
presence of spectral interferences (e.g. Rb). 87Rb is isobaric with 87Sr and the required mass resolving
power (m/Δm) to separate the signals of the two isotopes would be > 286000. This is not possible
with modern ICPMS or TIMS spectrometers so that alternative methods have to be developed in
order to avoid this spectral overlap.
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For TIMS and ICPMS the main procedure in order to avoid spectral interference is the separation of
Sr from the matrix of the sample. Usually, this is achieved by the following methods:


ion exchange chromatography (Almeida and Vasconcelos 2001, Garcia‐Ruiz et al 2008,
Korte et al 2006, Swoboda et al 2008, Vanhaecke et al 1999a, Vanhaecke et al 2001)



Sr‐specific solid phase extraction (Balcaen et al 2005, Burton et al 2006, Prohaska et al 2002)

The separation usually takes place off‐line and is time consuming, especially if large sample batches
have to be analyzed. For this reason, online matrix separation for Sr analysis has been developed.
The hyphenation of ion chromatography with a sector field ICPMS has been developed by Latkoczy
et al. (Latkoczy et al 2001) for the analysis of Sr isotope ratios in soil and bone samples. However, the
measurement of one sample was in the order of 40 min. The time needed for the measurement has
been reduced to about 20 min with a similar approach by injecting a larger sample volume in a single
injection (3‐5 mL) (Garcia‐Ruiz et al 2007a,Garcia‐Ruiz et al 2008), but problems arising from matrix
effects have been reported. A faster approach for the online Sr/matrix separation has been
evaluated by Galler et al. (Galler et al 2007,Galler et al 2008) by developing an online flow injection
Sr/matrix separation device. The external precision that has been achieved by the developed
method is equivalent to that of off‐line sample preparation (0.01‐0.04 % 2RSD) (Galler et al 2007)
with analysis time reduced from ~90 min down to 10 min.
Other than Sr/matrix separation, other methods have been tested. For quadrupole‐based ICPMS, the
interference with 87Rb has been attenuated by applying ion‐molecule reactions (Moens et al 2001).
The reaction cell has been flushed with CH3F, which reacts with Sr to produce SrF+ but not RbF+. It
has been possible to determine rock age in agreement (within measurement error) with TIMS data.
However, the precision obtained for the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio has been shown to be poorer (0.03%
RSD) (Moens et al 2001). The authors proposed the use of the method for screening of large amount
of sample when “ultimate” precision is not needed (Moens et al 2001).
More recently, the separation of Rb‐Sr isobars by means of electrothermal vaporization has been
investigated (Rowlan et al 2008). The method takes advantage from the fact that Rb and Sr have
different volatilization temperatures, Rb being more volatile (Rowlan et al 2008). During the
optimization of the method a one‐step temperature program (heating at constant rate) has been
applied and a TOFMS used for the measurement. The reference material NIST SRM 607 (potassium
feldspar) has been analyzed in order to validate the analytical method (Rowlan et al 2008). For the
analysis of real samples, a two‐step vaporization program has been developed (first step 2000 °C and
2800 °C for the second step) and a MC‐ICP‐MS has been used for the determination of isotope
ratios. An RSD of 5% in determining the age of the reference material has been achieved but the
results has been shown to be 10% lower than the reference value, making the method accuracy
questionable (Rowlan et al 2008). The source of the bias has not been identified. Nevertheless, it has
been shown that using ETV‐ICP‐MS is considerably faster than the traditional Sr/matrix separation
methods and has the advantage that very small quantities of material can be analyzed (Rowlan et al
2008).
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Summarizing, although the efforts spent in finding an alternative method for matrix separation prior
to ICPMS measurements, the accurate and precise analysis of Sr isotope ratios still rely on ion
chromatographic or phase extraction techniques.
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1.5.2.4. Current strategies for In‐situ Sr isotope ratio measurements by LA‐
ICPMS

Numerous studies based on LA‐MC‐ICPMS in the field of in‐situ Sr isotope determination have been
published (Barnett‐Johnson et al 2005, Bizzarro et al 2003, Burla et al 2009, Christensen et al 1995,
Davidson et al 2001, Fietzke et al 2008, Horstwood et al 2008, Jackson and Hart 2006, Paton et al
2007, Ramos et al 2004, Schmidberger et al 2003, Simonetti et al 2008, Waight et al 2002,
Woodhead et al 2005, Yang et al 2011). Although the first published in‐situ LA‐MC‐ICPMS
measurement of Sr isotopes composition in geological samples determined with this method can be
traced back to 1995 (Christensen et al 1995), it is yet still not possible to apply this technique to a
wide range of samples regardless to the sample composition. In contrast to solution nebulization
MC‐ICPMS, matrix separation has not been yet achieved for LA sampling with the result that all
interfering elements reach the ICP.
For this reason, when performing LA‐MC‐ICPMS for Sr isotope determination, the precision and
accuracy are likely to be affected by single element isobaric interferences on Sr isotopes. The main
problem is represented by 87Rb interfering on 87Sr, 84,86Kr interfering on 84Sr and 86Sr, polyatomic
interferences (e.g. calcium dimers and argides, metal oxides) and doubly charged rare earth
elements (REE) (Table 7).
Table 7 List of Sr isotopes and most likely occurring spectral interferences. Note that for some polyatomic ions, more
than one species may be present at a given m/z but only one, as an example, is indicated in this table.

m/z
82
Sr
Kr
Kr
Rb
Yb++
Er++
Lu++
Hf++
42
Ca
Ca40Ar
argides
40
Ca
Ca42Ca
dimers
Fe
Oxides
Zn
Oxides
Ga
Oxides
Ca‐P‐O

83

83.5

Kr

84
Sr
Kr

85

168
166

Er++

167

Er++

Yb++
168 ++
Er

Rb
170
Yb++
170 ++
Er

85.5

86
Sr
Kr

87
Sr

88
Sr

171

172

174

Rb
Yb++

176

Yb++

Yb++

Yb++

176
174

Lu++
176 ++
Hf
48
Ca40Ar

40

44

40

54

54

56

70

70

70

69

71

71

Hf++

43

40

44

Ca43Ca

40

Ca Ar

40

40

46

Ca Ar
Ca44Ca

40

Ca Ar

42

Ca43Ca

Ca46Ca
Fe16O2

66

Zn17O

68

Zn16O

68

Zn17O

Zn16O
Ga17O

Ca43Ca
Fe16O17O
Zn17O
Ga16O

Ca48Ca
Fe16O2
Zn18O
Ga17O

40

Ca31P16O

40

The effect of doubly charged REE, calcium argides, calcium dimers and metal oxides on the accuracy
of Sr isotopes determination has been studied in detail in a previous work (Ramos et al 2004). It has
been shown that doubly charged REE indeed influence the accuracy of of Sr isotope determination
while metal oxides as well as calcium polyatomic interferences only had a minor influence on the
measurement accuracy. In a more recent publication, it has been shown that when analyzing
carbonates, the correction of calcium argides and calcium dimers is necessary and a correction
scheme has been proposed to correct for CaAr (Woodhead et al 2005). Although correcting for
doubly charged REE and calcium polyatomic interferences has been shown to lead to accurate
results, even more challenging is the correction of 87Rb on m/z = 87. It has been shown that the
correction scheme proposed by Ramos et al. (where mass bias of Sr is used for Rb mass bias
correction) fails for samples where the [Rb]/[Sr] exceeds 0.01 mainly because of the difficulty of
determining the correct Rb mass bias (Ramos et al 2004). A more complex correction scheme
adopted by Jackson et al. for the measurement of Sr isotope ratios in Samoan basalt melt inclusions
resulted to be more successful by allowing the accurate determination of Sr isotope ratio in samples
with a [Rb]/[Sr] ratio up to 0.14 (Jackson and Hart 2006). The key difference compared to the
correction scheme adopted by Ramos et al. is the more accurate determination of Rb mass bias
factor involving the use of bracketing standards for Rb. For clarity, in Figure 7 the correction schemes
adopted by Jackson and hart, Woodhead et al. and Ramos et al. are presented in more detail. In a
review by Vroon et al. a comprehensive collection of correction schemes adopted by various authors
for the determination of Sr isotopes ratio by LA‐MC‐ICPMS in different types of samples has been
discussed highlighting certain variability in the correction schemes and data reduction strategies
adopted (Vroon et al. 2008).

Jackson and Hart

Woodhead et al.

Ramos et al.

Kr correction by substracting 84Kr
until 84Sr/88Sr = 0.00675476

Kr correction by zero on‐peak (gas
blank)

Kr correction by zero on‐peak (gas
blank)

CaAr+ contribution measured on m/z
82 and used to correct m/z 84, 86, 88

Yb++ corrected with signal measured
at m/z = 85.5, MB of YB calculated
from m/z = 85.5 and 86.5

No REE correction but 89Y is
monitored

Er++ corrected with signal measured
at m/z = 83.5, MB of Er assumed to
be equal to Yb MB

87Rb

corrected with signal measured
at m/z 85, MB of Rb from bracketed
standards

Sr MB correction involves iterations
with previous steps

87Rb

87Rb

corrected with signal measured
on m/z = 85, MB of Rb is assumed to
be equal to Sr MB

corrected with signal measured
on m/z = 85, MB of Rb is assumed to
be equal to Sr MB

Sr MB correction using 88Sr/86Sr =
0.1194 and exponential mass bias
law

Sr MB correction using 88Sr/86Sr =
0.1194 and exponential mass bias
law

Figure 7 Selection of correction schemes adopted for the in‐situ determination of Sr isotope ratio by LA‐MC‐ICPMS. MB
is mass bias.
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Recently, Burla et al. combined elements from Woodhead et al. and Jackson et al. correction
schemes. This correction scheme consists of a system of three non‐linear equations solved
simultaneously for an uniform exponential mass bias factor, applied to all assumed species present
at m/z 83, 84, 86, 88 (Sr, CaAr, Kr) (Burla et al 2009). It has been adopted for carbonates with
relatively low Rb content (85Rb/86Sr < 0.0002) and the authors warn that their proposed correction
scheme has to be taken into account only when interference contribution is minimal (Burla et al
2009).
Other than Rb, Kr, REE and CaAr, another polyatomic ion has been found to influence the Sr isotope
ratio measurements. Horstwood et al. for instance (Horstwood et al 2008); found that during the Sr
isotope measurement in Apatite the polyatomic ion 40Ca31P16O has been generated inducing a
significant shift of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio (as high as 4‰). The same type of interference has been
proposed as the cause of the biased 87Sr/86Sr ratios measured by LA‐MC‐ICPMS compared to solution
nebulization in human tooth enamel samples (Simonetti et al 2008).
Despite the limitations cited above, the in‐situ LA‐MC‐ICPMS for Sr isotope determination has been
shown to perform well in terms of precision and accuracy when carbonates with low Rb
concentration are analyzed. For instance, using a 785 nm femtosecond laser coupled to an MC‐ICP‐
MS an external precision of ±0.0000075 (1SD, n=17) and accuracy of 0.000006 relative to solution
nebulization have been achieved for the measurement of 87Sr/86Sr ratio (Yang et al 2011). Not only
the authors has been claiming the best absolute precision obtained for in‐situ Sr isotopes analysis;
they have been highlighting that, due to the use of fs laser 87 to 92 % of the overall uncertainty
obtained originated from counting statistic error while only 25 to 45 %6 of overall uncertainty has
been caused by counting statistics error in studies reported with ns laser (Barnett‐Johnson et al
2005, Christensen et al 1995, Ramos et al 2004). The correction scheme that has been applied by
Yang et al. is similar to that of Ramos et al. with the addition of Lu correction, whose magnitude is
approximated from Yb, assuming the same abundance‐normalized sensitivity (Yang et al 2011). For
Sr mass bias correction the exponential law has been adopted because it has been shown to lead to
more accurate results compared to linear and power laws (Yang et al 2011). However, the mass bias
correction has not been applied for doubly charged ions (Er++, Yb++) for the measurement of REE‐rich
fluorite samples because it has been shown to lead to less accurate results (~ 50 ppm) (Yang et al
2011). CaAr and Ca‐dimer correction has not been applied because no significant contribution on
m/z 83 and 82 has been measured during the ablation of carbonate samples (Yang et al 2011).
As a comparison for nanosecond laser ablation the best precision reported for similar samples is
±0.0000137 (1SD)(Fietzke et al 2008). To note is that the data evaluation protocol that has been
adopted by Fietzke et al. is different from the above‐cited studies where ns laser ablation has been
used. The main difference is that the signal evaluation is not divided into background and integrated
signal. The isotope ratios are derived from the slope of a linear fit of all data collected (background,
ablation, washout) by pairs of faraday detectors (Fietzke et al 2008). The authors argue that this data
5

The external precision of ±0.000007 is for an 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.709167 for FEBS‐1 (Institute for National
Measurement Standards, Ontario, Canada) as a sample. This corresponds to 10 ppm external precision.
6
These values are extrapolated by Yang et al. from other publications. A direct comparison of fs and ns laser
has by the time of writing not been published.
7
The external precision of ±0.000013 is for an 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.709170 for recent marine carbonates. This
corresponds to 19 ppm precision.
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evaluation protocol is advantageous in comparison to the commonly used protocol as the user
influence in setting integration limits is avoided and all data are included in the evaluation and
treated equally. In addition, deviations from the ideal linear fit, caused as an example by
interferences or changes in mass bias during the ablation, would be detectable (Fietzke et al 2008).
On the other hand, the precise and accurate measurement of samples with high Rb content
([Rb]/[Sr] > 0.14) remains a challenge because the mathematical correction of the isobaric
interference of 87Rb leads to increased uncertainties in the results. Therefore, a method capable of
separating Rb from the aerosol while it is transported to the ICPMS would be of benefit for the
measurement of Sr isotope ratio in Rb rich samples.

1.6. Preliminary studies on ETV heating on laser‐generated aerosols

Vaculovic et al. investigated the effect of thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols (Vaculovic
et al 2004). Aerosol generated with a 266 nm laser has been directed through a graphite furnace
(HGA600‐MS, Perkin Elmer, CAN). The aerosol has been transported by He at a flow rate of 1.3 L/min
from the ablation cell through the ETV. The effects of online heating on the laser‐generated aerosol
have been studied by measuring signal intensities by ICPMS and by measuring the particle size
distribution with an optical particle counter (Vaculovic et al 2004). Metallic samples and alloys have
been characterized (Vaculovic et al 2004). It has been shown that the thermal treatment of aerosols
prior to the introduction into the ICP induces changes in the signals intensities of individual elements
(Vaculovic et al 2004). A signal intensity inflection has been reported for elements with low
vaporization temperatures when heating the furnace at temperatures between 500 and 2400 °C
(Vaculovic et al 2004). The heating of the furnace at T > 2500 °C has been reported to increase the
signal intensity again. It has been suggested that aerosol particles evaporate inside the furnace at ~
500 °C lower than the boiling point of the respective element (Vaculovic et al 2004). The generated
vapor has been suggested to deposit on the furnace tubing walls after the heated zone causing a
decrease of signal intensity detected by ICPMS. The increase of the signal at T > 2500 °C has been
interpreted as release of deposited material from the furnace surface (Vaculovic et al 2004). Heating
of the aerosol has been shown to induce a change in the particle size distribution for low melting
point materials (e.g. Ga), whereas no significant change for high melting point materials (e.g. Mo)
has been measured (Vaculovic et al 2004). For low melting point materials, the fraction of small
particles has been measured to decrease after thermal treatment of the aerosol at 2400 °C
(Vaculovic et al 2004).
From these initial studies on thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosol, it has been concluded
that ETV heating may be utilized as coarse simulation of vaporization processes inside the ICP and
that selective element removal is possible, which could be useful for the online reduction of
interferences in LA‐ICPMS (Vaculovic et al 2004).
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2. Aim of this work
An approach for manipulating the chemical composition of laser‐generated aerosols has been
investigated for the first time in 2004 by Vaculovic et al. (Vaculovic et al 2004). These initial
investigations indicated the potential for selectively removing elements from the laser‐generated
aerosol online by ETV heating. Laser ablation as sample introduction system for ICPMS is a powerful
tool for direct trace elements analysis and isotope ratio measurements for solid samples. Although
the level of oxide formation compared to conventional solution nebulization is significantly reduced
and tedious and time consuming sample digestion procedures are avoided, some innate problems of
ICPMS like isobaric interferences, polyatomic interferences, doubly charged ions and plasma mass‐
load effects are persistent for LA‐ICPMS. One of the major problems is generated by the fact that all
components of the ablated sample are introduced into the ICPMS and there was no method
available to separate elements from the aerosol while it is transported to the ICPMS. ETV as sample
introduction system on the other hand has been demonstrated to allow separation of isobaric
interference (taking advantage of different volatilization temperatures between analyte and
interfering elements), to allow less time‐consuming sample preparation and to be less prone to
sample contamination than solution nebulization. However, it lacks spatial resolution capabilities,
which on the other hand can be achieved by LA‐ICPMS. Combining these two techniques does allow
spatially resolved analysis together with interferences minimization.
The aim of this research was to study the effect of thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols
and develop a method for online separation of elements for LA‐ICPMS thus minimizing isobaric
interferences or diminishing matrix related spectroscopic and non‐spectroscopic interferences.
Since little was known about the effects of thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols in terms of
matrix dependence, effects on particle size, mechanism of the separation, the first part of this work
was focused on the study of the fundamental aspects of thermal treatment of laser‐generated
aerosols.
Once the fundamentals of this new approach were consolidated, the analysis of Sr isotope ratios in
Rb rich samples was selected to test the applicability of the thermal treatment of laser‐generated
aerosol in a real life application. The in‐situ determination of Sr isotopes ratios by LA‐ICPMS has
been reported to be challenging especially for Rb rich samples, making it a benchmark‐application
for this approach of online interferences separation for LA‐ICPMS. Consequently, the second part of
this work was aimed at the online separation of Rb from laser‐generated aerosols in order to achieve
accurate and precise Sr isotope ratio determination by LA‐ETV‐MC‐ICPMS in well‐characterized
reference standard materials with Rb/Sr concentration ratio > 0.1. The successful application of this
method is expected to widen the range of samples suitable for in‐situ Sr isotope determination.
With the knowledge acquired through fundamental studies and experience gained with the
benchmark in real life application, the final goal of this research was to propose a new ETV
apparatus dedicated exclusively to the thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols.
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3. Fundamental studies on the thermal treatment of laser‐
generated aerosols
To evaluate the applicability of online aerosol thermal treatment for interference reduction in LA‐
ICPMS three main fundamental aspects were investigated: the dependence of ion signals on ETV
temperature, the temperature dependence of the particle size distribution of the laser‐generated
aerosol and the effect of carbon released from the graphite furnace on the generation of carbon
polyatomic interferences as well as signal enhancement. Parts of the results of this chapter have
been previously published in Brogioli et al (2011).

3.1

Experimental

The central part of the instrumental setup for the heating of laser‐generated aerosols transported
from the ablation cell to common ICPMS instrumentation was an HGA600‐MS graphite furnace
(Perkin Elmer, Canada). Since this furnace has been conceived as sample introduction system for
liquids, slurries or solid samples for ICPMS, only minor modifications to the experimental setup were
necessary in order to convert it into an aerosol‐heating device. A scheme of the original operation
mode of the HGA600‐MS compared to the slightly modified setup used in this study is shown in
Figure 8. When used as conventional sample introduction system (a), solvent and matrix
components are pre‐vaporized with the graphite probe open to the atmosphere and the switch
valve positioned in order to redirect the carrier gas (Ar) to the ICPMS bypassing the graphite tube.
After solvent drying and matrix pyrolysis, the vaporization temperature is set; the graphite seal
probe closes graphite tube at the same time as the switch valve is positioned so that the carrier gas
passes through the graphite tube transporting the vaporized sample directly to the ICPMS. The
graphite seal probe and the switch valve are activated by a pneumatic valves system. For online
aerosol heating, the switch valve was disconnected from the pneumatic valves system, the switch
valve set to “ICP” position and the graphite seal probe closed. This modification is not mandatory in
order to heat laser‐generated aerosols and analyze them with ICPMS, but maintaining the graphite
probe closed all the time (measurement session) reduces the measurement time, as a step prior to
the measurement to flush the graphite tube is not necessary. The outlet of the ablation cell was
connected to the inlet of the carrier gas of the HGA600‐MS with a 6 mm outer diameter PVC tube.
The carrier gas used was He, primarily because it has been shown to produce a larger fraction of
small particles for ns LA (Horn and Günther 2003) and reduces the deposition of ablated material
onto the sample surface (Eggins et al 1998) in comparison to Ar, which is favorable for ICPMS
analysis. The use of He also results in more efficient aerosol heating because of its higher thermal
conductivity compared to Ar (see chapter 5.3.1). The internal gas supply of the HGA600‐MS was
turned off during the experiments and the addition of reaction gases as well as modifiers was not
attempted. The external Ar gas supply, which prevents the graphite tube to burn in contact with
ambient air, was kept on like in conventional operation mode. The graphite tubes used during this
experiment were commercially available HGA Pyrocoated L’vov Graphite Tubes (Perkin Elmer,
Canada) but without platform. These tubes are 28 mm long with an inner diameter of 6 mm. The use
of closed tubes was evaluated but it was not possible to purchase the graphite tubes without the
hole on top of them at a reasonable price. The outlet of the HGA600‐MS was connected to a 50 cm
long PTFE tube (8 mm outer diameter, 6 mm inner diameter) which was connected to either ICPMS
instrumentation, optical particle counter or membrane filters for the collection of aerosol particles
(Figure 9).

Figure 8 Scheme of the HGA600‐MS experimental setup used for: a) ETV‐ICPMS, solvent evaporation and matrix
pyrolysis b) ETV‐ICPMS atomization c) LA‐ETV‐ICPMS. Scheme adapted from (Aramendia et al 2009). 1) Inlet graphite
contact, 2) outlet graphite contact, 3) graphite tube (in red), 4) graphite insert, 5) graphite seal probe.
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Figure 9 Schematic view of the experimental setup. After the graphite furnace, the aerosol was either measured with an
optical particle counter, analyzed by ICPMS or visualized by laser light scattering or collected on membrane filters.

The temperature of the graphite furnace was controlled via the Elan3.0 software (Perkin Elmer Sciex,
Ontario, Canada) installed on a Windows 2000© based personal computer connected via GPIB bus
interface. If used together with an Elan6xxx series ICPMS instrument, the acquisition of the data is
triggered (synchronized) together with the heating of the furnace by the software. In this case, the
HGA600‐MS will try to pipet a solution into the graphite tube before starting the measurement. For
this reason, a fictitious autosampler location number has to be inserted in the “sample” software
window. Before the measurement begins, the autosampler will go to that position, pipet air, and go
to the graphite tube. In order to prevent the autosampler arm from reaching the tube, it was
adjusted so that it cannot reach the graphite tube (which is for our purpose always closed). On the
other hand, if the intention is to couple the HGA600‐MS to other ICPMS instruments or optical
particle counter, this trigger is not available and the HGA600‐MS heating program had to be started
manually from the “HGA” control window of the Elan Software. It should be noted that the graphite
furnace can be operated even if no Elan6xxx is connected to the computer but the AS‐91
autosampler cannot be decoupled from the graphite furnace, else it will not initialize. The laser
ablation system utilized during the experiments was a 213 nm Nd:YAG laser system (LSX213, CETAC
Technologies, NE, USA). Only for the evaluation of the effects of carbon introduced into the ICP on
the ion signal enhancement a 266 nm Nd:YAG laser system was additionally utilized (LSX500, CETAC
Technologies, NE, USA). Operating parameters for the laser systems are listed in Table 8.
Table 8 Laser ablation parameters for different type of analysis of the laser‐generated aerosols
Temperature
dependence of Ion signal
intensities
Laser Type
Wavelength
Spot size
Energy density
Scan rate
Repetition rate
Carrier gas
Flow rate

25‐50 µm

Direct aerosol
visualization

Particle size
distribution and
morphology
Nd:YAG
213 nm
25 µm
2
17‐19 J/cm

Signal enhancement
with carbon addition

*

150 µm

213 or 266 nm
150 or 100 µm
2
23 or 10 J/cm

10 µm/s
2‐10 Hz

#

10 Hz
He
0.5 L/min

0.6 L/min

*For direct aerosol visualization more ablated mass was needed
#
Ablation frequency was lowered to 2 Hz for Cu and to 5 Hz for Zn and MBH B26
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3.1.1

Temperature dependence of ion signal intensity

To investigate the ion signal dependence, the HGA600‐MS was connected either to an Elan6000
(Perkin Elmer, Ontario, Canada) or an Element 2 (Thermo Finnigan, Bremen, Germany). The HGA600‐
MS was directly connected to the Elan6000 via a “T” connecting tube (Legris, Etoy, CH) where Ar was
admixed to the He carrier gas flow. To connect the ETV to the Element 2 an additional 8 to 6 mm
adapter (Legris, Etoy, CH) was required to connect the PTFE tube at the exit of the HGA600‐MS (8
mm outer diameter) with the “T” connecting tube (6 mm outer diameter). The instruments were
tuned daily in order to reach maximum sensitivity (for NIST SRM 610), an oxide rate formation lower
than 1% (Th/ThO) and U/Th ratio of ~1 (Table 9) while ablating NIST SRM 610. To calculate the
degree of ion signal suppression during thermal heating of the aerosol, a temperature program
exemplified in Figure 10 was applied. First the background and laser signals were acquired (from t =
0 s to t = 70 s) without heating. After ca. 40 seconds of laser ablation, the ETV was heated to
constant temperature for 80 s (from t= 70s to t= 150 s) while laser ablation is stopped after 60 s (at t
= 130 s). Then the ratio between background corrected LA signal with ETV heating divided by
background corrected LA signal was calculated. This ratio will from now on be called suppression
factor. At the end of the sequence, the ETV temperature was set to 2650 °C for 2 s in order to clean
the furnace. Suppression factors were measured between 100 and 2600 °C in steps of 100 °C. Matrix
and trace elements were analyzed ablating NIST SRM 610 (silicate glass), MBH B26 (brass), BAM
M601 (pure Zn), BAM M381 (pure Cu) and Ta metal. The choice of these materials allows studying
the effect of ETV heating for different matrices: silicate glass, metal alloy and pure metals. The pure
metals were chosen with increasing melting point (Zn < Cu < Ta).
Table 9 ICPMS experimental parameters for the measurement of ion signal suppression factors
NIST SRM 610 (Elan 6000)

MBH B26, BAM M601, BAM
M381, Ta (Elan 6000)

NIST SRM 610 (Element 2)

RF power
Skimmer cone
Sampler cone

1300 W
Platinum 0.8 mm
Platinum 1.1 mm

1300 W
Nickel 0.8 mm
Aluminum 0.8 mm

1300 W
Platinum 0.8 mm
Platinum 1.0 mm

Make up gas
(Ar)

0.76 L/min

0.70 L/min

0.88 L/min

Figure 10 Scheme for the measurement of suppression rates after aerosol thermal treatment. Ablated material: NIST
SRM 610. BG: background.
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3.1.2
3.1.2.1

Particle size measurements
Direct aerosol visualization

Laser light scattering at a cross section at the end of the transport tubing downstream the ETV unit
was used to visualize changes in particle size. Therefore, this region was irradiated by a light sheet
produced after a vertical aperture of about 0.5 mm of width, by a pulsed, frequency‐doubled 532 nm
Nd:YAG laser (Minilite PIV, Continuum, USA). The distance between light sheet and tube end was
kept as small as possible to avoid aerosol is mixing with the ambient air. Scattered light was
monitored side‐on using a high‐resolution (1600 x 1200 pixels) CCD camera of 10 bit dynamic range
(JAI‐M2, Stemmer Imaging GmbH, Germany) equipped with a macro zoom objective (4X maximum
magnification, Stemmer Imaging GmbH, Germany). Both, camera and Nd:YAG laser, were triggered
by a multi‐channel delay box (DG‐535, Stanford Research Systems, USA). A sketch of the optical
setup is shown in Figure 11. For further details about this visualization technique, refer to the
publication of Koch et al. (Koch et al 2007). Uncompressed frames obtained from the CCD camera
were analyzed by an open source microscopy software: Image j (Rasband W.S. 2010). To determine
the changes in scattering light intensity a circular region of interest was selected inside the inner
perimeter of the tube, from which all pixel values were integrated using the built‐in “Measure”
function. A custom‐written routine allowed all frames to be sequentially processed as batch. Size
calibration under these conditions is however rather difficult. Therefore, the data of these particle
studies represent qualitative changes of scattered light intensity only. Changes in scattered light
intensity are considered mainly a result of the variation of the mean particle size and number
density. The particle size investigated in this experiment is in the range where Rayleigh scattering is
the dominant mechanism so that the intensity of the scattered light is proportional to d6 (d =
diameter). Consequently an increase in scattered light intensity indicates the presence of larger
particles in the aerosol, while, due to conservation of mass, their number density is reduced by d‐3.
With this method, the aerosols generated from NIST SRM 610, MBH B26, BAM M601, BAM M381
and Ta metal were investigated in the same temperature range as for temperature dependence of
ion signal intensities.

Figure 11 Experimental setup for the direct aerosol visualization. a) CCD camera b) Aerosol exiting the transport tube
end c) LASER beam. The red region in the right side of the picture represents the circular region of interest where the
scattered light intensity was integrated.
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3.1.2.2

Optical particle counter

For further particle size measurements of heated aerosols of the NIST SRM 610 standard, the ETV
was connected to an optical particle counter (OPC): HS‐LAS (Particle Measuring Systems, USA) with a
measurement range between 65 nm and 1 µm covering 32 discrete channels of variable width (Kuhn
et al 2005). The aerosol, while being heated for 60 s at constant temperature, was diluted with N2
(0.7 L/min) by a bucket wheel diluter (MD19‐li, Matter Engineering, Switzerland) before entering the
OPC to avoid detector saturation. The experiment was repeated for the following furnace
temperatures: ambient, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500 and 2000 °C. To calculate the
aerosol particles’ volumes, spherical geometry was assumed.

3.1.2.3

Scanning electron microscopy of collected aerosol particles

For morphology studies, aerosol particles were collected on Isopore™ Membrane Filters 0.4 µm
HTTP (Millipore, USA). The filters with collected particles were then mounted on a graphite adhesive
tape and images were acquired by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (1530 FEG Gemini, Carl Zeiss
AG, Germany). The aerosol was collected on the filters for 60 s after heating to 1100, 2000 and 2500
°C.
3.1.3

Effect of carbon introduced by ETV on element signal enhancement

In order to investigate the magnitude of signal intensity enhancement when heating the graphite
furnace at T > 1000 °C (release of carbon from the graphite tube), the laser ablation system was
connected to the ICPMS in parallel with theHGA600‐MS. He was used as carrier gas for the carbon
released from the ETV to the ICPMS at a gas flow of 0.3 L/min. At the same time, the laser aerosol
generated by laser ablation was transported in He at a gas flow of 0.6 L/min. The gas line from the
ETV and the gas line coming from the laser ablation cell were mixed together via a “Y” connector
(Legris, Etoy, CH) (Figure 13). In order to measure the signal enhancement factors, the scheme
exemplified in Figure 11 was adopted. First, the gas blank signal was acquired, and then the signal
during laser ablation, then the ETV was heated up to target temperature until the end of the
ablation. After the signals to reached instrumental background, the background signal generated by
the ETV alone was measured. The enhancement ratios are the result of the laser ablation signal
obtained with carbon addition (ETV background corrected) divided by the laser ablation signal
without carbon addition (background corrected) (Figure 12). To compare the effect of carbon
released from the ETV to another carbon source, another experiment was performed where 5 mol %
CH4 in Ar (Pangas, Dagmersellen, CH) was admixed via an Analyt‐MTC mass flow controller
(Messtechnik GmbH & CO Ag, Müllheim, Germany) to the laser‐generated aerosol before entering
the plasma (Figure 13). This second experiment was set up according to the work of Fliegel et al.
(Fliegel et al 2011). The material tested in this experiment was the silicate glass NIST SRM 610. The
ICPMS used for the measurement of signal intensities was an Elan6000 and was tuned daily to reach
maximum sensitivity (for NIST SRM 610) and an oxide ratio formation smaller than 1% (ThO/Th). The
RF power of the ICPMS was kept at 1300 W so that the only variable parameter was the Ar make‐up
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gas. The temperatures at which the ETV was operated and the amount of added CH4, are shown in
Table 10. Operating parameters for the two laser systems are listed in Table 8.
Table 10 Experimental parameters for the investigation of signal enhancement with carbon addition. Helium was used
as carrier gas for the aerosol (0.6 L/min).
Carbon source
Carbon from ETV

LASER system
LSX500

Carbon from ETV

LSX213

5 mol % CH4 in Ar

LSX500

Carbon release: Temperature or mL/min
1000°C, 1400°C, 1800°C, 2000°C, 2200°C,
2400°C, 2500°C*, 2650 °C
1000°C, 1400°C, 1800°C, 2000°C, 2200°C,
2400°C, 2500°C*, 2650 °C
1.6, 3.0, 10 mL/min

*at 2500 °C the experiment was repeated 3 times to evaluate the external reproducibility

Figure 12 Scheme for the measurement of net signal enhancement factors for the carbon addition via ETV heating.

Figure 13 Schematic view of the experimental setup for the parallel introduction of carbon into the ICPMS together with
laser‐generated aerosol.
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3.2

Results

3.2.1

ETV background, carbon polyatomic interferences and general setup
considerations

3.2.1.1

Furnace maintenance

In contrast to conventional ETV‐ICPMS, where graphite tubes are in direct contact with solvents,
acids and chemical modifiers, the graphite tubes used in this study only entered in contact with
helium and eventually particles deposited from the laser‐generated aerosols. No macroscopic signs
of deterioration of the graphite tubes like cracks were noticed after numerous cycles including
extended heating periods (80 s) at temperatures between 2000 and 2650 °C. Tubes heated at
temperatures higher than 2000 °C could be utilized for more than 1800 s accumulated running time,
which would correspond to more than 350 atomization cycles in conventional ETV‐ICPMS, still
leading to reproducible results (within 10 % RSD). Heating cycles at temperatures above 2000 °C for
more than 80 s were not used in this study. Graphite tubes can be easily exchanged by opening the
graphite furnace. Graphite contacts were also exchanged when the ETV background remained high
even after prolonged cleaning heating cycles at 2650 °C.

3.2.1.2

ETV background

The contribution of the ETV to the instrumental background is important in order to determine
which m/z may be affected by polyatomic interferences or memory effects during ETV heating. The
graphite furnaces used for ETV‐ICPMS releases a considerable amount of carbon when operated at
temperatures above 1000 °C. The measurement of elements affected by carbon based polyatomic
interferences was investigated by coupling an ETV with a high resolution sector field ICPMS (Resano
et al 2009). Other than carbon related polyatomic interferences, memory effects may be expected
for certain elements. The signal background of the LA‐ETV‐ICPMS setup was investigated for
different temperatures: 20 °C (no heating), 2000 °C and 2650 °C for the Elan6000 and at 20 and 2200
°C for the Element 2 (The spectra are shown in the appendix 7.1). The temperature 2650 °C was
tested in order to assess the worst‐case scenario. It is obvious that at temperatures above 2000 °C,
the m/z range between 12 and ~80 is highly affected by the formation of carbon based polyatomic
interferences (Figure 58). Their abundance varies between several 100 counts per second (cps) and
several 105 cps for the highly intense peaks between m/z 42 and m/z 53. Consequently, the
measurement of Mg, Al, Si, P, Ti, and Cr is critical at high temperatures due to the formation of C
clusters, CO, CNO and ArC (Figure 58). Analyzing the background more in detail with the Element 2
at medium resolution (m/Δm = 4000) revealed that more than one species of polyatomic ion was
generated at individual integer m/z (Figure 14). In the higher m/z range (starting from m/z ≈ 90) the
influence of carbon related polyatomic interferences is much less pronounced (< several 100 cps).
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Figure 14 Patterns of signal background at 20 (black) and 2200 °C (red). Measured by a sector field ICPMS at medium
mass resolution (m/Δm = 4000) in B‐scan mode. Note that the mass scale is not absolute because the mass calibration
was not explicitly carried out for the magnet scan. Potential C polyatomic clusters are indicated.

However, at 2650 °C it is possible observe additional prominent peaks in comparison to the typical
instrumental background at 20 °C (Figure 58). These are assumed to be caused mainly by elements
present in the graphite tube or in the transport system that are vaporized at the highest
temperature. As an example, the peaks of Hg and Pb are shown in Figure 15. Because of their
isotopic pattern, it was possible to assign the isotopes to the peaks.

Figure 15 Typical instrumental background between m/z = 195 and m/z = 215 at different ETV heating temperatures (20
and 2650 °C) measured on an Elan6000 ICPMS. Scan mode: 10 points per peak, 50 ms integration time per peak.

Not only Pb and Hg were detected when heating at the highest temperature, signals in the order of
1000 up to 10000 counts per second were detected at m/z = 79, 81, 127 and 181. The signal ratio at
m/z 79 and 81 agrees with the isotopic abundance of Br and the peaks were assigned accordingly.
The signal at m/z 127 was attributed to I. The formation of such intense carbon based interference in
this mass range is not very likely and due to the presence of Br, it is possible to speculate that both
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Iodine and Bromine might be present as contaminant in the graphite tube or graphite contacts
which will become much hotter when the graphite tube is heated up to 2650 °C. Likewise, a carbon
polyatomic interference at m/z = 181 is not very likely. In this case, it is thought to be Tantalum
impurity present in the system.

3.2.2
3.2.2.1

Temperature dependence of ion signals intensity after aerosol electrothermal
heating
Silicate glass: NIST SRM610

Figure 16 shows an example of the signal intensities measured by ICPMS for three trace elements in
NIST SRM 610 in dependence on furnace temperature. The elements were selected to illustrate the
main effects of the ETV heating on the laser‐generated aerosol from silicate glass. In accordance
with the observations reported by Vaculovic et al. (Vaculovic et al 2004), the elements present in the
aerosol showed a signal decrease at element characteristic temperatures. The onset of the signal
decrease (inflection temperature) was ~500 °C for Ag, between 1000 and 1200 °C for Rb, ~2300 °C
for Sr.

Figure 16 Temperature profile showing the signal suppression of 109Ag+ (squares), 85Rb+ (triangles) and 88Sr+ (circles) for
the aerosol generated from NIST SRM 610, together with the signal recorded for 13C+ (red line) and the normalized
scattered light intensity (dashed green line).

Nevertheless, a major difference was observed in the temperature range between 1000 and 1300 °C,
where signal suppression was observed for all measured elements (trace and main components) in
NIST SRM 610. From here on this phenomenon will be referred to as element non‐specific signal
suppression. The degree of this non‐specific signal suppression was in the range of 1.5 orders of
magnitude for all measured isotopes. Interestingly the signal at m/z = 20 (Ar2+, Ne+) and m/z = 76
(Ar2+) did not exhibit a significant change in intensity in this temperature range indicating that the
plasma conditions were not perturbed significantly. The possible reasons of this element non‐
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specific signal suppression will be discussed more in detail in section 3.3. This section will focus on
the element specific signal suppression observed in the temperature range between ambient and
900 °C and 1300‐2600 °C. In this temperature range, the signal decrease is most likely occurring due
to evaporation of elements (according to their thermodynamic properties) from aerosol particles
with subsequent deposition (condensation) on the cool surface downstream the heated zone of the
graphite tube. This hypothesis is based on the work of Gregoire and Sturgeon (Gregoire and
Sturgeon 1999) where it has been shown that for the HGA600‐MS used as liquid introduction
system, about 70% of the vaporized analyte condensate on the cooler surfaces just downstream the
graphite tube.
Following this decrease, ion signals of several elements (like Rb and Ag in Figure 16) increase again
as the furnace temperature exceeds 2000°C. This increase is most likely the result of re‐mobilization
of previously condensed material from a region near the exit of the furnace, where the temperature
may reach the vaporization point (Vaculovic et al 2004). The signal increase at high temperatures
might partly also be caused by an enhancement of sensitivity due to the release of carbon from the
graphite tube affecting the plasma characteristics (Fliegel et al 2011,Guillong and Heinrich 2007)
(13C+ signal intensity depending on furnace temperature is shown in Figure 16). The addition of
carbon in parallel to laser‐generated aerosol showed an enhancement of the net signal for elements
with high first ionization potential (e.g. As) by a factor ~2‐3 when heating the furnace up to 2650 °C
(this topic is discussed more in detail in chapter 3.4.1.). For other elements, the enhancement was
not as significant (< 20 %). It can therefore be excluded that a signal increase by an order of
magnitude, as observed for example for Ag, is predominantly caused by the presence of carbon
within the aerosol.
In Table 11, the elements analyzed in this study are classified according to the maximum element
specific signal suppression after ETV heating of the laser‐generated aerosol. Elements whose signal
was suppressed to background intensities like Ag and Cd are grouped together with elements
experiencing signal suppression equal or above 99 %. It is important to note that the maximum
signal suppression is dependent on the level of contamination within the furnace. Installation of a
new set of graphite contacts and graphite tube led to lower absolute signal intensities at increased
temperatures. If the furnace was repeatedly heated to 2650 °C for 50 s the background signals could
even be lowered further.
Table 11 Maximum signal suppression measured after aerosol thermal treatment. Ca and Cr were measured with sector
field ICPMS in medium resolution because of spectral interferences from carbon. For the less abundant interferences
occurring on Al, Ti, Mn, Cu and Zn the background signal during furnace heating was subtracted from the ion signal
during laser ablation. *Signal reached background level.

Maximum
signal
suppression
>99
80 ‐ 99 %
30 – 80 %
< 20 %

Elements

Cu*, Zn*, As*, Mo*, Ag*, Cd*, Sn*, Sb*, Te*, Cs, Ce, W*, Au*,
Tl*, Pb*, Bi, U
Li, Na, Mn, Rb, Ba, Cr
Be, Ca, Sr, La, Th,
Al, Ti, Y, Zr, Lu, Hf, Ta
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In contrast to what has been observed for the pure materials analyzed in the study of Vaculovic et al.
(Vaculovic et al 2004) where elements like W and Mo did not exhibit significant signal suppression,
their signals reached background level when introducing an aerosol generated from NIST SRM 610. It
is thus apparent that the temperature dependence of the ion signal intensities is affected by the
chemical form of the elements in the sample and in the resulting aerosol. A tentative comparison of
inflection temperature and melting point of the corresponding oxides (Figure 17) shows some
correlation for the majority of the analyzed elements. This correlation is somewhat surprising since
the proposed mechanism for the element‐specific suppression involves vaporization rather than
melting. On the other hand, there are elements that show significant deviations from this trend.
Elements such as Cs, Rb or Ta for example show higher inflection temperatures than melting point of
their corresponding oxides while elements like Cd, Mo, W or Th show a negative offset. Compounds
like Rb2O, WO2 or MoO2 would decompose at the indicated temperature but the inflection
temperature of the ions signal intensity of the corresponding elements does not correlate. Reactions
with carbon released from the graphite tube or interactions of the aerosol particles with the tube
walls may thus play a significant role in the element‐specific suppression.

Figure 17 Comparison between measured onset of signal decrease (inflection T) and oxide melting temperature (Lide
D.R. 2010) for major and trace elements measured in NIST SRM 610. In the temperature range between 1000 and 1300
°C (gray area) the exact inflection temperature is not known because all signals are suppressed in an element non‐
specific way. Error bars indicate the estimated uncertainty for assigning the inflection temperature from the
temperature profiles.*Decomposition, **Sublimation. Color scheme of oxides names: suppression > 99% (red),
suppression 80‐99 % (black), suppression 30‐80 % (green), suppression < 20 % (blue).

From these observations, it becomes obvious that the element specific signal suppression is not only
depending on the physical properties of the elements but also on the respective chemical species
present in the aerosol. However, the actual composition of the individual aerosol particles is difficult
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to assess, there are studies where it has been shown that elements fractionate between different
particles, and particle sizes (Glaus et al 2010, Kosler et al 2005b, Kuhn and Günther 2004a, Kuhn and
Günther 2005). Further investigations are needed to elucidate the processes causing the element
specific signal suppression.

3.2.2.2

Furnace mass load

To test the efficiency of the furnace in separating elements from the aerosol, the 85Rb+/ 88Sr+ signal
intensity ratio was measured for different amounts of ablate material (furnace mass load). The
85
Rb+/ 88Sr+ ratio was considered as measure of Rb removal from the laser‐generated aerosol. To
change the mass load of the furnace, the crater size and repetition rate were varied from 25 µm at 5
Hz up to 50 µm at 10 Hz. Figure 18 shows that at higher mass loads, the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio is increased,
meaning that the Rb removal efficiency of the furnace is decreased.

Figure 18 85Rb+/ 88Sr+ dependence on normalized furnace mass load for silicate glass matrix (NIST SRM610). The ETV was
85
+ 88 +
operated at 2200 °C. The LSX213 was operated at 10 µm/s scan rate. The Rb / Sr without ETV heating is
approximately 0.9.

3.2.2.3

Brass, Cu and Zn

Also for the brass sample, both element specific and element non‐specific signal suppression were
observed (Figure 22). Element non‐specific signal suppression occurred in a temperature range
between 700 and 1500 °C, which is significantly wider than for NIST SRM 610. The signal suppression
for Zn and Cu was greater than 99.9 % at 2200 °C. In comparison to the silicate glass, the signal of Zn
has a lower inflection temperature (~1000 °C instead of 1700 °C), which in this case compares much
better with the boiling temperature of the pure metal (907 °C). The opposite was observed for the
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Cu signal, where the signal suppression occurred at approx. 1400°C, and a higher temperature than
in the silicate glass, but closer to the metal’s melting point (1084°C) than the boiling point (2927°C).
It is, however, more difficult to estimate the onset of the element‐specific suppression for Cu and Zn
because it overlaps with the non‐specific suppression in both cases. Sn, Sb, Pb, and Bi were also
analyzed and element‐specific suppression of more than 3 orders of magnitude occurred at 2200 °C.
The inflection temperatures of Sn and Sb for brass are approximately 1500°C, again higher than
observed for NIST SRM 610. Like for Zn, the inflection temperatures are closer to the elements’
boiling points (Sn: 2602°C, Sb: 1587°C) than to the respective melting points (Sn: 231 °C, Sb: 630 °C).
At 2600 °C, the signal intensity of all measured elements increases by about one order of magnitude
indicating a thermal release of previously condensed material.
The signal suppressions for the pure metals (Cu and Zn) are shown in Figure 23. Again, element non‐
specific suppression occurs at temperatures between 700 and 1300 °C. In contrast to brass, the ion
signal intensity of Cu is fully retained at 1500 °C after the non‐specific suppression and then followed
by a monotonic decrease. This indicates that the onset of element specific suppression is shifted to a
higher temperature compared to brass and the silicate glass. Additionally a much lower degree of
suppression is attained at 2300°C than for brass.
Zn also shows a slightly different intensity profile than brass but with an apparent onset of the
element specific suppression lowered to about 400°C. Like for Cu, however, the ion signals reach a
distinctly higher level after the non‐specific signal suppression at 1400°C and the maximum
suppression observed is about an order of magnitude higher than in brass. In general, the change in
the onset of the element non‐specific suppression follows the trend of the melting points with Cu ≥
brass > Zn, further supporting coalescence of molten nanoparticles to be responsible for the non‐
specific signal suppression.

3.2.2.4

Tantalum

Also for Ta the signal is suppressed between 600 and 1300 °C where non‐specific signal suppression
for other matrices is observed (Figure 24). Between 1400 and 2400 °C the Ta signal intensity is not
affected by the heating. The signal starts to decrease again at temperatures higher than 2400 °C,
which is similar to the behavior of Ta in the silicate glass matrix but occurs more than 500 °C below
the bulk Ta melting point (3017 °C).
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3.3

Effect of aerosol heating on particle size distribution and particle
morphology

The light scattering intensity of the aerosol exiting the graphite tube was analyzed for the same
furnace temperature range as the suppression measurements and for all materials. The integrated
light scattering intensity (assumed to be proportional to particle size and the number of particles)
was then compared to the ion signal intensity measured by ICPMS. Scattering light intensities were
also recorded without the laser‐generated aerosol present to visualize the effect of carbon released
from the furnace on the background scattered light intensity. Irrespective of the furnace
temperature however the scattering intensity was not significant, indicating that either the particle
sizes released from the furnace or their amount was too small for detection. It is thus assumed that
the changes in scattering intensity are solely a result of a modification of the initial laser‐generated
aerosol.

3.3.1

Silicate glass: NIST SRM 610

Figure 19 illustrates the scattered light intensity recorded in a section of the transport tube for a
laser‐generated aerosol of NIST SRM 610 0.5 m downstream the graphite furnace at 20, 1100, 2000
and 2500 °C.

Figure 19 Transport tube cross‐sections after ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosols from the reference material NIST
610. a) 20°C, b) 1100 °C, c) 2000°C, d) 2500 °C. The contrast was enhanced using the ImageJ software.

At 20 °C the scattered light shows a stationary inhomogeneous dispersion pattern of the aerosol that
has already been discussed in a previous study (Koch et al 2008). Upon heating to approximately
1100 °C a very similar dispersion pattern is observed, but the intensity of the scattered light is
notably increased when compared to 20 °C. This is attributed to an increase of the number density
of larger particles in the aerosol. This result could be confirmed by measurements of the particle size
distribution, which showed a shift to bigger particles at temperatures between 900 and 2000 °C
(Figure 20). Particles collected on membrane filters after thermal treatment at 2000 °C were of
spherical shape and were not found in form of nanoparticles aggregates (Figure 21a), which usually
dominate the aerosol (Kuhn and Günther 2005). At temperatures greater than ~ 2300°C, the
scattered laser light intensity decreases and falls below the intensity observed for 20 °C. Only a few
bright spots were detected in this case. A lower scattered light intensity indicates less and especially
smaller aerosol particles. This is in agreement with SEM measurements of particles collected on
filters at 2500 °C (Figure 21b).
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Figure 20 Particle size distribution of laser‐generated aerosols after electrothermal heating at 20 °C (gray line), 800
(black line), 1100 (dotted black line) and 2000 °C (dashed gray line). Ablated material: SRM NIST 610. Data obtained with
optical particle counter (OPC). Data points for 200 nm particles were omitted because of instrumental artifact.

In Figure 16 the integrated scattered light intensity is displayed together with the signal intensity
ratios of three trace elements in NIST SRM 610. The scattered light intensity shows an abrupt
increase in a temperature range between 800 and 1100 °C, which corresponds to a temperature
range where element non‐specific signal suppression was observed. At higher temperature, the
integrated scattered light intensity decreases monotonically until the highest temperature applied.
This agrees with the decrease of the particle sizes found on filters at a furnace temperature of 2500
°C compared to 2000°C (Figure 21).

Figure 21 SEM pictures of laser‐generated aerosol particles collected on a membrane filter (pore size 400 nm) after
electrothermal heating at 2000 °C (a) and 2500 °C (b). Ablated material: NIST SRM610. Particles were collected for 60 s
ablation.

The fact that aerosol particles from NIST SRM 610 grow after heating at ~1100 °C is surprising but is
most likely a result of coalescence of molten nanoparticles. This particle growth may also serve as an
explanation for element non‐specific signal suppression to be a result of incomplete vaporization of
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such large particles inside the ICP as proposed by Kuhn et al (Kuhn et al 2004). Additionally, a lower
transport efficiency of the larger particles between the graphite furnace and the ICPMS (Arrowsmith
and Hughes 1988) may also play a role. However, it is not well understood why the ion signal
intensities for elements with low melting points increase again at furnace temperatures above
1300°C. The profile of the scattered light intensity would indicate that large particles remain in the
aerosol for temperatures up to 2200°C, where the non‐specific signal suppression is not apparent
anymore. Even though the slight decrease in scattering light intensity and the particle size
distribution measurements indicate that the mean particle size is decreasing also at temperatures
between 1000°C and 2200°C, it appears unlikely that the recovery of the ion signals is only based on
this change. At this point, it remains difficult to estimate the exact processes involved and their
impact on the aerosol characteristics when entering the ICPMS.

3.3.2

Brass, Cu and Zn

For the analyzed brass sample, similar results were obtained (Figure 22). At temperatures between
700 and 1600 °C, an increase of the light scattering intensity was observed, which however was less
pronounced than for the silicate glass. Similar to the observations made using NIST SRM 610, this
temperature range leads to element non‐specific suppression of the ion signal intensities. The onset
of the suppression of the ion signals, however, is slightly shifted toward lower temperatures than
the increase of the scattering light intensity. Nevertheless, the apparent correlation between the
onset of the non‐specific signal suppression and the increase of the scattering light intensity is
similar to the silicate glass.

Figure 22 Normalized integrated scattered laser light intensity (dashed green line) and signal suppression for 65Cu+
66
(circles) and Zn+ (triangles) during ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosol from brass (MBH B26). Pictures of the
scattered light at the end of the transport tube can be found in appendix 7.3.
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At temperatures between 1300 and 1700 °C the scattered light intensity remains basically
unchanged, while Cu and ‐ to a lesser extent Zn ‐ show an intermediate increase in signal intensities.
At temperatures above 1700 °C the scattered light intensity strongly decreases indicating that
aerosol particles vaporize in the graphite furnace. This is accompanied by a decrease of the Cu and
Zn ion signal, which is thought to be caused by vaporization and condensation on a cooler surface of
aerosol particles.
For the pure metals Cu and Zn, the scattered light intensity increases at a temperature, which is
lower than the bulk material melting point (Figure 23). Considering coalescence of molten
nanoparticles as the underlying mechanism, this would be in agreement with the fact that
nanoparticles typically melt at lower temperatures than the bulk material (Buffat and Borel 1976).
Apart from that, there are remarkable deviations in the profiles of Cu and Zn when compared to
brass.

Figure 23 Normalized integrated scattered laser light intensity and suppression factor for 65Cu+ and 66Zn+ after ETV
heating of laser‐generated aerosol from pure copper (BAM M381) and pure Zink (BAM 601). Pictures of the scattered
light at the end of the transport tube can be found in appendix 7.3.

For Cu the profile of scattered light intensity is similar to brass but the onset of the scattering light
increase occurs at ~300 °C lower temperature. A concurrent decrease is observed in the ion signal
profiles and the scattered light intensities, which is located in a temperature regime between 800°C
and 1400°C. This was not observed for silicate glass and brass. At temperatures higher than 1500 °C,
the decrease of scattered light intensity is consistent with the signal decrease of Cu. The decrease of
signal intensity is less pronounced than in Brass.
Also for Zn, the extent of the increase of scattered light intensity between 900 and 1300 °C does not
exactly match the element non‐specific signal drop of Zn. At the point where the scattered light is at
the highest level (1300 °C), the Zn signal is already partially recovered. However, in a temperature
range between ambient and 800 °C as well as at temperatures higher than 1500 °C the scattered
light intensity decreases together with the signal intensity of Zn.
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3.3.3

Tantalum

The scattered light intensity and ion signal intensity for Ta aerosol are shown in Figure 24. In a
temperature range from 500 °C up to 1600 °C, the scattered light intensity increases of four orders
of magnitude. At T, > 1600 °C the scattered light intensity slowly decreases until a temperature of
2500 °C is reached. Between 2500 °C and 2600 °C, it decreases of one order of magnitude. The ion
signal intensity of Ta experiences an abrupt decrease between 600 °C and 1400°C. Between 1400
and 2200 ° the signal intensity is almost fully recovered. At T higher than 2200 °C, the signal intensity
decreases of factor ~2. In contrast to NIST SRM 610, Brass, Cu and Zn, the ion signal intensity
decrease between 600 and 1300 °C does not correlate with a significant higher scattered light
intensity. In this case is not possible to attribute this signal decrease to the growing of aerosol
particles. As a matter of fact the ion signal intensity is recovered at T > 1500 °C, where the highest
scattered light intensity is measured, which indicates the presence of bigger particles in the aerosol
compared to the temperature range 600‐1400 °C. At temperatures higher than 2000 °C, the
scattered light intensity decreases together with the ion signal intensity suggesting vaporization of
particles and condensation on cooler surface downstream the graphite tube. This is surprising
because the melting point (3017 °C) and vaporization point (> 5000 °C) of Ta metal are much higher.
A possible explanation for the abrupt ion signal intensity between 600 and 1400 °C is the possible
reaction of Ta with graphite tube to form TaC. Ta has been known to react with graphite to form
tantalum carbides, which has been used to coat graphite tubes for GFAAS analysis (Ortner and
Kantuscher 1975, Zatka 1978). However, if the reaction already starts at ~600 °C and involves almost
all the generated Ta aerosol particles, remains questionable. There is currently no clear explanation
for the observed trends for Ta metal.

Figure 24 Normalized integrated scattered laser light intensity and suppression factor for 181Ta after ETV heating of laser‐
generated aerosol from pure Tantalum. Picture of the scattered light at the end of the transport tube can be found in
appendix 7.3.
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3.4

Effect of carbon introduced into the ICP on signal intensity

The introduction of carbon containing compounds into the ICP leads to sensitivity enhancement
especially for elements with first ionization potential (IP) > 9 eV (see chapter 1.4.2). The signal of
individual elements (e.g. Ag) was observed to increase at furnace temperatures exceeding 2000 °C,
which is supposed to be a result of re‐mobilization of previously condensed material from a region
near the furnace exit, where the temperature may reach the element’s vaporization point. In order
to investigate to which extent this process is influenced by the sensitivity enhancement caused by
carbon, ion signal intensities were measured during parallel introduction of carbon.

3.4.1

Carbon introduced via ETV heating

The net signal intensity enhancement factors for elements measured by ICPMS while introducing
carbon by heating the graphite furnace in parallel at 2500 °C are shown in Figure 25. The 13C+ signal
intensity measured during the experiment with ETV heating at 2500 °C was ~700000 cps (without
ETV heating the 13C+ signal is between 5000 and 10000 cps). Most of the elements experienced a net
signal enhancement smaller than 20 %. Only the net signals of P, Zn, As, Se, Cd, Sb, Te, and I show a
higher enhancement. In the case of As, Se, Te and I the enhancement factor is higher than 200 %.
The net signal enhancement is less pronounced than what has been observed by the addition of
methane (Fliegel et al 2011), but the quantity of carbon released by the furnace heating is lower
than what is possible to add using a gas cylinder containing methane. Elements with 1st IP between 9
and 11.3 (1st IP of carbon) show the highest enhancement under these conditions which can be
attributed to charge transfer from carbon (Al Ammar et al 1999, Larsen and Stürup 1994). However,
it is difficult at this point to explain why P, whose 1st IP is closer to carbon than for As and Se, does
only show an enchantment factor of about 1.5. Moreover, other elements like Au and Be also have a
1st IP higher than 9, but do not show significant enhancement of the net signal. For Au, the lower
enhancement can be explained by less probable charge transfer in the case of a 2‐electron process
(Fliegel et al 2011). For Cl, a decrease of signal intensity was observed when heating the ETV at 2500
°C. This however, could not be explained.
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Figure 25 Signal enhancement factor and firs ionization potential (eV) for isotopes measured with carbon introduced to
the ICPMS via ETV heating at 2500 °C. Error bars represent external reproducibility (1SD, n=3) determined using NIST
SRM610.

For As, Se, Te and I, the enhancement of the net signal depending on the 13C+ signal was investigated
and is shown in Figure 26 for As and Se as an example. It is possible to see a correlation between the
13 +
C signal intensity and the enhancement factors measured for these elements.

Figure 26 Correlation between 13C+ signal and enhancement factors: As and Se. Error bars are 1SD in‐run error. ETV
heated at temperatures between 1000 and 2650 °C.
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3.4.1.1

Comparison between LSX500 and LSX213 for the aerosol generation

The net signal enhancement was compared for aerosols generated with two different laser systems:
LSX213 (213nm) and LSX500 (266 nm). The general trend of signal enhancement for the LSX500 with
the ETV heated at 2500 °C is similar to LSX213. Although the experiment was designed to compare
the two options by having the same experimental conditions, when the LSX500 was tested, the
measured 13C intensity at 2500 °C was 17% lower. This is due to the fact that the amount of carbon
released from the graphite tube (at the same temperature set in the software) may vary on a daily
basis and depends on the graphite tube aging (older tubes tend to release more carbon (Trenin et al
2007). For this reason and the fact that the enhancement is proportional to the 13C signal intensity,
the enhancement factors at 2500 °C were expected to be ~20% lower. However, this was only true
for As and Se and Te. The difference between the enhancement factors, if a wavelength of 266 nm is
used instead of 213 nm, was in the range of ± 10 % (1.5 % higher on average). If the enhancement
factors obtained with LSX500 were normalized with the 13C signal, they were on average 20 % higher
than for LSX213 but the values for As, Se and Te matched the LSX213 results within 5%. The mean
reproducibility in the case of LSX213 was 6 % whereas for LSX500 was 4% meaning differences that
lay between ± 10 % are not significant. In essence, the enhancement does not significantly depend
on the laser wavelength adopted for the ablation, thus it does not significantly depend on the
different particle size distribution of the aerosol introduced into the ICPMS under the studied
conditions.

3.4.2

Carbon introduced via CH4 gas addition

By adding methane to laser‐generated aerosol, it is possible to compare the effect of carbon and
hydrogen addition to the sole carbon addition achieved by ETV heating. In Figure 27 the
enhancement factors of the net signal intensities of the elements measured by ICPMS together with
their ionization potential is shown for an Ar‐CH4 (95 mol % Ar) mixture addition of 10 mL/min. The
addition of 10 mL/min generates a 13C signal of ~5.5 *106 cps, which is almost a factor of 10 higher
than the maximal signal achieved by the release of carbon from the graphite tube at 2650 °C. The
enhancement factors, due to the higher amount of carbon introduced, are higher than for the
addition via ETV. The enhancement factor of As and Se are above 10 whereas for the majority of the
elements are between 1.5 and 4.
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Figure 27 Signal enhancement factor and first ionization potential (eV) for isotopes measured with carbon introduced to
the ICPMS via Ar‐CH4 ad‐mixing (10 mL/min). Error bars represent in‐run error (1SD).

Also in this case, the correlation between enhancement factor and 13C signal intensity was
investigated for the elements experiencing the highest enhancement factors. Furthermore, the slope
of the linear regression of the enhancement with methane addition was compared to the slope of
the enhancement with carbon added via ETV heating. If the principal mechanism for the net signal
enhancement is the charge transfer from carbon, the slopes should be, within measurement error,
the same. In Figure 28, the linear fit of enhancement factors versus carbon signal is shown for As and
Se for two different carbon sources. The slope in the case of carbon addition via ETV heating is
smaller (1.5*10‐6 ±0.1 *10‐6) than for the addition via CH4 ad‐mixing (As: 1.90*10‐6 ± 0.07 * 10‐6). The
difference is not pronounced and in the case of Se it is not significant (1.8 *10‐6 ± 0.2*10‐6 versus
1.88*10‐6 ± 0.09 *10‐6). A shown in Table 12, the slopes calculated for the elements experiencing the
highest enhancement of net signal are lower in the case of carbon release from the ETV than for
methane addition (except for I). It can be speculated that this small difference is given by the
presence of Hydrogen in the plasma in the case of methane addition, which causes a general signal
enhancement because of the enhancement thermal conductivity of the plasma.
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Figure 28 Correlation between enhancement factor and 13C+ cps. Linear regression for the enhancement factors Vs. 13C+ if
carbon is added by ETV heating (black line), linear regression for the enhancement factors Vs. 13C+ if carbon is added via
CH4 ad‐mixing. Error bars represent in‐run error (1SD). Laser: LSX500, 100 µm crater, 10 Hz. ETV heated between 1000
and 2650 °C, Ar‐CH4 mixture added at 1.5, 3 and 10 mL/min.
Table 12 Slope for the net enhancement factor of high IP elements for carbon addition via ETV heating compared to Ar‐
CH4 addition. Slopes represent enhancement factor per 13C+ cps. The error is 1 standard deviation.
Isotope
31

P
Zn
75
As
82
Se
126
Te
127
I
66

Enhancement
Slope ETV
0.93 *10‐6
0.21 *10‐6
1.54 *10‐6
1.8 *10‐6
1.2 *10‐6
0.5 *10‐6

SD
0.06 *10‐6
0.04 *10‐6
0.12 *10‐6
0.2 *10‐6
0.1 *10‐6
0.3 *10‐6

Enhancement
Slope CH4
1.23 *10‐6
0.50 *10‐6
1.87 *10‐6
1.87 *10‐6
1.29 *10‐6
0.43 *10‐6

SD
0.11 *10‐6
0.03 *10‐6
0.07 *10‐6
0.09 *10‐6
0.02 *10‐6
0.04 *10‐6
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3.5

Summary of fundamental studies on the thermal treatment of
Laser‐generated aerosols

Heating of laser‐generated aerosols inside an electrothermally heated furnace to temperatures of
several 100°C causes element specific and element non‐specific ion signal suppression measured by
ICPMS. In a temperature regime between ~900 and ~1300 °C ion signals of all elements measured in
NIST SRM 610, MBH B26, Cu and Zn show a substantial suppression, which is currently considered to
be a result of coalescence of nanoparticles within the aerosol, forming large particles that are not
completely vaporized inside the ICP or not efficiently transported. Aside these non‐specific effects,
heating the laser‐generated aerosols at furnace temperatures of up to 2600°C yields an element
specific and matrix dependent signal suppression. For the silicate glass (NIST SRM 610) this
suppression appears to be correlated to the melting temperatures of the elemental oxides. It is
attributed to the vaporization of the elements from aerosol particles and a subsequent condensation
on cooler surfaces downstream the heated furnace walls. Deviations from the melting points of the
elemental oxides and the experimentally determined inflection temperatures were found for various
elements (e.g. Th, Ta, Rb), which suggests that also chemical reactions, most likely including carbon
from the graphite furnace, have an effect on the ion signal dependencies. Signal suppression due to
matrix effects inside the ICP is unlikely, as ions that are indicative of matrix effects like Ar2+ did not
show a detectable variation in their signal intensity upon variations of the aerosol structure.
Characterization of the aerosol with and without heating by means of laser light scattering optical
particle counting and SEM studies of filtered aerosol particles revealed that heating inside the
graphite furnace is changing the particle size distribution and particle morphology of laser‐generated
aerosols. An increase in the mean particle sizes is observed when heating the aerosol of a silicate
glass at furnace temperatures between 900 and 2000 °C. This is in general agreement to the
proposed model of melting and coalescence of primary aerosol particles and aggregates. For brass,
pure Cu and Zn however the change in particle sizes as indicated by the increase in scattered light
intensities was less pronounced, which is likely due to a higher number of large particles in the initial
aerosol compared to NIST SRM 610. For brass, Cu and Zn the element specific ion signal suppression
occurred at temperatures showing a similar trend like the respective boiling points of the
compounds.
Additionally, gas phase reactions with carbon released from the graphite furnace may have a
significant impact on the fate of the elements when entering graphite furnace. The observations
made here are currently not entirely understood, further investigations are required for the
element‐specific and non‐specific processes involved in the changes in particle sizes as well as the
change of the ion signal intensities measured by the ICPMS. Especially the fact that large particles,
which are assumed to form through coalescence of molten nanoparticles and their aggregates, are
still present when the element non‐specific suppression in NIST SRM 610 is not observed anymore
requires further investigation.
The heating of the furnace at temperatures higher than 1000 °C also causes the introduction of a
considerable amount of carbon into the ICP, which can be critical for the measurement of elements
with m/z smaller than ~80 because of the generation of carbon based polyatomic ions. This issue
was addressed for m/z 42 and 53 by measuring with a sector field instrument at medium resolution.
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In addition to the generation of carbon polyatomic interferences, carbon has an effect on net signal
intensities of the measured elements. A net signal increase of less than 20% was observed for the
majority of the elements when the furnace was operated at 2500 °C while elements with first IP
higher than 9 eV like P, As, Se, Te and I experienced a net signal intensity enhancement of a factor of
2‐3. The primary mechanism for the signal enhancement is attributed to charge transfer from
ionized carbon atoms in the plasma.
Coupling the ETV furnace online with LA‐ICPMS thus appears to be a valuable approach with
significant potential for an online separation of interferences in spatially resolved analysis. In the
absence of element non‐specific signal suppression, the onset of element specific suppression can
be adjusted by the furnace temperature, allowing the separation of elements when their respective
onset temperatures are sufficiently different. As an example, an attenuation of the 87Rb signal by
two orders of magnitude can be achieved, which substantially reduces the interference on 87Sr for
example in Rb‐rich samples and. This topic is discussed more in detail in the next chapter.
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4. Real world application: in‐situ Sr isotopes ratio measurements
in Rb rich samples
Since the separation of Rb from laser‐generated aerosols of NIST SRM 610 was successful carried out
(Brogioli et al 2011), the online electrothermal treatment was applied to the determination of Sr
isotope ratio in Rb rich samples by means of LA‐MC‐ICPMS.

4.1

Experimental

Like for the fundamental studies on the thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols, the central
part of the experimental setup was the electrothermal vaporization unit (HGA600‐MS, Perkin Elmer
Sciex, Ontario, Canada). Pyrocoated graphite tubes (Maassen GmbH, Germany) were used for the
heating of laser‐generated aerosols. In order to preserve the graphite tubes and contacts, heating
cycles longer than 120 s were not applied. So doing the graphite tubes could be used for tens
measurements of 120 s each without degrading the reproducibility of the measurements. Helium
was used as carrier gas and no additional gas was introduced into the ETV. After passing through the
ETV, the heated aerosol was further transported to the ICPMS, where Ar was admixed to the He
stream via a laminar flow adapter. Optionally, to investigate the effect of carbon released from the
graphite furnace on Sr mass bias and isotope ratios, the ETV was connected in parallel to the laser
ablation system (no heating of the aerosol) and heated to target temperatures.
4.1.1

Laser systems

In this study two different LA systems were used for the generation of aerosol from solid samples: a
213 nm Nd:YAG nanosecond (ns) laser (LSX213, CETAC Technologies, USA) and a Ti‐sapphire
femtosecond (fs) laser operated at 795 nm (Legend , Coherent Inc., USA). The pulse length of the fs‐
laser was ~150 fs and the laser was focused below the sample surface. Both lasers were always
operated in scanning mode whereas the other ablation parameters: ablation rate, crater size, energy
density and scanning speed were adjusted depending on the sample analyzed. This, because the
separation of elements from the generated aerosol was found to depend on sample matrix (see
section 3) and is influenced by the amount of ablated mass (Figure 17). The range of operating
conditions of the two laser systems are summarized in Table 13.
Table 13 General Laser operating parameters.

Laser

Wavelength

Crater size

Repetition rate

Energy
density

Carrier gas

Scan speed

LSX213
Ti‐Sapphire
fs laser

213 nm
795 nm

25‐100 µm
70‐80 µm

5‐20 Hz
2‐10 Hz

15‐18 J/cm2
8‐11 J/cm2

He (0.8 L/min)
He (0.8 L/min)

2‐10 µm/s
2‐10 µm/s
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4.1.2

Samples tested

In order to characterize the method, samples were chosen according to the following criteria: well
characterized Sr isotopic composition (e.g. determined by TIMS), [Rb]/[Sr] ranging from 0.1 to 8, and
Sr concentration ranging from ~50 to ~500 µg/g. The samples selected are listed in Table 14. As NIST
SRM 607 and NIST SRM 987 are powder samples, Li2B4O7 fused disks (ca. 3 cm diameter and 0.2 cm
thickness) containing these reference materials were prepared in‐house using an Autofluxer
(Breitländer GMBH, Germany). Fused disks were also prepared by mixing NIST SRM 987 with
potentially interfering elements (Rb, Er, Yb, Ca, Fe, Ga and Zn) in order to investigate the
mathematical correction schemes (Table 15). The preparation included mixing of Li2B4O7 Spectromelt
100 (Merck, Germany) with powder materials in a Pt/Au (95/5) crucible, gently heating the mixture
with the Autofluxer for 2 min, pre‐melting for 3 min and melting with agitation for 5 minutes. 15 s
before pouring the melt onto Pt/Au conical tapered modules, 1 mg of Ammonium Iodide p.a. (Fluka
AG, Switzerland) was added for better casting. Element doping was carried out by mixing the
powders or adding standard solutions at defined concentrations and drying overnight. Standards
used were either Certipur (Merck, Germany) for Zn or Peak Performance (CPI, USA) for Ga, Fe, Ca, Er,
Yb, P or Rb2CO3 powder p.a. (Fluka AG, Buchs, CH).
Table 14 Standard reference materials analyzed by LA‐ETV‐MC‐ICPMS.
Sample
USGS BCR‐2G
MPI‐DING T1‐G
MPI‐DING
ATHO‐G
NIST SRM 610
NIST SRM 607
NIST SRM 987
1

Matrix
Basalt glass
Quartz diorite glass
Rhyolite glass

Sr [µg/g]
3421
2842
94.12

Rb [µg/g]
471
79.72
65.32

Yb, Er [µg/g]
3.41, 3.71
2.42, 2.52
10.52, 10.32

CaO [% m/m]
7.06
7.1
1.72

[Rb]/[Sr]
0.14
0.28
0.69

Silicate glass
K‐feldspar
Sr carbonate

5163
65
99.98 % m/m

4263
524
‐

4503,4553
‐
‐

11.4
‐
‐

0.83
8.06
‐

(Jochum et al 2005) 2(Jochum et al 2006), 3(Jochum et al 2011a)

Table 15 Composition of Li2B4O7 fused disks.
Fused disk label

Sr [µg/g]

LTB_SRM987
LTB_SRM607
LTB_FeZnGa
LTB_ErYb
LTB_Lu
LTB_Ca
LTB_Rb
LTB_Rb_0.1
LTB_Rb_1
LTB_Rb_3

1172
15
441
1102
1386
1045
‐
1244
1118
868

Spiked
elements
‐
‐
Fe, Zn, Ga
Er, Yb
Lu
Ca
Rb
Rb
Rb
Rb

Spike 1 [µg/g]

Spike 2 [µg/g]

Spike 3 [µg/g]

[Rb]/[Sr]

‐
‐
420
800
810
19920
765
161
1074
2740

‐
‐
410
810
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
431
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
8.06
‐
‐
‐
‐
0.13
0.96
3.16
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4.1.3

Isotope ratio measurement with MC‐ICP‐MS

For isotope ratio measurements, a Nu Plasma HR (Nu Instruments, Great Britain) was used. The
instrument was tuned daily for maximum sensitivity by nebulizing a solution of 25 ng/g of Sr and Rb
in 1% HNO3 with a DSN‐100 desolvating nebulizer (Nu Instruments, Great Britain). Peak shape and
coincidence were adjusted in the same process. The sample introduction system was then switched
to laser ablation and the admixed Ar was adjusted to reach maximum sensitivity (0.9‐1.1 L/min)
while ablating LTB_SRM987 (SRM 987 as fused disk). The plasma RF‐power was kept at 1300 W in all
experiments. Before starting any measurement session, the ETV unit was heated at maximum
allowable temperature (ca. 2650 °C) for 3 times during five seconds to reduce memory effects of
previous measurement campaigns. The isotope ratio measurements consisted of 30 s on‐peak zero
measurement followed by signal acquisition with measurement times ranging from 60 to 90 s (with
0.2 s integration time per data point). For measurement where the ETV heating was applied, the
temperature of the ETV unit was kept constant for the measurement time, comprising on‐peak zero
and signal integration. The measurement procedure is schematically represented in Figure 29. After
each measurement, a heating cycle at 2650 °C of 5 s was performed to clean the furnace. The
faraday cup configuration for the measurement of Sr isotopes and the contribution of potential
interferences is shown Table 16.
Table 16 Detector assignment of the Nu Plasma HR for Sr isotope ratio measurements. Potential interferences relevant
for mathematical corrections applied during this study are listed.

Detector

H6

H5

H4

Sr isotopes
Gas related
interferences
Sample
related
interferences

88

87

86

Sr

Sr

86

87
176

48

Yb

++

40

Ca Ar

Rb
Yb++

174

H3

H2

84

85

46

Ax
84

Sr
Kr

172

H1

Yb

++

40

Ca Ar

171

Yb

++

Rb
Yb++

170

L1

Sr
Kr

Yb++
Er++
44
Ca40Ar

L2
83

Kr

ICO

L3
82

Kr

168
168

167

Er++

166
43

Er++
Ca40Ar

42

Ca40Ar

Figure 29 Scheme for the measurement of Sr isotope ratios by LA‐ETV‐MC‐ICPMS. Zero: on‐peak zero measurement.
Integration: each point in this interval is corrected for background by subtracting the average signal measured during
the on‐peak zero intervals. The signal intensity evolution during a measurement of BCR‐2G with ETV heating at 2300 °C
is shown.
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4.1.4

Data evaluation, interferences correction

For data evaluation, a custom‐written routine for the NICE software of the Nu Plasma HR was
applied. The routine was programmed in order to apply the following corrections, which were
adopted from previous publications (Vroon et al 2008, Woodhead et al 2005, Yang et al 2011) and
adapted for our samples. These will now be explained in the order in which the corrections are
applied.
Krypton
The correction for Kr present in the gas blank was performed by subtracting the mean signal
intensity measured during the on‐peak zero. This technique appears to be the most suited for LA‐
MC‐ICP‐MS analysis as far as the Kr level in the gas blank remains constant during the analysis time.
The subtraction of the gas blank avoids the problematic of determining a mass bias factor for Kr,
which cannot be precisely determined on signals of 1‐2 mV on m/z 84. The signal intensity of Kr in
the gas blank was 5 to 10 times lower than the levels found in other studies (Ramos et al 2004,
Woodhead et al 2005).
Doubly charged REE
Since the samples analyzed contain a significant amount of REE (in the range of 5 to 500 µg/g), the
signal measured on m/z 83.5 (167Er++) and 85.5 (171Yb++) were used to calculate the corresponding
contribution on m/z 88, 87, 86, 85, 84 and 83. Unfortunately, with the original faraday‐cup
configuration of the NuPlasma HR it is not possible to determine the mass bias of neither Yb nor Er
within one cycle. The isotopic abundances taken from Bohlke et al. (Bohlke et al 2005) were used.
Ca argides
The importance of CaAr correction in the case of carbonate samples has been described by
Woodhead et al.. As NIST SRM 610 contains a considerable amount of Se (~ 500 µg/g), the signal
measured at m/z 82 is not suitable to determine the amount of CaAr formed in the plasma. Instead,
the CaAr contribution calculated on m/z 83 after the REE correction. This approach is similar to that
used by Yang et al. (Yang et al 2011) For the relative abundances of these polyatomic ions, the
isotopic abundances taken from Bohlke et al. were used (Bohlke et al 2005).
Rb
For Rb correction a 87Rb/85Rb natural ratio of 0.38561 (Bohlke et al 2005) corrected using Sr mass
bias was adopted for correcting the signal on m/z 87 by measuring Rb on m/z 85. In this study, the
scheme used by Jackson et al (Jackson and Hart 2006) in order to determine the Rb mass bias via
sample standard bracketing was not adopted as the goal of this study is the suppression of Rb to a
level where the mass bias difference between Rb and Sr has less influence on the calculated ratios.
Sr mass bias correction
For mass bias correction the model by Russel et al. (Russell W.A. et al 1978) was adopted using the
canonical 86Sr/88Sr ratio of 0.1194 as “true” ratio. Recent studies have shown that fractionation of
stable Sr isotopes may occur (Fietzke and Eisenhauer 2006, Halicz et al 2008). However, for the
scope of this work and to be able to compare the data obtained with published data, the internal
correction of Sr mass bias was considered adequate. ßexp, the exponential mass bias factor for Sr,
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was used to correct for Rb mass bias. REE and CaAr were not corrected for mass bias. The mass bias
correction model by Russel et al. is described in chapter 1.5.1.1 by eq. 8.
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4.2

Results

4.2.1

Measurements of SMR 987 in Li2B4O7 fused disks

LTB_SRM987 (Li2B4O7 fused disk containing NIST SRM 987, Sr carbonate) was analyzed by LA‐MC‐
ICPMS without ETV heating of the aerosol before and after each measurement session to monitor
the performance of the setup. The 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio was corrected for Sr mass bias and Rb. The
signal measured at m/z 85 while ablating LTB_SRM987 ranged between 0.01 and 0.02 mV, which are
high enough to shift the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio of 10 to 20 ppm towards higher values. The correction
of REE and CaAr was not considered in this case as no detectable signals were measured for m/z 85.5
and 83.5 or m/z 83. For fs laser ablation, over a six month time frame, a 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio of
0.71026 ± 0.00002 (1SD, n = 18) was obtained, which agrees with solution nebulization MC‐ICPMS
published data: 0.71027 ± 0.00001 (1SD, n = 14) (Yang et al 2011) and recently published TIMS value:
0.710255 ± 0.000005 (2SD)(Jochum et al 2011b). When using the LSX213 for the ablation a mean
value of 0.71028 ± 0.00007 (1SD, n = 34) was obtained which also agrees with published data. The
mass bias for Sr in Li2B4O7 matrix was also determined not to be significantly different for the two
laser systems (ßexp=‐1.76 ± 0.08 (1SD) for fs, ßexp=‐1.78 ± 0.07 (1SD) for ns). For the 84Sr/86Sr ratio
mean values of 0.056 ± 0.004 (1SD, n = 18) for fs laser and 0.056 ± 0.004 (1SD, n = 34) for the ns
laser. Both are in agreement with the internationally accepted value of 0.0565 (Vroon et al 2008).

4.2.1.1

Carrier Gas flow dependence of Sr mass bias

To assess the effect of carrier gas flow rate (He) on Sr mass bias and Sr isotope ratios, LTB_SRM987
was measured without ETV heating at different carrier gas flow rates. Also in this case Sr mass bias
and Rb corrections were applied whereas REE and CaAr corrections were not considered. In Figure
30 the dependence of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio and Sr mass bias on carrier gas flow rate is shown
for ns laser ablation. Changing the carrier gas flow rate from 0.6 up to 1.2 L/min induces an increase
in the mass bias (more negative ßexp), which agrees with previously reported data of Nd isotopes
ratio measured by LA‐MC‐ICPMS (Fontaine G.H. 2010). By increasing the carrier gas flow from 0.8 to
1.2 L/min, there is an increase of mass bias followed by a decrease of the 87Sr/86Sr ratio. At 0.6 L/min,
the lowest Sr mass bias is measured together with the highest 87Sr/86Sr ratio. At 0.8 L/min of He, the
best external precision is obtained as well as the best agreement with TIMS published data (Jochum
et al 2011b). For these reasons, a carrier gas flow of 0.8 L/min was chosen for the measurement of Sr
isotope ratios even though the highest Sr signal intensity is reached at 1 L/min carrier gas flow.
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Figure 30 Sr/ Sr ratio (gray bars) and exponential fractionation factor (black dots) of Sr dependence on He gas flow.
Error bars represent external precision (1SD, n= 3). Sr ratios are corrected for mass bias and Rb. Black reference line:
TIMS reference value (Jochum et al 2011b). Black dashed lines range of published values. The signal intensity measured
on m/z = 88 is indicated by the grey line.

4.2.1.2

Dependence of Sr and Rb mass bias on aerosol heating temperature

To investigate the effect of aerosol heating on Sr mass bias, LTB_SRM987 was analyzed by heating
the aerosol at temperatures between room temperature and 2500 °C (Figure 31). Between 1250 °C
and 1750 °C, Sr mass bias increases (lower ßexp values). Between 1750 °C and 2250 °C, the mass bias
is decreased compared to 1750 °C but remains more pronounced than for non‐heated aerosols.
Varying the temperature at which the aerosol is heated influences Sr mass bias, but the 87Sr/86Sr
isotope ratio corrected for mass bias and Rb impurities is not influenced beyond the measurement
error. In a separate experiment, to verify that the change of mass bias is not caused by the
introduction of carbon (released from the ETV at T > 1000 °C) into the ICP, LTB_SRM987 was
analyzed while heating the ETV at 2300 °C connected in parallel to the laser system. No significant
difference in Sr mass bias was measured: ßexp = ‐1.661 ± 0.004 (1SD, n=6) without carbon
introduction and ßexp = ‐1.670 ± 0.008 (1SD, n=3) with parallel introduction of carbon. The measured
87
Sr/86Sr isotope ratio with ETV heated in parallel at 2300 °C was 0.71026 ± 0.00002, which is not
significantly different from 0.71027 ± 0.00002 (1SD, n=6) measured during the same measurement
session without generation of carbon by the ETV.
Similarly, the dependence of Rb mass bias on the heating temperature was investigated for LTB_Rb
(fused disk containing only Rb). Figure 31 shows that the heating temperature influences Rb mass
bias. However, Rb responds differently than Sr to the heating process. Whereas at 20, 1250 and
2250 °C Rb mass bias is more pronounced than Sr mass bias, between 1750 and 2000 °C it is the
opposite. At 1500 °C, the Sr and Rb mass bias are not significantly different.
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Figure 31 Temperature dependence of mass bias for Sr (black circles) and 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio for heated aerosols of
LTB_SRM987. Rb mass bias, measured in LTB_Rb (white circles). Error bars are in‐run error (1SE). Gray dashed lines:
range of published values (Jochum 2012). Black line: TIMS value from Jochum et al. (Jochum et al 2011b). Ablation
conditions: LSX213, 10 Hz, 50 µm.

4.2.1.3

Gas blank stability and Kr contribution

The Kr contribution to the instrumental background was investigated for the gas‐blank with ETV off
and for the gas blank with the ETV heated at 2300 °C. In Figure 32 the background signals for the
detectors H4 (86Kr+) and Ax (84Kr+) are shown. If the ETV is not heated, the 84Kr background is typically
between 0.2 and 1.5 mV and remains constant on a measurement time scale (~ 2 minutes). In this
particular measurement, the average signal was 0.46 ± 0.02 mV. Compared to Kr background levels
of other studies (appendix 7.4) the level of Kr background in this work is ~ 10 times lower. Only in
one study a lower Kr background has been reported (factor 2‐5), possibly due to the use of Ar as
carrier gas for the laser‐generated aerosol instead of He. In the present study Ar from Boil‐off liquid
Ar was used, which has been observed to contain less Kr impurities than Ar from Gas cylinders but to
be more prone to day‐to‐day fluctuations (Woodhead et al 2005).
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Figure 32 Comparison of background signal measured by detector H4 (blue line, 86Kr) and Ax (black line, 84Kr) in the case
of conventional gas‐blank (left) and in the case of ETV heating at 2300 °C (right). On the right side, the on‐peak Zero and
integration intervals of a potential measurement are indicated.

If the ETV is heated at 2300 °C, the 84Kr signal first decreases from ~0.5 mV to ~‐0.5 mV. This is
supposed to be the result of the introduction of carbon released from the ETV into the ICP, which
changes the operating conditions and may modify the degree of ionization of Kr. Then, the 84Kr signal
intensity slowly rises again up to ~‐0.1 mV. The fact that the Kr background signal is decreased would
be favorable for the measurement of Sr isotope ratios but the fact that it is not constant leads to
inaccurate on‐peak zero correction. The net signal measured at m/z 84 and 86 will thus be
underestimated applying this correction with the ETV heating. The theoretical contribution of the
measured drift of the Kr background on the accuracy of Sr isotope ratios was calculated (Table 17).
To evaluate the Kr underestimation (for 2300 °C), the average background corrected signal of a set
of three measurements with ETV heating at 2300 °C was calculated. This should give an indication of
the magnitude of Kr underestimation but cannot be used directly to correct all measured data sets
because the exact influence is expected to vary on a daily basis depending on the actual Kr
background.
Table 17 Theoretical contribution of Kr background drift to the accuracy of 87Sr/86Sr and 84Sr/86Sr isotope ratios
depending on the signal intensity measured at m/z = 88. Sr Mass bias correction is included in the calculation. These
calculations are based on Kr background mean values of a set of 3 measurements with ETV heating at 2300 °C.
Signal for m/z 88 [V]
0.5
0.8
1
5
10

ppm accuracy for 87Sr/86Sr
‐395
‐247
‐197
‐39
‐19

ppm accuracy for 84Sr/86Sr
76115
38110
19067
7630
3815

According to this simulation, the contribution of the Kr background drift on the accuracy of Sr
isotope ratio depends on the signal intensity measured for Sr. Higher Sr signal leads to smaller
influence of the Kr background drift. In order to verify the prediction experimentally, the Li2B4O7
fused disk containing ~ 1200 µg/g of NIST SRM 987 (LTB_SRM987) was analyzed with the ETV
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connected in parallel to the laser ablation system and heating at 2300 °C. The signal intensity
measured on m/z = 88 was ~ 5 V and the obtained 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio was 0.71026 ± 0.00002
(1SD, n=3) with ETV at 2300 °C compared to 0.71027 ± 0.00002 (1SD, n=6) without ETV heating. This
corresponds to an underestimation of 10 ppm, which is smaller than the measurement uncertainty.
For the 84Sr/86Sr isotope ratio a shift to higher ratios is expected from the simulation. For the
measurement of LTB_SRM987 with the ETV heating in parallel a 84Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.0566 ± 0.0002
(1SD, n=3) is obtained whereas without ETV heating 0.0564 ±0.0003 (1SD, n=6) is obtained. This
corresponds to an overestimation of 2700 ppm, which is less pronounced than what was simulated.
In addition, the deviation is smaller than the measurement uncertainty. Apparently, the measured
impact of the instability of Kr background when the ETV is heating at 2300 °C is less pronounced (~
factor three) than theoretically expected and is smaller than the measurement uncertainty.
However, this effect will become more pronounced whenever smaller signal intensities are
measured for Sr.
In a previous study, it has been speculated that the on‐peak blank correction may lead to an
overestimation of the Kr signal during the signal integration compared to the signal measured during
the background acquisition (Burla et al 2009). This has been proposed to be an effect of the mass
load generated from the aerosol introduced in the plasma, which may reduce the Kr signal during
ablation (Burla et al 2009). To assess this possibility, a blank Li2B4O7 disk was ablated and the on‐
peak blank corrected signal for the faraday detectors Ax and H4 was measured. For a series of four
measurements the mean net signal for m/z 84 was ‐0.05 ± 0.06 mV, which denotes a slight
overestimation of Kr background. It is possible that the final result is a combination of Kr
underestimation due to carbon introduced into the ICP and Kr overestimation due to plasma mass
load effect.
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4.2.1.4

Li2B4O7 fused disks of NIST SRM 987 spiked with: Fe, Ga, Zn, Er, Yb, Ca and
Rb

Metal Oxides (GaO, ZnO, FeO2)
To assess the effect of Ga, Zn and Fe on the measurement of Sr isotope ratios, the Li2B4O7 fused disks
containing SRM 987 and spikes of these elements were measured and the results compared with
data obtained from LTB_SRM987 (Li2B4O7 fused disk containing only SRM 987) in the same
measurement session. Also in this case the Sr mass bias and Rb corrected 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is
considered for the comparison. The measurement of LTB_FeZnGa showed that the presence of Fe,
Ga, Zn in the sample does not influence the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios significantly (Figure 33). This is in
agreement with what has been previously observed by Ramos et al. after the MC‐ICPMS analysis of
NIST SRM 987 solutions doped with Fe, Zn and Ga (Ramos et al 2004).

Figure 33 Measurement of 87Sr/86Sr ratio in LTB_SRM987 (NIST SRM 987 fused disk) and LTB_FeZnGa (NIST SRM 987
fused disk spiked with Fe, Zn, Ga). Sr isotope ratios are corrected for Rb and Sr mass bias. Black dots represent the
exponential fractionation factor for Sr. Error bars are in‐run error (1SE) of the 87Sr/86Sr ratio. The mean of all
measurement of pure NIST SRM 987 Li2B4O7 ablated with LSX213 is indicated (black line). Gray dashed lines: range of
published values for NIST SRM 987. LSX213, 10 Hz, 50 µm

Doubly charged Er, Yb and Lu
Doubly charged Er and Yb are known to affect the accuracy and precision of Sr isotope ratio
measurements (Ramos et al 2004, Yang et al 2011). Because the samples studied contain a
considerable amount of REE (see Table 14), Li2B4O7 fused disk of NIST SRM 987 spiked with Er, Yb
(LTB_YbEr, [Yb]/[Sr] = ca. 0.7) and with Lu (LTB_Lu) were analyzed to estimate their impact on the
measured Sr isotope ratios. For the samples spiked with Er and Yb, an 85.5/88 signal ratio of 0.0013‐
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0.0014 was measured corresponding to a contribution of doubly charged 176Yb++ on m/z 88 of ~ 1.5
‰ and ~30 ‰ for 86Sr. Consequently, if Yb and Er correction is not applied, the 87Sr/86Sr isotope
ratio is shifted towards ~ 10 % higher values (Figure 34). By applying REE correction to the measured
signals, the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is, although within measurement error, 180 ppm higher than for a
fused disk containing only SRM 987 (LTB_SRM987). For such comparably high [REE]/[Sr] ratio the
mathematical correction does not provide accuracy better than 100 ppm (Figure 34). The Tau
correction influences the obtained results: it improves the internal precision by a factor of 2‐3 and
leads to results that are more accurate. The 84Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is also influenced by the presence
of Er and Yb in the sample. Without REE correction, the 84Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is ~35 % lower than for
SRM 987 fused disks not spiked with REE elements. If the REE correction is applied, the difference is
reduced to 5 ‰.

Figure 34 Measurement of 87Sr/86Sr ratio in NIST SRM 987 fused disks spiked with either Er and Yb or Lu. Gray bars
represent Rb and mass bias corrected results whereas dark gray bars represent Rb, REE and mass bias corrected results.
White dots represent the exponential fractionation factor for Sr whereas black triangles represent the exponential
fractionation factor for Sr (ßexp) REE corrected. Error bars are external reproducibility (1SD). LSX213, 10 Hz, 50 µm

Applying a mass bias correction, using the Sr derived mass bias factor (ßexp= ~‐1.7), to doubly
charged REE does not improve the accuracy of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. By arbitrarily setting the
mass bias factor of doubly charged REEs to ~‐0.6, an 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio of 0.71024 is obtained
(similar to LTB_SRM987). This shows that the use of Sr derived mass bias factor for the mass bias
correction of doubly charged REE is not an adequate solution for [REE]/[Sr] of 0.7, which agrees with
what has been reported by Yang et al. (Yang et al 2011) for the measurement of REE‐rich fluorite
samples (with [REE]/[Sr] ranging from 0.1 to 0.002).
The measurement of LTB_Lu showed that the presence of Lu does not influence the measurement of
Sr isotope ratios significantly.
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Ca Argides

The fused disk of NIST SRM 987 spiked with Ca (LTB_Ca) was analyzed by LA‐MC‐ICPMS to
investigate the mathematical correction of CaAr interferences. However, the results could not be
utilized to verify the applicability of CaAr correction for Li2B4O7 matrix because additional polyatomic
ions were formed at m/z 82 and 83. In order to investigate the origin of these additional
interferences, a Li2B4O7 fused disk containing only Ca was analyzed at high mass resolution with an
Element 2 ICPMS spectrometer. Figure 35 shows the instrumental background compared to the
background measured during the ablation of Li2B4O7 matrix containing Ca at a concentration similar
to LTB_Ca (~2 %). Other than Kr peak at m/z = 81.91, the signal of 40Ca10B16O2+ was identified at m/z =
81.96, which intensity is ~ 6000 cps. Additionally, at m/z 82.962 the peak of 40Ca11B16O2+ was
identified (Figure 36). Due to the presence of CaBO2 polyatomic ions, the signal measured at m/z 82
and 83 could not be used to correct CaAr on m/z 84, 86 and 88.

Figure 35 E‐scan performed with Element 2 at high mass resolution (m/Δm = ~9000) for m/z 82. Ablated sample: Li2B4O7
matrix spiked with only Ca. Ablated with LSX 213: 150 µm; 20 Hz; 10 µm/s.
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Figure 36 E‐scan performed with Element 2 at high mass resolution (m/Δm = ~9000) for m/z 83. Ablated sample: Li2B4O7
matrix spiked with Ca only. Ablated with LSX 213: 150 µm; 20 Hz; 10 µm/s.

Li2B4O7 fused disks containing SRM 987 and Rb
In Figure 37 the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio (corrected for Sr mass bias and Rb) is shown for different
aerosol heating temperatures together with the 85Rb+/88Sr+ intensity ratio, which is considered as a
measure of Rb separation from the aerosol, for a Li2B4O7 fused disk containing NIST SRM 987 and Rb
(LTB_Rb_0.1: [Rb]/[Sr] = 0.13). If the aerosol is heated at temperatures between 1250 and 1600 °C
there is a gradual decrease of the measured 85Rb+/88Sr+ down to 0.03 at 1500 °C. In contrast to
silicate glass where Sr signal intensity remained constant up to 2400 °C (Brogioli et al 2011), for the
Li2B4O7 matrix, a Sr signal intensity decrease is already detectable at 1600 °C. For this reason at
temperatures ≥ 1600 °C the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio increases compared to 1500 °C. At 1750 °C, the Sr signal
decreases of factor 2 and of factor 4 at 2200 °C compared to room temperature.
The decrease of the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio between 1250 and 1500 °C leads to the decrease 87Sr/86Sr
isotope ratio leading to smaller deviation from TIMS published value (Jochum et al 2011b). At 1600
°C, although the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio is higher than at 1500 °C, the deviation of 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is
decreased further (+ 180 ppm) and agrees within measurement error with TIMS published data
(Jochum et al 2011b). At 1750 °C and 2200 °C the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio is higher than at 1500 °C but the
87
Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is lower than the reference value. At this point, it is not clear why a higher
85
Rb+/88Sr+ ratio leads to lower 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio at temperatures > 1500 °C. However, this fact
should not be related to changes in Sr mass bias as in Figure 30 it is shown that heating the laser‐
generated aerosol of LTB_SRM987 (containing only Sr carbonate) at T > 1500 °C slightly increases the
87
Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. The shift to lower 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio than published data at T > 1600 °C
could be the result of inverted mass bias difference between Rb and Sr compared to temperatures <
1500 °C (Figure 31). Because Rb and Sr mass bias are not influenced in the same way by the thermal
heating, it is possible that the most accurate 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is not measured at the
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temperature leading to the lowest 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio. To consider is also that at temperatures > 1500
°C a significant decrease of Sr signal intensity is detected, which is not favorable in terms of signal to
noise ratio.

Figure 37 Temperature dependence of 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio (Sr Mass bias and Rb corrected): gray bars, error bars are
85
+ 88 +
in‐run error (1SE). Exponential mass bias factor for Sr: black dots. Rb / Sr ratio as indicator for Rb separation from
the aerosol: red triangles. Ablated sample: LTB_Rb_0.1 ([Rb]/[Sr] = 0.13). The dashed gray reference lines represent the
range of published values for 87Sr/86Sr in NIST SRM 987. The black reference line is the value published by Jochum et al.
(Jochum et al 2011b). Ablation conditions: LSX213, 10 Hz, 50 µm.

The Rb separation efficiency and the deviation from published values for the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio
were further investigated for different [Rb]/[Sr] by measuring LTB_Rb_0.1, LTB_Rb_1 and LTB_Rb_3
and heating the aerosol at 1500 °C (Figure 38). Heating the laser‐generated aerosol at 1500 °C, leads
to a decrease of the measured 85Rb+/88Sr+ signal ratio by a factor of 4.5 to 5, which leads to
decreased deviations from the published value of factor 4 to 8 for the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio (Figure
38).
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Figure 38 Dependence of the deviation of the Sr/ Sr isotope ratio (corrected for Rb and Sr mass bias) from TIMS
published value on the 85Rb+/88Sr+ signal ratio for LTB_Rb_0.1 (), LTB_Rb_1 () and LTB_Rb_3 (). With ETV heating
at 1500 °C: black circles, no ETV heating: white triangles. The deviation is from the published TIMS value of NIST SRM
987 (Jochum et al 2011b) is expressed in ppm. Ablation conditions: LSX213, 10 Hz, 50 µm.
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4.2.2

Summary of preliminary studies with Li2B4O7 fused disks

The analysis of Li2B4O7 fused disks of NIST SRM 987 and Li2B4O7 fused disks spiked with potential
interfering elements were found to be a valuable tool for the study of the effects of the thermal
heating on Sr and Rb mass bias and the application of correction schemes. The 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio
results of the fused disk containing NIST SRM 987 agrees with previously TIMS and SN‐MC‐ICPMS
published values (Jochum et al 2011b, Yang et al 2011) and show no significant difference depending
on the laser pulse duration in terms of accuracy and Sr mass bias. The carrier gas flow rate influences
the Sr mass bias, with higher flow leading to smaller 86Sr/88Sr isotope ratios. The on‐peak zero
correction of Kr results in an underestimation of 84Kr and 86Kr when carbon released from the
graphite furnace reaches the ICP, leading to slight underestimation of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio (10
ppm measured for ~ 5 V measured on m/z 88 and 84Kr gas blank level of ~0.5 mV). However, the
influence of Kr underestimation will be more pronounced when lower signal intensity is measured
for Sr.
The results of Li2B4O7 fused disks of NIST SRM 987 spiked with potential interfering elements show
that Fe, Zn, Ga and Lu do not significantly influence the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio at the investigated
concentration ratios, whereas Yb and Er introduce a shift of the measured Sr mass bias factor and of
the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. The application of mathematical correction, by measuring Er2+ and Yb2+ at
m/z 83.5 and 85.5, leads to more accurate 87Sr/86Sr results. For [REE]/[Sr] = 0.73, a difference to the
published TIMS value (Jochum et al 2011b) of ~ 200 ppm remains. However, a [REE]/[Sr] ratio of ~ 1
is not expected in Plagioclase, Biotite and K‐feldspar (Gromet and Silver 1983), which are typical
minerals present in granite samples. The application of the Sr mass bias factor for the REE mass bias
correction did not improve the accuracy of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio.
The mathematical correction scheme for CaAr could not be tested as additional interferences of Ca
with the Li2B4O7 matrix are generated. CaBOO polyatomic ions were identified at m/z 82 and 83. As a
result, the Li2B4O7 matrix is not suitable to study the formation of CaAr polyatomic ions and their
correction scheme. The same problem applies to fused disks spiked with Ca and P.
The study of the mass bias dependence on the ETV heating temperature shows that the aerosol
heating induces the mass bias difference between Rb and Sr to be more pronounced than for a non‐
heated aerosol at certain temperatures (≥ 1600 °C). On the other hand, at 1500 °C the mass bias
factors did not result to be significantly different when ablating Li2B4O7 fused disks. However, this
may change depending on operating conditions and sample matrix. Since the mass bias of Rb is not
directly accessible in samples containing Sr, it is difficult to predict if at the temperature where the
Rb suppression is the highest, the mass bias of Sr and Rb will be significantly different. For this
reason, the more accurate 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio might not be measured at the temperature of
highest Rb suppression efficiency.
The measurements of Li2B4O7 fused disks of SRM987 spiked with Rb showed that for different Rb/Sr
concentrations ratios (0.1, 1, 3) a reduction of the deviation from TIMS published values of factor 4‐8
can be achieved by heating the ETV at 1500 °C. However, the efficiency of the current furnace setup
does not permit accuracy better than 100‐200 ppm to be achieved at [Rb]/[Sr] = 0.13 and ~100 ppm
in‐run precision (2SE).
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4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Achievable accuracy and precision of measured Sr isotope ratios in standard
reference materials
BCR‐2G (Basalt glass), T1‐G (Diorite glass), NIST SRM 987 (Silicate glass)

In Figure 39 the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio for BCR‐2G is shown together with the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio.
Heating the aerosol at temperatures between 2200 and 2400 °C induces a decrease of the 85Rb+/88Sr+
ratio. The decrease of 85Rb+/88Sr+ leads to the decrease of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio towards more
accurate results compared to TIMS published data (Elburg et al 2005). The same trend is measured
for NIST SRM 610 (Figure 40) and T1‐G (Figure 41). The REE correction consistently leads to lower
87
Sr/86Sr isotope ratios but, depending on the [REE]/[Sr] of the sample to a different extent (Figure
39 to Figure 41). For BCR‐2G and T1G, which contain less than 5 µg/g of Yb and Er, the contribution
of the REE correction is generally smaller than the measurement uncertainty. For BCR‐2G the
magnitude of REE correction is in the range of 100 to 200 ppm whereas for T1‐G is in the range of ~
500 ppm. In contrast, for NISTSRM 610 the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is shifted to lower values by ~1.4 %
when applying REE correction. The CaAr correction shifts the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio towards higher
values by 100‐200 ppm for BCR‐2G, T1‐G and NISTSRM610. The magnitude of the correction is
smaller than the measurement uncertainty. In contrast to the Li2B4O7 matrix, Sr mass bias is less
pronounced for heated aerosols of BCR‐2G and NIST SRM 610 in a temperature range from 2100 to
2400 °C than at 20 °C (Figure 39 and Figure 40).

Figure 39 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio for BCR‐2G measured at different ETV heating temperatures with fs laser and 70 µm
crater size or with ns laser with a crater size of 50 µm. Black bars: Sr MB and Rb corrected ratio. Gray bar: Sr MB, REE
and Rb corrected ratio. Dark gray bar: Sr MB, REE, Rb and CaAr corrected ratio. Error bars are external precision (1SD,
n=3) for measurement with ETV heating and in‐run precision (1SE) for non‐heated aerosols (for non‐heated aerosols the
reproducibility of the measurement was not tested, therefore no external precision is given). Red circles are the
85
Rb+/88Sr+ ratio. The black reference line is the published TIMS value (Elburg et al 2005).
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For T1‐G, more pronounced mass bias is measured when the aerosol is heated at temperatures
between 2000 and 2300 °C compared to 20 °C (Figure 41).

Figure 40 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio for NIST SRM 610 measured at different ETV heating temperatures with fs laser ablation
using a 70 µm crater or with ns laser with a crater size of 50 µm. Black bars: Sr MB and Rb corrected ratio. Gray bar: Sr
MB, REE and Rb corrected ratio. Dark gray bar: Sr MB, REE, Rb and CaAr corrected ratio. Error bars are external precision
(1SD, n=3) for measurement with ETV heating and in‐run precision (1SE) for non‐heated aerosols (for non‐heated
aerosols the reproducibility of the measurement was not tested, therefore no external precision is given). Red circles are
the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio. The black reference line is the published TIMS value (Woodhead and Hergt 2001).

The magnitude of 85Rb+/88Sr+ reduction depends on the matrix of the material ablated, mass load of
the furnace and the temperature at which the aerosol is heated. For the same ablation conditions
(UV‐ns, 20 Hz, 50 µm) the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio is reduced of factor ~25 at 2300 °C for BCR‐2G compared
to non‐heated aerosols (Figure 39). The same heating conditions lead to a reduction of the
85
Rb+/88Sr+ ratio of factor ~50 for T1‐G (Figure 41). This implies a significant matrix dependence of the
Rb suppression efficiency. Lower ablation rates result in a more effective suppression of 85Rb+. When
the ablation rate is reduced from 10Hz to 5 Hz for BCR‐2G, the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio is decreased by a
factor of ~2 (Figure 39). In the temperature range tested (2100‐2400 °C), higher heating
temperatures generally lead to lower 85Rb+/88Sr+ for BCR‐2G (Figure 39), T1‐G (Figure 41) and NIST
610 (Figure 40).
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Figure 41 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio for MPI‐DING T1G measured at different ETV heating temperatures. Black bars: Rb
corrected ratio. Gray bar: REE and Rb corrected ratio. Dark gray bar: REE, Rb and CaAr corrected ratio. Error bars are
external precision (1SD, n=3). Red circles are the 85Rb+/88Sr+ signal ratio and gray triangles are Sr exponential mass bias
factor (corrected for REE). The black reference line represents the published TIMS value (Jochum et al 2006, Jochum et al
2011b). LSX213: 10 µm/s, 50 µm.

However, the ablation and heating parameters that lead to the lowest measured 85Rb+/88Sr+ intensity
ratio do not always coincide with the most accurate 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. For BCR‐2G, T1‐G and
NIST 610, the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio measured at the lowest achieved 85Rb+/88Sr+ is lower than the
TIMS published values (Figure 38 to Figure 41). The reason for this negative deviation may have
different sources. First, it is supposed that part of this negative deviation may originate from Rb‐Sr
mass bias difference, similar to the case of Li2B4O7 matrix (Figure 31). Alternatively, for NIST SRM
610, where REE correction lowers the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio significantly, the negative deviation may
also be a result of REE overcorrection. Another possible source of the negative deviation is the
inaccurate on‐peak zero correction of Kr background (chapter 4.2.1.3), which was simulated to lead
to underestimation of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. The magnitude of the underestimation caused by
inaccurate Kr background correction depends on the measured Sr signal intensity (Table 17). To
evaluate this possibility, the deviation from TIMS published values of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio
measured with aerosol heating at 2300 °C was plotted against the 88Sr+ measured signal intensity for
BCR‐2G and NIST SRM 610 (Figure 42). In the same graph, the simulated trend is indicated in order
to compare it with real measurements. The comparison shows that the acquired data for aerosol
heated at 2300 °C follow the simulated trend. The deviation from TIMS published data increases as
the signal measured at m/z 88 decreases (Figure 42). However, for measurements where the signal
intensity of 88Sr+ is ≤ 0.4 V the measured negative deviation is much more pronounced than what the
simulation predicts.
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Figure 42 Deviation from TIMS published values of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio corrected for Sr mass bias, Rb, REE and
CaAr for BCR‐2G and NIST SRM 610 aerosol heated at temperatures between 2000 and 2400 °C versus 88Sr+ signal
intensity: black circles. The gray line represents the predicted trend for the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio vs. 88Sr signal intensity
if Kr underestimation during on‐peak zero is assumed. For the prediction, only Kr is considered as interference. TIMS
reference for BCR‐2G: (Elburg et al 2005), for NIST SRM 610: (Woodhead and Hergt 2001).

In summary, depending on the tested parameters (ablation conditions, heating temperature) for the
analysis, heating the aerosol in a graphite furnace reduces the deviation from TIMS published values
by a factor of 8‐80 for BCR‐2G, 27‐55 for T1‐G and 2‐5 for NIST 610 compared to non‐heated
aerosols. All the results obtained for BCR‐2G, T1‐G and NIST SRM 610 are shown in Table 18.
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Table 18 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio for BCR‐2G, T1G and NIST SRM 610. The data acquired are a comparison between non‐heated aerosol and aerosol heated at furnace temperatures ranging
from 2000 and 2400 °C. Where external precision is given, the values are the result of 3 replicates and are rounded to the significance level of external precision. For measurements where
only one measurement was performance only in‐run precision is given and the values are rounded to the significance level of in‐run precision. * not evaluated due to signal not detected
at m/z 85.5, 83.5 or 83. MB: Sr mass bias correction, Rb: rubidium correction, REE: rare earth correction. CaAr: calcium argide correction. Rb correction includes Rb mass bias correction
with Sr mass bias factor.
Sample

Laser
parameters

ETV
TIMS
Reference T [°C]
87
86
Sr/ Sr

87
Sr/86Sr In‐run
MB
prec.
corr.
(1SE)

Ext.
prec.
(1SD)

87
Sr/86Sr In‐run
MB Rb
prec.
corr.
(1SE)

Ext.
prec.
(1SD)

Deviation
[ppm]

87
Sr/86Sr In‐run
MB Rb
prec.
REE
(1SE)

Ext.
prec.
(1SD)

Deviation
[ppm]

BCR‐2G

IR‐fs, 10 Hz,
70 µm
IR‐fs, 10 Hz,
70 µm
IR‐fs, 10 Hz,
70 µm
IR‐fs, 10 Hz,
70 µm
IR‐fs, 5Hz,
70 µm
UV‐ns, 20
Hz,50 µm
UV‐ns, 20
Hz,50 µm

0.705003

20

1.419

0.006

‐

0.7083

‐

+ 4604

0.7081

0.0002

‐

0.705003

2200

0.810

0.0008 0.001

0.70535 0.0001

0.00004 + 492

0.7053

0.0001

0.0001

0.705003

2300

0.801

0.0007 0.001

0.70522 0.0001

0.00004 + 309

0.70511 0.0001

0.705003

2400

0.794

0.0005 0.002

0.70521 0.0001

0.00006 + 297

0.705003

2300

0.752

0.0008 0.002

0.7051

0.0002

0.0003

0.705003

20

1.501

0.008

0.7077

0.0002

‐

0.705003

2300

0.7396

0.0007 0.003

0.70479 0.0001

0.710093

20

2.72

0.05

0.728

0.710093

2000

0.749

0.0004 0.002

0.710093

2100

0.725

0.710093

2200

0.710093

BCR‐2G
BCR‐2G
BCR‐2G
BCR‐2G
BCR‐2G
BCR‐2G

T1‐G
T1‐G
T1‐G
T1‐G
T1‐G
T1‐G
T1‐G

UV‐ns, 10
Hz,50 µm
UV‐ns, 10
Hz,50 µm
UV‐ns, 10
Hz,50 µm
UV‐ns, 10
Hz,50 µm
UV‐ns, 10
Hz,50 µm
UV‐ns, 20
Hz,50 µm
UV‐ns, 20
Hz,50 µm

SRM610 IR‐fs, 10 Hz,
70 µm
SRM610 IR‐fs, 5 Hz,
70 µm
SRM610 IR‐fs, 5 Hz,
70 µm
SRM610 UV‐ns, 5
Hz,50 µm

Deviation
[ppm]

85

85
Rb/88Sr
85.5/88Sr 83/88Sr Sr ßexp
REE
Sensitivity Sensitivity signal
Corr
ratio
ratio
ratio

0.0002 ‐

+ 4454

0.207

1.506

0.002

0.00004 ‐1.724

0.0001 0.0001

+ 491

0.031

0.228

0.001

0.0001

‐1.599

0.00003 + 157

0.70520 0.0001 0.00003 + 271

0.028

0.203

0.001

0.0001

‐1.625

0.70510 0.0001

0.00005 +134

0.70520 0.0001 0.00004 + 265

0.026

0.190

0.001

0.0001

‐1.665

+ 164

0.7050

0.0002

0.0003

‐ 70

0.7050

0.0002 0.0003

+ 58

0.014

0.103

0.002

0.0001

‐1.648

+ 3857

0.7073

0.0003

‐

+ 3280

0.7075

0.0004 ‐

+3553

0.235

1.706

0.002

0.0001

‐1.494

0.00006 ‐ 296

0.7047

0.0001

0.0002

‐ 438

0.7047

0.0001 0.0002

‐397

0.010

0.070

0.002

0.0001

‐1.481

0.001

‐

+ 24876

0.728

0.001

‐

+ 25087

0.729

0.001

+ 27288

0.572

2.036

0.002

0.0005

‐1.48

0.7105

0.0002

0.0002

+ 523

0.7102

0.0003

0.0003

+ 209

0.7104

0.0003 0.0003

+ 370

0.011

0.041

0.003

0.0002

‐1.62

0.0003 0.003

0.7099

0.0003

0.0004

‐ 282

0.7096

0.0003

0.0004

‐ 705

0.7095

0.0002 0.0005

‐ 831

0.005

0.016

0.003

0.0002

‐1.63

07228

0.0003 0.0008

0.70960 0.0002

0.00008 ‐ 690

0.7093

0.0002

0.0004

‐1096

0.7094

0.0002 0.0004

‐ 990

0.004

0.014

0.004

0.0002

‐1.66

2300

0.725

0.0004 0.002

0.7097

0.0002

0.0003

‐ 477

0.70947 0.0002

0.00008 ‐ 876

0.70952 0.0002 0.00001 ‐ 813

0.005

0.016

0.003

0.0001

‐1.68

0.710093

20

2.39

0.02

0.7198

0.0003

‐

+ 13649

0.7185

‐

0.7192

0.494

1.759

0.004

0.0002

‐1.58

0.710093

2300

0.742

0.0004 0.002

0.70990 0.0001

0.00006 ‐ 267

0.70979 0.0002

0.00005 ‐ 420

0.70993 0.0002 0.00004 ‐ 232

0.009

0.033

0.002

0.0002

‐1.65

0.709699

20

4.27

0.01

0.02

0.773

0.0004

0.001

+89099

0.7121

0.0004

0.0006

+ 3381

*

*

*

1.045

1.265

0.002

*

‐1.81

0.709699

2200

0.827

0.004

0.005

0.7188

0.0002

0.0003

+12769

0.7092

0.0002

0.0005

‐ 703

0.7092

0.0002 0.0005

‐644

0.032

0.039

0.001

0.00006 ‐1.52

0.709699

2300

0.804

0.003

0.003

0.7186

0.0002

0.0002

+12589

0.7086

0.0002

0.0003

‐1566

0.7087

0.0002 0.0002

‐1433

0.025

0.030

0.001

0.00008 ‐1.53

0.709699

2300

0.727

0.004

0.002

0.7127

0.0003

0.0006

+ 4267

0.707

0.0006

0.001

‐1759

0.707

0.0006 0.001

‐1684

0.003

0.004

0.001

0.0003

‐

‐

‐

0.0001

0.0004

In‐run
prec.
(1SE)

+ 4391

Sr/86Sr
MB Rb
REE
CaAr
0.7082

+ 358

0.7054

+ 11853
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Ext.
prec.
(1SD)

‐

0.0004 ‐

*

+ 12844

Rb+/88Sr+

‐1.38

4.2.3.2

NIST SRM 607 (K‐Feldspar Li2B4O7 fused disk) and ATHO‐G (Rhyolite Glass)

The effect of thermal treatment on the 85Rb+/88Sr+ signal ratio and the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio for
LTB_SRM607 (K‐Feldspar Li2B4O7 fused disk) and ATHO‐G are shown in Figure 43 and Figure 44. For
LTB_SRM607 and ATHO‐G, heating the aerosol at 2000 and 2400 °C leads to a decrease of the
85
Rb+/88Sr+ signal ratio. However, the decrease is less pronounced than for BCR‐2G, T1‐G and NIST
SRM 610. The lower concentration of Sr in LTB_SRM607 and ATHO‐G (< 100 µg/g) required a higher
amount of ablated material to generate sufficient signal intensity for the analysis, which results in
lower Rb separation efficiency. For LTB_SRM607 no detectable signal for m/z 83.5 and 85.5 was
measured. Consequently, the REE correction was not considered. The same applies for CaAr
correction as no detectable signal was measured at m/z 83. For ATHO‐G, the REE correction shifts
the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio to lower values like in the case of NIST SRM 610, BCR‐2G and T1‐G. The
CaAr correction shifts the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio to higher values. The magnitude of this shift is,
however, generally smaller than the measurement uncertainty. Similar to BCR‐2G, NIST SRM 610 and
T1‐G heating the aerosol at temperatures between 2000 and 2400 °C leads to less pronounced Sr
mass bias than for non‐heated aerosols.

Figure 43 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios for Li2B4O7 fused disk containing NIST SRM 607 (K‐Feldspar) measured at different ETV
heating temperatures. Black bars: Rb corrected ratio. Error bars are in‐run precision (1SE). Red circles are the 85Rb+/88Sr+
ratio and gray triangles are Sr exponential mass bias factors. The black reference line is the TIMS published value.

The lowest 85Rb+/88Sr+ are measured at the highest heating Temperature (2400 °C) for both
LTB_SRM607 and ATHO‐G. In contrast to BCR‐2G, NIST SRM 610 and T1‐G, the most accurate
87
Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is measured at the temperature where the lowest 85Rb+/88Sr+ are achieved.
Although the improvement in comparison to non‐heated aerosols is significant, the deviation from
TIMS reference values and the precision of the measurement are still elevated (>1 ‰). The Rb
removal efficiency of the current setup should be improved in order to further improve the accuracy.

Figure 44 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios for MPI‐DING ATHO‐G measured at different ETV heating temperatures. Black bars: Sr
mass bias, Rb corrected ratio. Gray bar: Sr mass bias, Rb and REE corrected ratio. Dark gray bar: Sr mass bias, Rb, REE,
and CaAr corrected ratio. Error bars are in‐run error (1SE). Red circles are the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio and gray triangles are Sr
mass bias fractionation factors (corrected for REE). The black reference line are the published TIMS value (Jochum et al
2011b).Sample ablated with LSX213 at 20Hz, 100 µm, 10 µm/s. The external precision measured at 2200 °C is ~3000
ppm.
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4.2.3.3

Summary of achievable accuracy and precision of measured Sr isotope ratios
in reference materials and discussion

Table 19 summarizes optimum results and the corresponding operating conditions of the 87Sr/86Sr
ratio determinations in the characterized reference materials by LA‐ETV‐ICPMS.
Table 19 Deviation of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio from published TIMS values for ETV heated aerosols. For this table the
laser ablation and ETV conditions leading to the lowest deviation of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio from TIMS published
values were compiled. To obtain these ratios, the signal intensities were corrected for Rb, Yb, Er and CaAr when
detectable signals were measured at the corresponding monitored m/z.
Sample

[Rb]/[Sr]

88

BCR‐2G

0.14

0.8

NIST
SRM610
T1‐G

0.83

NIST
SRM 607
ATHO‐G

Sr [V]

85

Rb+/88Sr+

0.015

Deviation from
TIMS published
values
[ppm]
+60 (n=3)

External
precision
[ppm] (1SD)
300 (n=3)

In‐run
error
[ppm]
(1SE)
200

0.4

0.05

‐640 (n=3)

500 (n=3)

200

0.28

0.9

0.01

‐ 230 (n=3)

40 (n=3)

200

8

0.13

3.8

+ 2000 (n=4)

40 ‰ (n=4)

4‰

0.69

0.6

0.15

+ 2510 (n=1)

‐

300

Ablation
parameters

ETV T
[°C]

IR‐fs‐Laser: 5 Hz ,70
µm, 10 µm*s‐1
IR‐fs‐Laser: 5 Hz ,70
‐1
µm, 2 µm*s
LSX213: 20 Hz, 50 ,
‐1
10 µm*s
IR‐fs‐Laser: 20 Hz,
80 µm, 20 µm*s‐1
LSX213: 20 Hz, 100,
10 µm*s‐1

2300
2300
2300
2400
2400

The results show that depending on the sample analyzed, thus depending on sample matrix and
[Rb]/[Sr], different levels of accuracy (deviation from TIMS published values) and precision are
achieved. For [Rb]/[Sr] ≤ 0.28 deviation from TIMS published values, external precision and in‐run
precision of less than 0.5 ‰ are achieved when heating the ETV at 2300 °C. For samples where Sr
concentration is < 100 µg/g and [Rb]/[Sr] ≥ 0.69 the deviation is higher than 1 ‰. The results
obtained depend on three main aspects:


Rb suppression depends on furnace mass load: lower mass load (= less ablated material)
leads to more efficient Rb suppression and in turn to more accurate 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios.



The in‐run precision depends on the signal intensity, which is a function of the amount of
material ablated: higher ablated mass leads to lower in‐run error.



The on‐peak zero correction for heated aerosols may lead to 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios shifted
to values lower than the published ones because of Kr underestimation. This effect is also
dependent on the total signal measured for Sr, with lower intensities leading to less
accurate results.

The first aspect would require less ablated material to improve the accuracy of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope
ratio whereas the other aspects would be mitigated when more material reaches the ICP. For
samples with [Rb]/[Sr] < 0.69, optimum measurement conditions are in the range of 1 to 1.5 V
measured for 88Sr. At these conditions, the 85Rb+/88Sr+ can be decreased to ~0.01 while still reaching
an in‐run precision of ~200 ppm. For samples with [Rb]/[Sr] > 0.5, in order to reach 85Rb+/88Sr+ of
0.01 implies the use of lower ablation rates, which lead to 88Sr signal intensities less than 0.6 V. At
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low Sr signal intensities, the Kr underestimation causing an underestimation of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope
ratio in the range of 0.4 ‰. For samples with Sr concentration lower than 100 µg/g, where large
crater sizes or higher ablation rates are needed, the Rb suppression efficiency does not permit a
reduction of the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio by more than 10‐fold. Therefore the accuracy achieved remains in
the in the ‰ range for [Rb]/[Sr] > 1.
In addition, for samples with [REE]/[Sr] higher or equal to 0.1 (NIST SRM 610, ATHO‐G), the REE
correction is significant and plays an important role in producing accurate results. With our Nu
plasma HR it is not possible to determine the mass bias factor for Yb++ and Er++ within one cycle by
using the standard Faraday configuration. This introduces an additional source of error.
Despite the above mentioned limitations, ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosols from samples with
high Rb/Sr concentration ratios improves the accuracy of the measurement of 87Sr/86Sr ratio by LA‐
MC‐ICPMS by at least a factor of two compared to non‐heated aerosols. With the current setup it is
possible to achieve an accuracy better than 100 ppm for basalt glass ([Rb]/[Sr] ratio of 0.14) and ~
200 ppm accuracy for diorite glass ([Rb]/[Sr] = 0.28).
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4.3

Summary of Sr isotope ratio determination in Rb rich samples by
LA‐ETV‐MC‐ICPMS

Experiments conducted on Li2B4O7 spiked fused disks and on reference standard materials showed
that the 85Rb+/88Sr+ intensity ratio can successfully be decreased by applying online ETV heating. The
reduction of 85Rb+/88Sr+ depends on the sample matrix, furnace mass load and heating temperature.
A lower 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio generally leads to more accurate 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio determinations when
compared to non‐heated aerosols. The improvement of the accuracy is at least of a factor of 4 for
Li2B4O7 matrix and of a factor of 2 for silicate matrix (NISTSRM 610). For BCR‐2G ([Rb]/[Sr] = 0.14) a
deviation of 60 ppm from the TIMS published value was obtained by heating the aerosol at 2300 °C
together with an in‐run precision of 200 ppm. For the analysis of samples with [Rb]/[Sr] = 0.14 a
deviation of 505 ppm from TIMS reference values has been previously reported (Jackson and Hart
2006).
However, for low Sr concentrations (< 100 µg/g) and [Rb]/[Sr] ratios ≥ 0.69, the current setup is
lacking efficiency. A low Sr concentration requires more material to be ablated in order to achieve
sufficient signal intensity for Sr isotopes, which results in higher furnace mass load. In addition to
this, inaccuracies caused by additional polyatomic interferences doubly charged REE, Kr background
or CaAr are not reduced by ETV heating and their mathematical correction remains crucial for
obtaining precise and accurate results. Mass bias differences between elements may become
greater when the aerosol is heated leading to additional uncertainties in the results. For BCR‐2G, T1‐
G and NIST SRM 610 the most accurate 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio were not determined at the lowest
85
Rb+/88Sr intensity ratio. Measurements at the lowest 85Rb+/88Sr+ led to slight underestimation of the
87
Sr/86Sr isotope ratio compared to published TIMS values. This is supposed to be the result of
inaccurate Kr background correction.
Nevertheless, the online heating of the aerosol results in significant improvement of the accuracy for
the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio measurement in Rb rich samples by LA‐MC‐ICPMS. Future work on this
topic should be directed towards the improvement of furnace efficiency with the design of a furnace
explicitly built for the online separation of elements from laser‐generated aerosols, which might
allow a wider range of samples to be measured for in‐situ Sr isotope ratio. Potential developments of
this technique are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
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5. Future development of LA‐ETV‐(MC)‐ICPMS
In this chapter, possible future improvements of the thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols
are discussed on the basis of proof of principle experiments and computer simulations. Possible
improvements of the instrumentation for heating laser‐generated aerosols, towards higher elements
separation efficiency, as well as additional fields of application of this technique are discussed.

5.1

Dual ETV setup

5.1.1

Experimental

In order to evaluate whether Rb suppression can be enhanced with a second ETV unit in series, an
ETV 4000 furnace (Spectral systems, Fürstenfeldbruck, Germany) was connected to the outlet of the
HGA600‐MS. The connection between the two ETV units consisted of a 50 cm long PTFE tube (8 mm
outer diameter, 6 mm inner diameter). A scheme of the ETV4000 is shown in Figure 45.

Figure 45 Scheme of the ETV 4000. Adapted from (Perzl 2012). In red the graphite tube.

The outlet of the ETV4000 was connected to the Nu Plasma HR ICPMS with a 6 mm outer diameter
PVC tube. The temperature of the ETV4000 had to be set manually. No temperature calibration of
the ETV 4000 was performed and the actual furnace temperature was estimated from the
information given by the manufacturer. Temperatures in the range of 1800 °C and 2200 °C are
reached at 60% power, which correspond to 0.5 V set with a voltage regulator. In this way, only an
approximate temperature adjustment was possible. The laser used for this experiment was a 213 nm
Nd:YAG laser system (LSX213, CETAC Technologies, NE, USA). Operating parameters for the laser are
listed in Table 20. For the evaluation of Sr isotope ratios, the same correction scheme and data
acquisition method described in chapter 4.1 was used. The MC‐ICPMS was tuned as described in 4.1.
Instead of adding Ar just in front of the MC‐ICPMS via a laminar flow adapter, Ar was added after the
graphite tube at 0.9 L/min using the by‐pass connection of the ETV 4000 (Figure 45).
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Table 20 Laser operating parameters for the measurement of Sr isotope ratios with two ETV in series.

Laser

Wavelength

Crater size

Repetition rate

Energy
density

Carrier gas

Scan speed

LSX213

213 nm

25‐100 µm

10 Hz

18 J/cm2

He (0.8 L/min)

10 µm/s

5.1.2

Results: Sr isotope ratios in NIST SRM 610

Figure 46 shows the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio measured for laser‐generated aerosols of NIST SRM 610 with
different ablation conditions: not heated aerosol, heated in one ETV at 2000 °C and heated in two
ETVs in series both operating at temperatures between 1800‐2200 °C. These three conditions were
evaluated in three distinct experiments. When the aerosol is not heated, the 85Rb+/88Sr+ signal ratio is
1.3 for a crate size of 50 µm. By heating the aerosol with the first ETV (HGA600‐MS) at 2000 °C, the
85
Rb+/88Sr+ ratio is decreased to 0.1. By heating the HGA600‐MS at 2000 °C and the ETV 4000 at
approximately 1800‐2000 °C (0.46 V), the 85Rb+/88Sr+ intensity ratio is decreased further to 0.04 and
the deviation of the measured 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio compared to the TIMS reference value
(Woodhead and Hergt 2001) is decreased further. If the voltage of the second ETV is increased to
0.48 V (i.e. higher T), the 85Rb+/88Sr+ can be decreased to less than 0.01. For a crater size of 100 µm,
the use of two ETVs at ~ 2000 °C leads to a reduction of the 85Rb+/88Sr+ intensity ratio by a factor of ~
10 (Figure 46). If the first ETV is heated at 2200 °C instead of 2000 °C and the second one set at 0.46
V, the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio can be reduced to less than 0.01. The decrease of the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio leads to
87
Sr/86Sr isotope ratios, which better agree with the published TIMS value (Woodhead and Hergt
2001). Although 85Rb+/88Sr+ is decreases, it needs to be mentioned that by using two ETVs in series
also decreases the net signal of Sr by a factor of ~5 compared to non‐heated aerosols. At this point,
more tests involving two ETVs are needed in order to determine optimum heating conditions, which
may imply the use of different heating temperatures for the two ETVs. Even if the loss of Rb is higher
in comparison to Sr, the precision of the measurement is deteriorated as less intense signals are
measured.
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Figure 46 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio for NIST SRM 610 measured at different ETV heating temperatures. Results with none,
one and two ETVs are compared. Black bars: Rb corrected ratio. Gray bars: REE and Rb corrected ratio. Dark gray bars:
REE, Rb and CaAr corrected ratio. Error bars are in‐run precision (1SE). Red circles are the 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratio. The black
reference line is the published TIMS value (Woodhead and Hergt 2001).

5.1.3

Considerations on the dual ETV setup

The use of two ETVs in series allows the efficiency of Rb signal suppression to be improved
compared to the single ETV setup. Further studies are needed to assess optimum working
temperatures and verify the reproducibility of the results. Although Sr experiences a significant
signal intensity reduction when the second ETV is heated, this experiment shows that improvements
in the Rb suppression efficiency are possible. The use of multiple heating steps in a furnace designed
for the online treatment of laser‐generated aerosols should be considered.
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5.2

Kr background signal reduction using a Gas Exchange Device
(GED)

5.2.1

Motivation

Since the use of ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosols for the in‐situ determination of Sr isotope
ratios is affected by the Kr background instability, a solution for Kr background reduction was
evaluated. Kr background intensities for LA‐MC‐ICPMS have been shown to vary depending on the
experimental gas source used (Table 26 in appendix 7.4). Correction schemes have been developed
by different research groups (in Table 21 different Kr correction schemes are reviewed) but the most
common correction that has been adopted is the on‐peak zero correction type (Ramos et al 2004,
Woodhead et al 2005, Yang et al 2011).
Table 21 Review of Kr correction schemes. The pro and cons have been discussed by Vroon et al. (Vroon et al 2008) and
further elaborated by the author of this thesis. In case of considerations from other authors are present, these are
acknowledged.
Correction scheme
Kr or 82Kr is used to
correct
m/z 84 and 86

Study
(Waight et al 2002)

Advantages
Can address for Kr signal
fluctuation during
measurement

Zero on‐peak (gas blank)

(Ramos et al 2004,
Woodhead et al 2005, Yang
et al 2011)

No need for mass bias
determination

(Jackson and Hart 2006)

Compensate for Kr
overcorrection

(Burla et al 2009)

Compensate for Kr
overcorrection

83

Subtract
= 0.0067

84

Kr until

84

Sr/88Sr

Non‐liner equation solving

Disadvantages
Mass bias factor for Kr has
to be determined.
May be influenced by other
interferences on m/z 83 and
82
Problems if Kr background is
not stable
Possible over correction
(Burla et al 2009)
84
Sr/86Sr ratio cannot be
used as independent check
Questionable if other
interferences on m/z
88,86,84
Questionable if other
interferences on m/z
88,86,84

Each of the schemes discussed in Table 21 has advantages and disadvantages and depending on the
Kr background level and the level of other interferences. In general, the precision and accuracy of Sr
isotope ratio measurements would benefit from an overall reduction of the Kr background level. This
would not only reduce the uncertainties introduced by the correction of Kr background but also
increase the signal to noise ratio, especially for 84Sr. The lowest Kr background level has been
reported by Yang et al. (Yang et al 2011) where Ar has been used as carrier gas instead of He. This
led to the speculation that Kr background signal may significantly depend on the plasma operating
conditions in addition to the Ar quality. For this reason, the exchange of He to Ar after the ablation
was investigated. The possibility of ablation in argon was not considered because of the generation
of a larger fraction of bigger particles for ablation in Ar atmosphere (Horn and Günther 2003) which
is not favorable for the ICP, and lower conductivity of Ar compared to He, which is not favorable for
aerosol heating in the ETV.
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The reduction of Kr background is particularly important for LA‐ETV‐MC‐ICPMS measurements of Sr
isotope ratios because of its instability attributed to carbon introduced into the ICP, which
presumably changes the degree of ionization of Kr (Chapter 4.2.1.3). A lower Kr background would
reduce the uncertainties introduced by the drift of Kr background (shown in 4.2.1.3).
5.2.2

Experimental setup

In order to exchange He to Ar, a Gas Exchange Device (GED) capable of exchanging more than 0.8
L/min He to Ar per minute was connected between the ablation cell and ICPMS instruments. The
development and working principles of the Gas Exchange Device have been described by Nishiguchi
et al. (Nishiguchi et al 2008) and its use for atmospheric sampling for LA‐ICPMS has been
demonstrated by Kovacs et al. (Kovacs et al 2010). In brief, the carrier gas is supplied to a diffusion
chamber, which is separated from the counter flow sweep gas compartment by a porous silica
membrane (70 nm pore size, 60% porosity and 4x45 cm of length, Ar sweep gas applied was 10
L/min). Due to a cross‐membrane partial pressure difference, gases are exchanged. As the diffusion
speed of particles is relative slow (compared to gasses) those are practically not exchanged. The
effect of exchanging He to Ar on the Kr background intensity was tested for the Elan6000 ICPMS as
well as for the Nu Plasma HR MC‐ICPMS.

5.2.2.1

Kr background for an Elan6000

Four distinct experiments were performed in order to verify the impact of exchanging He to Ar on
the Kr background signals. He as carrier gas (a), He exchanged to Ar (b), He exchanged to Ar with
additional Ar added before the ICP to apply the same total gas added to the plasma as for ablation in
argon (c) and Ar as carrier gas (d). The respective gas flows used in these experiments are listed in
Table 22. The ICPMS was tuned while ablating NIST SRM 610 using a ns laser (LSX213, CETAC
Technologies, Omaha, USA) in order to reach maximum sensitivity and an oxide rate formation of <
1% (Th/ThO) for condition (a). Since different gas amounts introduced into the central channel may
influence the sensitivity in addition to the Kr and Xe background, the Sr signal intensity was
measured for each set of conditions by ablating NIST SRM 610 with a 50 µm crater size at 10 Hz and
10 µm/s scanning rate.

Table 22 Gas flow settings for the measurement of Kr background with Elan6000. Total gas flow rate refers to the total
amount of gas introduced into the central channel of the ICP. If 0.8 L/min He are exchanged, 0.37 L/min Ar come out of
the GED.
Experiment

Carrier gas

a (He)
b (He to Ar)
c (He to Ar retuned)
d (Ar)

He (0.8 L/min))
He (0.8 L/min))
He (0.8 L/min))
Ar (0.8 L/min))

Make up gas Ar
[L/min]
0.76
0.76
0.9
0.46

Total Ar flow rate
[L/min]
0.76
1.13
1.27
1.26

Total Gas flow rate
[L/min]
1.56
1.13
1.27
1.26
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5.2.2.2

Kr background for Nu Plasma HR: impact on precision of Sr isotope ratios

For the Nu Plasma HR MC‐ICPMS the Kr background was measured for four different conditions like
in chapter 5.2.2.1: a) He as carrier gas, b) He exchanged to Ar, c) He exchanged to Ar with additional
Ar added and d) Ar as carrier gas. The cup configuration adopted for the measurement is described
in chapter 4.1. In a second time, in order to evaluate the impact of lower Kr background on the
precision achieved for Sr isotope ratio measurements, a Li2B4O7 fused disk containing ~1200 µg/g of
NIST SRM 987 (Sr carbonate) and the Ca carbonate standard reference material USGS MACS‐3 were
analyzed. The same correction scheme discussed in 4.1 was adopted. The samples were ablated
using a 213 nm laser (LSX213, CETAC Technologies, Omaha, USA). For the analysis a crater size of 50
µm and 10 µm/s scan rate were applied. Output energy and repetition rate were changed depending
on the sample and the signal intensity obtained (in order to avoid detector saturation) and are
specified accordingly.

5.2.3

Elan6000 Results

Figure 47 shows the background signal intensity for 84Kr for the different tested conditions (a to d).
Exchanging He to Ar inside the GED decreases the Kr background signal by more than a factor of 6.
Between condition b and c, the difference is not significant. If Ar is used as carrier gas the
background signal of Kr is factor ~ 2 lower than if He is used as carrier gas (Figure 47). As speculated,
changing the carrier gas from He to Ar reduced the Kr background signal intensity. In addition, the
exchange of He to Ar (condition b and c) leads to even lower Kr background signals (Figure 47).

Figure 47 84Kr background signal intensity measured by an Elan6000 ICPMS for: a) He as carrier gas, b) He exchanged to
Ar, c) He exchanged to Ar with addition of Ar and for d) Ar as carrier gas. Error bars are external reproducibility (1SD, n=
3).
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Between condition c and d there should not be significant difference as the total Ar flow reaching
the central channel of the plasma is similar (~1.3 L/min). For this reason, it is supposed that Kr
present in the sweep gas diffuses slower into the internal part of the membrane than Ar because it is
heavier (the diffusion between the compartments is inverse square root dependence of the
molecular weight). However, this would require that Kr concentration in Ar sweep gas is higher than
in He.

Figure 48 132Xe background signal intensity measured by an Elan6000 ICPMS for: a) He as carrier gas, b) He exchanged to
Ar, c) He exchanged to Ar with addition of Ar and for d) Ar as carrier gas. Error bars are external reproducibility (1SD, n=
3).

Similar results were obtained for the Xe background (Figure 48). If He is used as carrier gas, the 132Xe
background signal is 810 ± 6 cps whereas for condition c the background is 160 ± 3 cps, 5.3 times
lower than for He as carrier gas. Using Ar as carrier gas leads to a 132Xe background signal of 590 ± 10
cps. Between condition c and d there is in the case of Xe a difference of factor 3.7, which is more
pronounced than for Kr. This is supported by the slower diffusion of Xe between the compartments
compared to Kr due to its higher molecular weight.
In Table 23, the normalized net signal intensity measured for Rb and Sr are shown. For Sr the highest
signal intensity is measured with He as carrier gas with a decrease of ~ 15 % when He is exchanged
to Ar. The signal intensity of Rb, on the other hand, is higher when He is exchanged to Ar, which is
most likely a result of less sampling loss by diffusion in the ICP. When Ar is used as carrier gas, the
signal intensities of Rb and Sr are 30 % lower than with He as carrier gas. This can be partially
explained by the lower transport efficiency achieved when ablating in Ar atmosphere instead of He
(Horn and Günther 2003). In a more recent publication, the detection efficiency of LA‐ICPMS has
been shown to be suppressed up to factor 5 when using He instead of argon as carrier gas (Wälle et
al 2009).
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Table 23 Normalized net signal intensity of Rb and Sr for experiment a, b, c and d. The net signal intensity is normalized
to experiment a: He as carrier gas.

Isotope
85
88

Rb
Sr

a) He
100 %
100 %

b) He to Ar
116 %
87 %

c) He to Ar
retuned
109 %
86 %

d) Ar
24 %
16 %

Exchanging He to Ar leads to factor 6 lower Kr background. At the same conditions, a decrease of Sr
net signal of 13‐14 % is measured. Although there is a decrease of Sr signal, exchanging He to Ar
leads to improved signal to ratio for Sr at m/z 84 and 86. If this improvement can be transferred to
MC‐ICPMS instrumentation, the problems associated with Kr correction would be reduced.

5.2.4

Nu Plasma HR results

Figure 49 shows the instrumental background measured for the different tested conditions: a) He as
carrier gas, b) He exchanged to Ar by GED, c) He exchanged to Ar with GED and retuned and d) Ar as
carrier gas. The results are similar to those obtained with the Elan6000 ICPMS for conditions a) to c).
The Kr background measured at m/z = 86 and 84 decreases when He is exchanged to Ar. In contrast
to the measurements performed with the Elan 6000, the Kr background is higher when Ar is used as
carrier gas.

Figure 49 Instrumental background for Nu Plasma HR depending on carrier gas conditions: a) He as carrier gas, b) He
exchanged to Ar by GED, c) He exchanged to Ar with GED and retuned and d) Ar as carrier gas. The results are the mean
over 3 background measurements. Error bars are external precision (1SD, n= 3).

Figure 50 shows the results of 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios for MACS‐3 for the different carrier gas
conditions. The REE correction influences the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio, which is shifted toward lower
values if corrected for REE. However, the difference is smaller than the measurement uncertainty.
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The measured signal intensity at m/z 85.5 (Yb++) was lower than 0.001 mV8 and the 85.5/88 intensity
ratio was below 10‐6 so that the REE contribution may be considered insignificant for this sample.
The CaAr correction is also not leading to significant deviations. The values obtained for the 87Sr/86Sr
isotope ratio generally agrees with TIMS published data within the measurement error (Jochum et al
2011b). For condition a), however, the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is significantly higher than the
reference value. The 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is not significantly influenced by the different gas
conditions. The intensity measured for 88Sr was at the highest when He was used as carrier gas (~ 6
V) whereas it was ~4 V when He was exchanged to Ar. For Ar used as carrier gas it was ~5 V, which
surprisingly was higher than when He was exchanged to Ar. Since the net signal measured on 88Sr is
varying between the tested conditions, it is not possible to compare the in‐run precision directly.
Consequently, the theoretical Poisson error (SDp) 9 was calculated with the same procedure
published by Yang et al. (Yang et al 2011). The contribution (in %) of theoretical Poisson noise to the
measured in‐run error was calculated (Table 24).

Figure 50 87Sr/86Sr ratio in MACS‐3 for different carrier gas conditions: a) He as carrier gas, b) He exchanged to Ar by GED,
c) He exchanged to Ar with GED and retuned and d) Ar as carrier gas. Black bars are Rb corrected ratios. Grey bars are Rb
and REE corrected ratios and dark gray bars are Rb, REE and CaAr corrected ratios. Error bars are external precision (1SD,
n=3). Blue dots are the 88Sr+ signal intensity. The black reference line is the published TIMS value (Jochum et al 2011b).

For the 84Sr/86Sr isotope ratio, the contribution of Poisson noise to the measurement uncertainty (in‐
run error) is between 32 and 65 % for USGS MACS‐3 (Table 24). This agrees with the uncertainty
contribution from counting statistic that has been measured in other studies using Nd:YAG UV laser
8

The concentration of Yb and Er in USGS MACS‐3 is in the range of 10‐15 µg/g whereas Sr concentration is
higher than 6000 µg/g
9

The Poisson noise (SDp) was calculated with the following formula:

∙

∙

Where nn and nd are the background corrected total number of ions for numerator and denominator m/z. the
number of ions detected was calculated with the formula:

n

V
 6.24  1018  t with R = 1011 Ω, V the
R

current measured for a given m/z and t is the integration time in seconds.
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and He used as carrier gas (Yang et al 2011). In contrast using a fs laser and Ar as carrier gas, 87 to 92
% of the total uncertainty has been attributed to Poisson noise (Yang et al 2011). However in this
experiment, the difference between He used as carrier gas and He exchanged to Ar is not significant.
The highest contribution of Poisson noise to the total measurement uncertainty is obtained for Ar
used as carrier gas. Consequently it was not possible to sustain the theory that lower Kr background
signal would improve the precision of the measurement.
The same experiments were carried out for the NIST SRM 987 fused disk. In this case, the highest
contribution of Poisson noise to the total uncertainty is observed for the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio when
He is used as carrier gas or He is exchanged to Ar (retuned)(Table 24). For the 84Sr/86Sr isotope ratio,
a significant difference between the tested conditions was not measured. Similar to USGS MACS‐3
there is no measurable correlation between the percentages of Poisson noise and the Kr signal
background. In addition, the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio measured when He is exchanged to Ar (retuned)
and Ar used as carrier gas are significantly higher (~ 200‐500 ppm) than the published TIMS value
(Jochum et al 2011b).
Table 24 Percentage of Poisson noise (SDp) of the measurement uncertainty (1SE). The error of the percentage is
expressed in ± 1SD (n= 3‐4). % of Poisson noise = SDp / SE * 100

Condition

USGS MACS‐3
% of Poisson noise
% of Poisson noise
87
84
Sr/86Sr (Rb corrected)
Sr/86Sr

He
He to Ar
He to Ar retuned
Ar

36 ± 5
45 ± 11
34 ± 8
65 ± 11

5.2.5

43 ± 10
39 ± 6
32 ± 5
45 ± 6

NIST SRM 987 fused disk
% of Poisson noise
% of Poisson noise
87
84
Sr/86Sr (Rb
Sr/86Sr
corrected)
75 ± 20
48 ± 12
45 ± 11
34 ± 7
94 ± 22
50 ± 15
55 ± 6
37 ± 3

Summary of Kr background signal reduction with a Gas Exchange Device for
in‐situ Sr isotope measurements

The use of a GED device installed between the ablation cell and ICPMS instruments (Elan6000 and
Nu Plasma HR) lead to a significant decrease of the Kr background (of a factor of 6 for Elan 6000)
after exchanging the carrier gas He to Ar. The net signal measured for Sr, after ablation of NIST SRM
610, decreased only by 15 % when exchanging He to Ar leading to an improved signal to noise ratio
for m/z 84 and 86 of a factor larger than 5. Similar results are obtained for the Nu Plasma HR MC‐
ICPMS, where the Kr signal measured at m/z 84 and 86 is reduced of almost one third after
exchanging He to Ar. When argon is used as carrier gas, the Kr background is reduced of a factor of
two for an Elan6000 but not for the MC‐ICPMS, where a higher background signal for Kr is measured
when Ar is used as carrier gas. The reason of the Kr background reduction is supposed to be the
result of two different processes: change of plasma conditions due to the absence of He and slower
Kr diffusion through the GED membrane of Kr compared to Ar from the sweep gas. However, more
detailed studies are needed to fully explain the observed trends.
The reduction of Kr background did not lead to more precise Sr isotope ratios for USGS MACS‐3 and
Li2B4O7 fused disk containing NIST SRM 987. The contribution of ion counting statistic error in
respect to total uncertainty could not be correlated to differences in Kr background. Nevertheless,
the reduction of Kr background is supposed to play a major role for LA‐ETV‐MC‐ICPMS where a shift
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of the Kr background results in the underestimation of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio (chapter 4.2.1.3).
The development of a LA‐ETV‐GED‐MC‐ICPMS setup is expected to improve the accuracy and the
precision of Sr isotope ratio determination.
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5.3

Modeling of a furnace optimized for heating of laser‐generated
aerosols

5.3.1

Simulation of the current setup

5.3.1.1

Gas temperature in the HGA600‐MS

The gas temperature inside the HGA600‐MS was simulated using Ansys CFX 12.1 (Ansys Academic
research, Ansys Inc. 2009), based on a numerical grid of about 25 thousand polygons. The part of the
HGA600‐MS, which was modeled, was the gas domain enclosed by the graphite tube (28 mm long),
the graphite contact cylinder (at the exit of the graphite tube) and the graphite insert (22 mm long)
placed between the graphite contact cylinder and the switching valve assembly. This region is 57
mm long and has a tubular geometry of ~ 0.6 mm diameter. The fluid was set to either Helium or Ar
at standard temperature and pressure. The gas domain is shown in Figure 51. The boundary domains
were set to: a) inlet, b) outlet, c) Hot wall (graphite tube), d) Cold Contact and e) Cold wall (graphite
insert). The boundary conditions are listed in Table 25.
Table 25 Boundary conditions for the modeling of the gas domain inside the HGA600‐MS
Boundary
domain
a) Inlet

Mass and
momentum
Mass flow rate
0.5; 0.8; 1 L/min

Heat transfer

Flow regime

Flow direction

Static Temperature:
20 °C

subsonic

b) Outlet

Mass flow rate
0.5; 0.8; 1 L/min

Static Temperature:
20 °C

subsonic

c) Hot wall

No Slip Wall

‐

d) Cold contact

No Slip Wall

Temperature: 2000
or 2300 °C
Static Temperature:
20 °C

Normal to
boundary
condition
Normal to
boundary
condition
‐

‐

‐

e) Cold wall

No Slip Wall

For this simulation, the following assumptions, in order to simplify the modeling, were applied:






The temperature along the surface of the graphite tube was assumed to be constant
Only static results were simulated, the graphite parts following the graphite tube were
assumed not to heat up during the period of analysis.
A temperature of 20 °C for the contact cylinder and the graphite insert was assumed. The
contact cylinder is cooled with water at < 10 °C so that temperatures significantly above
room temperature are not expected even after 2 minutes of operation at T > 2000 °C.
Laminar flow was assumed10

10

Reynolds numbers were calculated for He and Ar at experimental flow conditions (1 l/min) for a 6 mm tube
and resulted to be smaller than the transition value of laminar‐turbulent, which is 2300. The calculated
Reynolds numbers were 30 for He and 300 for Ar.
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Figure 51 Orthographic view of the gas domain simulated with Ansys® CFX 12.1. Boundary domains: a) inlet, b) outlet, c)
hot wall, d) cold contact, e) cold wall.

The gas flow rates used in the simulation were based on experimental conditions adopted in chapter
3 and 4. The pressure for inlet and outlet was set to 101325 Pa and the heat transfer model was set
to “Total energy”, which includes compressibility term for enthalpy calculation.
Figure 52 shows the simulated temperature of the gas inside the HGA600‐MS when He is used as
carrier gas at a flow rate of 0.5 L/min and the graphite tube temperature is 2000 °C. At these
conditions, the model predicts that after the second half of the graphite tube the He in the center of
the tube reaches the tube temperature. At the end of the graphite insert, He would be at room
temperature again. This is supported by the fact that PTFE tubes downstream the HGA600‐MS and
the switch valve assembly did not heat significantly above room temperature during the
experiments and that the switching valve system was not damaged even after heating periods of 2
minutes at > 2000 °C.
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Figure 52 Contour plot of the gas temperature of the central plane in the HGA600‐MS gas domain for a graphite
temperature of 2000 °C and He gas flow rate of 0.5 L/min.

Figure 53 shows the temperature profile of He and Ar at different flow rates along the central axis of
the graphite furnace (yellow line in Figure 52). The temperature profiles depend on the gas type but
also on the flow rate. There is already a significant difference for He at 0.5 and 0.8 L/min. At 0.8
L/min the difference of the highest temperature reached along the graphite tube is 30 °C, which is
not extreme but as high as 370 °C at 0.046 m from the inlet the difference. Not only is the heating
less efficient at higher flow rate, but also the cooling of the gas, which is significantly shifted to the
exit the graphite insert at 0.8 L/min. If the flow rate already leads to significant differences in the
heating of the gas, even more pronounced is the effect of the gas type. Using Ar at a flow rate of 0.5
L/min leads to a maximum gas temperature of ~ 1300 °C in the center of the graphite tube which is a
result of the 10 times lower thermal conductivity in respect to He11. Moreover, the gas exiting the
graphite insert will still have a temperature higher than 600 °C because of less efficient heat transfer.
The fact that the temperature remains of several 100 °C after heating HGA600‐MS with Ar as carrier
gas at 2400 °C has been previously reported by Sparks et al. (Sparks et al 1996). In that study,
thermocouples were positioned at 8, 14, 29, 44 and 64 cm downstream the center of the graphite
tube. For the first position (8 cm), temperatures between 350 and 400 °C have been measured after
heating cycles of 2400 °C. It is obvious that Ar is not well suited for heating laser‐generated aerosol
inside the HGA600‐MS.
In proximity of the graphite wall (0.4 mm) the difference between Ar and He is less pronounced but
still significant. The largest difference simulated is in this case 720°C at the exit of the graphite tube.
At the wall, the temperature of Ar remains at ~400 °C at the exit of the graphite insert, which is
significantly lower than in the center of the tube.

11

Thermal conductivity He: 0.1513 W / (m*K) (Wolfram Alpha 2012b); Thermal conductivity Ar: 0.0177 (m*K)
(Wolfram Alpha 2012a).
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Figure 53 Gas temperature along the center of the graphite tube simulated for different carrier gas type (He and Ar) and
for different gas flow rates. The red line represents the temperature of the graphite tube.

Figure 54 Gas temperature along the wall (0.0004 m) of the graphite tube simulated for different carrier gas type (He
and Ar) and for different gas flow rates. The red line represents the temperature of the graphite tube.
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5.3.1.2

Summary of the simulation of gas temperature inside the HGA600‐MS

The simulation of the gas temperature inside the HGA600‐MS is useful in order to estimate the
temperature evolution in the gas domain following the heated graphite tube. However, the model
used here is a simplification of the real experimental setup. In this simplified model, the temperature
at the wall was assumed to change from 2000 °C to 20 °C instantaneously, which does not represent
reality. In reality, the temperature increase at the beginning of the graphite tube and the
temperature drop at its end may not be as sharp as in the simulation. Nevertheless, the general
temperature evolution should not be significantly different from reality as the data obtained agrees
with previous work where a similar temperature (~ 400 °C from Ar as carrier gas) at the exit of the
HGA600‐MS has been measured.

5.3.1.3

1D model of aerosol particle melting and vaporization in the HGA600‐MS

Based on the temperature profiles and gas velocity profiles obtained from numerical simulations,
the thermal evolution of aerosol particles was estimated using a 1D incremental model was
implemented in a JAVA routine adapted from (Flamigni et al 2012a). The model assumes a
sequential melting and boiling of the particles and neglects processes happening once the particle is
evaporated (cloud expansion and cloud deformation). Neglecting the effect of particle inertia, the
gas stream velocities inside the ETV can be assumed to be the same as the particle velocities. To
provide the input values for temperature and axial velocity, a fit of the results of the numerical
simulations (chapter 5.3.1.1) was performed using ORIGIN 8.1 software (Origin Lab) and the
equations obtained for the different cases (He or Ar as carrier gas) were implemented in the JAVA
routine (appendix 7.5).
The results of the simulations show that, considering the slow gas speeds (around 0.5 m/s) and the
small size of the particles (<1 µm, as is common for laser produced aerosols and was measured for
laser‐generated aerosol of NIST SRM 610 with a 213 nm laser: Figure 20), the melting, boiling, re‐
condensation and re‐solidification of the particles is instantaneous once the gas temperature
reaches that of the given phase transition. Due to the much lower temperatures obtained in Ar
compared to He inside the ETV (chapter 5.3.1.1), most particles will not undergo a phase change in
the ETV and they can therefore not be retained. From this observation, it follows that Ar is much less
suitable for the online treatment of laser‐produced aerosols with the ETV prior to ICPMS. In Figure
55 the simulated gas temperature along the HGA600‐MS z‐axis for 2000 °C heated graphite tube and
He used as carrier gas (0.5 L/min) is shown together with the points of melting, vaporization,
condensation and solidification for selected compounds. Zn, Cu were selected because metallic
samples of these elements were measured in chapter 3.2.2.3. Na2O is relevant for aerosol particles
generated from silicate glass. It would have been interesting to investigate Rb and Sr oxides species
but their thermodynamic data were not accessible. According to the simulations, the condensation
of Zn, Cu and Na2O would take place still inside the contact cylinder. Therefore, a significant fraction
of these compounds may start to deposit on the graphite contact cylinder just after the graphite
tube. In contrast if Ar is used instead of He the condensation of Zn would start at z = 0.047 m which
is already in the middle of the graphite insert. However, according to the simulations, Cu would not
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start to evaporate inside the graphite tube, which is not in agreement with the results of chapter
3.3.2 where a decrease of the Cu signal intensity and normalized scattered light intensity (suggesting
smaller aerosol particles due to vaporization) was observed at T > 1500 °C.

Figure 55 Gray dashed line: Simulated gas temperature profile along the HGA600‐MS z‐axis (He 0.5 L/min, ETV 2000 °C).
The position at which different compounds are predicted to melt, vaporize, condensate and solidify is indicated by blue
triangles (Zn), black dots (Na2O), red squares (Cu metallic). Dashed arrows indicate the space domain where the
compounds are in gaseous form.

In this simulation, coagulation and coalescence of particles inside the ETV was not implemented but
has to be considered in more detailed modeling because such processes were demonstrated to
happen inside the ETV at temperatures around 1000 °C (see chapter 3.3). Another fact, which is not
included in the simulation, is effect of carbon particulate released from the graphite tube at T > 1000
°C.
The developed 1D model of melting and vaporization inside of the HGA600‐MS can give a rough
estimate of the region where compounds, present in the laser‐generated aerosol, will undergo
phase changes and consequently where their deposition may be expected. At this point, it is not
possible to assess the impact of coagulation of aerosol particles on the retention by the ETV.
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5.4

General considerations about the current setup and outlook

From the information gained during the fundamental studies of thermal treatment of laser‐
generated aerosols (Chapter 3), the results obtained for the Sr isotope ratio determination in Rb rich
samples by LA‐ETV‐MC‐ICPMS (Chapter 4) and the results of simulation work of the current setup
(Chapter 5.3), it is possible to determine the problems associated with the current experimental
setup. The following problem or limitations were identified during this work:


Release of carbon from the furnace at T > 1000 °C generates carbon based polyatomic
interferences, which may be critical for the measurements of elements with m/z < 80.



Carbon released from the furnace leads to altered plasma conditions, which in case of high
IP elements leads to > 20 % net signal enhancement and result in variable Kr background
intensities.



The efficiency of the furnace is dependent on the ablated mass and is at the moment not
sufficient for crater sizes > 50 µm for the determination of Sr isotope ratios in Rb rich
samples. (The required efficiency also depends on the [Rb]/[Sr] in the samples)

In order to minimize problems caused by carbon introduced into the ICP, a possible approach would
be to use another material for the heating of the aerosols instead of graphite. For graphite furnace
atomic absorption spettroscopy, permanent coating of the graphite tube with Rh (Lima et al 1998),
tungsten (Lima et al 1998, Rosa et al 2003) or Ta (Zatka 1978) has been carried out, which reduces
the amount of carbon released when heating the furnace. Another option that can be evaluated to
reduce the quantity of carbon reaching the ICP could be to place a GED between the ETV and the
ICPMS. The use of GED after the ablation of carbon containing matrices has been shown to reduce
the signal intensity measured for carbon in case carbon‐containing gaseous species were formed
(requires presence of oxygen in the matrix or added to the carrier gas) (Frick and Günther 2012). If a
fraction of the carbon released from the ETV at temperatures ~ 2000 °C is in gaseous form, this
fraction could be exchanged to Ar in the GED. Small amounts of O2 might be added into the ETV in
order to oxidize carbon coming from the ETV, which could then be eventually exchanged to Ar.
The efficiency to reduce Rb content in the aerosol of the current experimental setup was improved
by placing two ETV in series. This produced an additional reduction of Rb+/Sr+ by a factor of ~5 for 50
µm crater size with NIST SRM 610 as sample compared to one ETV. However, the characterization of
such setup is not yet complete. It is currently not known if a serial arrangement is more efficient
than a parallel one, or which combination of temperatures of the two ETVs will lead to the highest
Rb separation.
Instead of separating the elements from the aerosol by vaporization and condensation on cooler
surface after the heating, the separation of the gas phase could be achieved by placing a GED‐like
setup (porous membrane) just after the aerosols are heated.
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5.5

Preliminary studies on the LA‐ETV‐ICPMS for Sr isotope
measurement in Rb rich fluid inclusions

Recently, the capability of isotope ratio determination in fluid inclusions by LA‐MC‐ICPMS has been
evaluated for Pb isotopes (Pettke et al 2011). A prove of principle of Sr ratio determination in
synthetic fluid inclusions containing Sr and Rb has also been investigated (Pettke et al 2012). The
authors suggested that individual fluid inclusion can be accurately analyzed for the 87Sr/86Sr isotope
ratio for Rb poor fluids (Pettke et al 2012). Also in this case Rb present in high concentrations hinders
the accuracy. For this reason, the feasibility to separate Rb from aerosol generated from the ablation
of fluid inclusions with the ETV was investigated.

5.5.1

Experimental setup

In order to simulate the ablation of fluid inclusions, quartz capillaries of 320 ± 6 µm of internal
diameter and 435 ± 10 µm external diameter were filled with solutions containing 500 µg/g of Rb
and Sr in 1 % HNO3. The capillaries were cut into 1 to 2 cm long pieces and immersed at one end in
2‐3 mm solution for a couple of seconds. The capillaries were then placed into the ablation cell of a
213 nm laser system (LSX213, CETAC Technologies, Omaha, USA) and the cell outlet connected to a
HGA600‐MS (Perkin Elmer Sciex, Ontario, Canada) with a 6 mm outer diameter PVC tube like
described in chapter 3.1. The connection from the ETV to an Elan6000 ICPMS (Perkin Elmer Sciex,
Ontario, Canada) consisted in a PTFE tube of 8 mm outer diameter and is described in chapter 3.1.
The ICPMS was tuned for maximum sensitivity (Na, Al, Si, U, Th) and oxide ratio formation < 1 %
(Th/ThO) for the ablation of NIST SRM 610 with a 50 µm spot size, 10 Hz ablation rate, 10 µm/s
scanning speed and 100 % energy output (energy density: 17 J/cm2). The optimum condition for the
ICP resulted to be 1250 W RF power and 0.8 L/min nebulizer gas flow rate. The isotopes measured
were 23Na, 29Si, 83Kr, 84Sr, 85Rb, 86Sr, 87Sr, 88Sr with a dwell time of 2 ms per isotope and 25 sweeps per
reading.
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Figure 56 Measurement scheme for the ablation of capillaries containing 500 µg/g Sr and Rb. Black line: 88Sr, dashed
black line: 85Rb, Gray line: 29Si. The ETV was heated at 1800 °C during the ablation of silicate capillaries filled with 500
µg/g Rb and Sr solution in 1 % HNO3.

Pyrocoated graphite tubes (Maassen GmbH, Germany) were used for the heating of laser‐generated
aerosols. For the ablation of the capillaries, spot ablation at 10 Hz repetition rate with a spot size of
100 µm was used. The ETV temperatures tested were 20, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000
and 2400 °C. The measurement scheme, including the ETV heating, is shown in Figure 56. For data
evaluation, the mean signal ratio 88Sr/85Rb was calculated for each tested temperature for the time
interval corresponding to the signal coming from the fluid in the capillary. The signal was 30 to 40 s
long.

5.5.2

Results and discussion

Figure 57 shows the mean 85Rb+/88Sr+ during the ablation of the capillary filled with a solution of Rb
and Sr. Similar to what is measured for the heating of laser‐generated aerosols of silicate glass
(Figure 14) the signal of Rb is suppressed at temperatures higher than 1000 °C. The lowest 85Rb+/88Sr+
signal ratio is observed between 1600 and 1800 °C. The 85Rb+/88Sr+ signal ratio can be improved of a
factor of 15 to 20. Lower 85Rb+/88Sr+ ratios would allow more accurate 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio
determination by minimizing the isobaric interference of 87Rb. Since the Rb signal suppression in
laser‐generated aerosols of silicate glass depends on the ablated mass, higher efficiency could be
achieved ablating smaller inclusions. Inclusion in real samples would actually be of smaller size (30‐
50 µm) than the capillaries internal volume. The synthetic fluid inclusion prepared by Pettke et al.
contained 3000 to 7000 µg/g of Sr and Rb in the range of 100s to 900 µg/g, which represents a
maximal [Rb]/[Sr] of ~ 0.3 whereas in our tests a [Rb]/[Sr] ratio of one was tested. Geological fluids
have been shown to have [Rb]/[Sr] between and 0.01 and 0.5 (Richard et al 2010). For such [Rb]/[Sr]
the use of ETV for the signal reduction of Rb is expected to be more efficient. Additional studies on
synthetic fluid inclusions where [Rb]/[Sr] as well as Sr concentration reflecting that of real geological
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fluids have to be carried out. The test on silicate capillaries remains a first approximation of the
analytical problem, which shows encouraging results.

Figure 57 Mean signal ratio of 85Rb+/88Sr+ for different ETV heating temperatures. Ablation of silicate capillaries filled
with 500 µg/g Rb and Sr solution in 1 % HNO3.
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6. Final Conclusions
The fundamental studies on the thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosol showed that element
specific and elements non‐specific ion signal suppression occurs in ICPMS measurements. In a
temperature range from ~900 and 1300 °C, the signal was suppressed for all measured elements
independently of the analyzed sample matrix (silicate glass, brass, pure metals), which is currently
considered to be a result of coalescence of nano‐sized aerosol particles leading to large particles,
which are not completely vaporized inside the ICP or are not transported by the carrier gas. In a
temperature range between room temperature to ~900 °C and from ~1300 up to 2600 °C, an
element selective and matrix dependent ion signal suppression is observed for the investigated
materials. As principal mechanism for the element selective signal suppression, the vaporization of
elements from the aerosol particles and subsequent condensation on cooler surfaces downstream
the heated graphite tube is proposed. Characterization of aerosol particles by means of laser light
scattering optical particle counting and SEM studies of filtered aerosol particles revealed that
heating the graphite furnace is changing the particle size distribution and particle morphology of
laser‐generated aerosols. An increase in the mean particle sizes is observed when heating the
aerosol of a silicate glass at furnace temperatures between 900 and 2000 °C. This is relevant for the
understanding of the processes taking place inside the ETV during aerosol heating but the growing of
the particles at high temperatures (1000‐2000 °C) can be considered as a first approximation of the
processes (coagulation, agglomeration and vaporization) taking place in the first region of the
plasma.
Not all observations are currently fully understood and further fundamental studies on the
processes involving coagulation, coalescence and vaporization of the particles inside the ETV have to
be carried out to elucidate the underlying mechanisms. Gas phase reaction with carbon released
from the ETV may have an impact on the fate of elements released from aerosol particles inside the
ETV, depending on their reactivity, and need to be investigated in detail.
The online aerosol thermal treatment for the determination of Sr isotope ratios significantly reduces
the Rb content of the aerosol reaching the ICPMS. For the tested reference materials (silicate glass,
basalt glass, diorite glass and rhyolite glass) the reduction of the 85Rb+/88Sr+ intensity ratio is between
~0.5 and ~1.5 orders of magnitude, which results in an improvement of the accuracy of at least
factor two in comparison to non‐heated aerosols measured by LA‐MC‐ICPMS. For samples with
[Rb]/[Sr] between 0.14 and 0.28 an accuracy in the range of 60 to 230 ppm is achieved for the
87
Sr/86Sr isotope ratio with an external precision of 50 to 400 ppm. However, limitations of the
current setup were identified for samples containing less than 100 µg/g of Sr and for samples with
[Rb]/[Sr] ≥ 0.69. The main issue to solve at the moment is the efficiency of the Rb signal suppression
for high furnace mass loads (> 50 µm crater). With the modeling of the current setup and the proof
of concept of a double ETV in series setup, which improves the efficiency of Rb signal suppression, a
new design for a furnace exclusively for the thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols was
discussed. This may include the use of two ETV units in series or the integration of a Gas Exchange
Device at the exit of the ETV in order to exchange volatilized species.
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Summarizing, the thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols for the online separation of
elements in LA‐ICPMS, in order to decrease spectroscopic interferences, was successfully developed
and characterized with a selected analytical task (in‐situ determination of Sr isotope ratios in Rb rich
samples). The results are encouraging but for a wider application scope, a dedicated device for the
thermal treatment of laser‐generated aerosols that can be routinely applied for LA‐ETV‐ICPMS has to
be conceived. Nevertheless, the basis of online element separation for LA‐ICPMS is now given and
there is now the chance for the ETV to rise from the ashes of the phoenix.
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7. Appendix
7.1

ETV Background Elan6000

Figure 58 Background Spectra for an Elan6000 from m/z = 12 to m/z = 120. Comparison between signal backgrounds: no
ETV heating compared to heating at 2000 and 2650 °C. Potential graphite tube contaminants are indicated. Carrier gas
He, 10 points per peak, 50 ms integration time per peak.
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Figure 59 Background Spectra for an Elan6000 from m/z = 120 to m/z = 230. Comparison between signal backgrounds:
no ETV heating compared to heating at 2000 and 2650 °C. Potential carbon based interferences are indicated as well as
possible graphite tube contaminants. Carrier gas He, 10 points per peak, 50 ms integration time per peak.
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7.2

ETV background Element 2

Figure 60 Background Spectra for an Element 2. Comparison between signal backgrounds: no ETV heating compared to
heating at 2000 °C. Carrier gas He, acquired in B‐scan mode at medium resolution (m/Δm = 4000).
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Figure 61 Background Spectra for an Element 2. Comparison between signal backgrounds: no ETV heating compared to
heating at 2000 °C. Carrier gas He, acquired in B‐scan mode at medium resolution (m/Δm = 4000).
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7.3

Direct aerosol visualization at the tube cross section after ETV
heating

Figure 62 Transport tube cross‐sections after ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosols from the reference material MBH
B26 a) 20°C, b) 1100 °C, c) 1500C, d) 2000 °C. The contrast was enhanced using the ImageJ software

Figure 63 Transport tube cross‐sections after ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosols from the reference material BAM
601 a) 20°C, b) 2000 °C, c) 1300 °C, d) 2000 °C. The contrast was enhanced using the ImageJ software

Figure 64 Transport tube cross‐sections after ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosols from the reference material BAM
381 a) 20°C, b) 1100 °C, c) 1300C, d) 2000 °C. The contrast was enhanced using the ImageJ software
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Figure 65 Transport tube cross‐sections after ETV heating of laser‐generated aerosols from Ta metal. a) 20°C, b) 1100 °C,
c) 2000 °C, d) 2600 °C. The contrast was enhanced using the ImageJ software

7.4

Kr background in LA‐MC‐ICPMS measurement of Sr isotope ratios

Table 26 Kr background of published LA‐MC‐ICPMS in‐situ analysis of Sr isotope ratios.
Study

84

(Ramos et al 2004)

Kr background (mV)

Carrier gas

Ar source

≤ 20

He

Not given

(Woodhead et al
2005)
(Yang et al 2011)

13

He

Gas cylinder

0.06 – 0.3

Ar

Not given

(Jackson and Hart
2006)

24 ‐ 30

He

Not given

Kr correction
applied
On‐peak blank
subtraction
On‐peak blank
subtraction
On‐peak blank
subtraction
Subtract 84Kr until
84
Sr/88Sr = 0.0067
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7.5

JAVA routine for 1D incremental model of phase changes inside
the ETV

1 /*
2 *
3 *
4 */
5 package etv.simulation.rblf;
6
7 import java.io.File;
8 import java.io.IOException;
9 import java.io.*;
10 import java.util.Calendar;
11 import java.util.logging.Level;
12 import java.util.logging.Logger;
13 import javax.swing.JOptionPane;
14 /**
15 *
16 * @author fluca
17 */
18 public class ETVSimClassicV2_1 {
19
20 /**
21 * @param args the command line arguments
22 */
23 public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
24
25
Calendar cal=Calendar.getInstance();
26
int month = cal.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1;
27
String date = (cal.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH)+"-"+month);
28
String inputValue = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Filename:","Filename");
29
// String ratioHetoAr = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Ratio He/Ar, only numbers","1");
30
31
// Particle start values ---------------------------------------------32
double r = Math.pow(10, -8); // particle radius start value [m]
33
double v=0.45;
// velocity initial value
34
35
36
37
// File output handling ----------------------------------------------38
FileOutputStream out2;
// declare a file output object
39
PrintStream p2;
// declare a print stream object
40
out2 = new FileOutputStream(date+"_"+inputValue+"_rloop_.txt"); // Create a new file output stream
41
p2 = new PrintStream( out2 );
42
//
p2.println("Gas,Radius,Velocity,Species,Process,Distance,Time,Melted,Boiled,Condensed,Solidified,Teff,Tp,Iterations,ExponentialTerm");
// Comma-separed column headers printed to output file
43
p2.println("Filename,Radius[m],Species,Tm[K],Tb[K],Tcond[K],Tsolid[K],Xm[m],Xb[m],Xcondm[m],Xsolid[m]"); // Print
headers, then results to file
44
45
46
47
48
// Max iterations ----------------------------------------------------49
int iterations = 100000;
50
51
// Gas constants evaluated at T --------------------------------------52
double ratioHeAr = 10000; //converts input string into number
53
double W;
// Heat conductivity
54
double rho;
// Density
55
double hc;
// Heat transfer coefficient, calculated as thermal cond / radius, assuming Re=0
56
double HeVdWRadius=1.4;
// Helium Van der Waals radius [A]
57
double ArVdWRadius=1.88;
// Argon Van der Waals radius [A]
58
double gasVdWRadius=1.4;
// using the He VdW radius [A]
59
double MHe=4.002602;
// Molar weight [g/mol] Only He
60
double MHeSI=MHe/1000;
// Molar weight [kg/mol]
61
62
// Radius loop start
63
for (r = Math.pow(10, -8); r < Math.pow(10, -6); r=r+Math.pow(10, -8)) {
64
65
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// Simulation parameters ---------------------------------------------double dx=0.000001;
// grid size [m]
double Tg;
// gas temperature [K]
double rum = r;
// radius in micrometers
// Na (metallic) ------------------------------------------------------double MNa=22.98976928;
double MNaSI=MNa/1000;

// Molar weight Mg [g/mol]
// Molar weight Mg [kg/mol] - use this one

double CNaMelt= 31.8;
// Heat capacity of melt [J/(mol K)]
double rhoNaSolid=0.968;
// Solid density [g/cm^3]
double rhoNaSolidSI=rhoNaSolid*1000; // Solid density [kg/m^3] - use this one
double TNaMeltCelsius=97.72;
// Melting temperature [°C]
double TNaMeltK=TNaMeltCelsius+273.15; // Melting temperature [K]
double CNaVapor=22.095;
// Heat capacity of vapor [J/(mol K)]
double rhoNaLiquid=0.818;
// Liquid density [g/cm^3]
double rhoNaLiquidSI=rhoNaLiquid*1000; // Liquid density [kg/m^3] - use this one
double TNaBoilCelsius=883;
// Boiling temperature [°C]
double TNaBoilK=TNaBoilCelsius+273.15; // Boiling temperature [K]
double NaVdWRadius=2.27;

// Van der Waals radius [A]

// Na2O (crystalline) -------------------------------------------------double MNa2O=61.9789;
double MNa2OSI=MNa/1000;

// Molar weight Na2O [g/mol]
// Molar weight Na2O [kg/mol] - use this one

double CNa2OMelt= 104.6;
// Heat capacity of melt [J/(mol K)]
double rhoNa2OSolid=2.39;
// Solid density [g/cm^3]
double rhoNa2OSolidSI=rhoNa2OSolid*1000;
// Solid density [kg/m^3] - use this one
double TNa2OMeltCelsius=920;
// Melting temperature [°C]
double TNa2OMeltK=TNa2OMeltCelsius+273.15; // Melting temperature [K]
double CNa2OVapor=34;
// Heat capacity of vapor [J/(mol K)] - UNKNOWN - H2O VALUE USED
double rhoNa2OLiquid=2.39;
// Liquid density [g/cm^3] - UNKNOWN VALUE, SET TO SOLID DENSITY
double rhoNa2OLiquidSI=rhoNa2OLiquid*1000; // Liquid density [kg/m^3] - use this one
double TNa2OBoilCelsius=1275;
// Boiling temperature [°C]
double TNa2OBoilK=TNa2OBoilCelsius+273.15; // Boiling temperature [K]
// Cu (metallic) ------------------------------------------------------double MCu=63.546;
double MCuSI=MCu/1000;

// Molar weight Cu [g/mol]
// Molar weight Cu [kg/mol] - use this one

double CCuMelt=24;
// Heat capacity of melt [J/(mol K)]
double rhoCuSolid=8.96;
// Solid density [g/cm^3]
double rhoCuSolidSI=rhoCuSolid*1000; // Solid density [kg/m^3] - use this one
double TCuMeltCelsius=1084.62;
// Melting temperature [°C]
double TCuMeltK=TCuMeltCelsius+273.15; // Melting temperature [K]
double CCuVapor=24;
// Heat capacity of vapor [J/(mol K)]
double rhoCuLiquid=8.28;
// Liquid density [g/cm^3]
double rhoCuLiquidSI=rhoCuLiquid*1000; // Liquid density [kg/m^3] - use this one
double TCuBoilCelsius=2574.84;
// Boiling temperature [°C]
double TCuBoilK=TCuBoilCelsius+273.15; // Boiling temperature [K]
double CuVdWRadius=1.4;

// Van der Waals radius [A]

// Zn (metallic) ------------------------------------------------------double MZn=65.38;
double MZnSI=MZn/1000;

// Molar weight Zn [g/mol]
// Molar weight Zn [kg/mol] - use this one

double CZnMelt=25.56;
// Heat capacity of melt [J/(mol K)]
double rhoZnSolid=7.14;
// Solid density [g/cm^3]
double rhoZnSolidSI=rhoZnSolid*1000; // Solid density [kg/m^3] - use this one
double TZnMeltCelsius=419.53;
// Melting temperature [°C]
double TZnMeltK=TZnMeltCelsius+273.15; // Melting temperature [K]
double CZnVapor=24.94;
double rhoZnLiquid=6.57;

// Heat capacity of vapor [J/(mol K)]
// Liquid density [g/cm^3]
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double rhoZnLiquidSI=rhoZnLiquid*1000; // Liquid density [kg/m^3] - use this one
double TZnBoilCelsius=907;
// Boiling temperature [°C]
double TZnBoilK=TZnBoilCelsius+273.15; // Boiling temperature [K]
double ZnVdWRadius=1.39;

// Van der Waals radius [A]

// --------------------------------------------------------------------// A few initial values for calculations, indices
double Tp;
// initial particle temperature [K]
// Na (below) ---double distNa=0;
// start pos [m]
double timeNa=0;
// start time [s]
boolean NaMelt=false; boolean NaBoil=false;
// logical indices for temperature reached
boolean NaSolid=false; boolean NaCond=false;
// logical indices for solidification/recondensation
double NaSolidT=11; double NaCondT=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double NaMeltT=11; double NaBoilT=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double NaSolidX=11; double NaCondX=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double NaMeltX=11; double NaBoilX=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double dTNaMelt; double dTNaVapor;
// variable for particle temperature increment
double NaCloudRadius=0;
// starting value for cloud radius = particle radius
double dNaCloudRadius;
// increment for cloud radius
// Na2O (below) ---double distNa2O=0;
// start pos [m]
double timeNa2O=0;
// start time [s]
boolean Na2OMelt=false; boolean Na2OBoil=false;
// logical indices for temperature reached
boolean Na2OSolid=false; boolean Na2OCond=false;
// logical indices for solidification/recondensation
double Na2OSolidT=11; double Na2OCondT=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double Na2OMeltT=11; double Na2OBoilT=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double Na2OSolidX=11; double Na2OCondX=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double Na2OMeltX=11; double Na2OBoilX=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double dTNa2OMelt; double dTNa2OVapor;
// variable for particle temperature increment
double Na2OCloudRadius=0;
// starting value for cloud radius = particle radius
double dNa2OCloudRadius;
// increment for cloud radius
// Cu (below) ---double distCu=0;
// start pos [m]
double timeCu=0;
// start time [s]
boolean CuMelt=false; boolean CuBoil=false;
// logical indices for temperature reached
boolean CuSolid=false; boolean CuCond=false;
// logical indices for solidification/recondensation
double CuSolidT=11; double CuCondT=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double CuMeltT=11; double CuBoilT=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double CuSolidX=11; double CuCondX=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double CuMeltX=11; double CuBoilX=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double dTCuMelt; double dTCuVapor;
// variable for particle temperature increment
double CuCloudRadius=0;
// starting value for cloud radius = particle radius
double dCuCloudRadius;
// increment for cloud radius
// Zn (below) ---double distZn=0;
// start pos [m]
double timeZn=0;
// start time [s]
boolean ZnMelt=false; boolean ZnBoil=false;
// logical indices for temperature reached
boolean ZnSolid=false; boolean ZnCond=false;
// logical indices for solidification/recondensation
double ZnSolidT=11; double ZnCondT=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double ZnMeltT=11; double ZnBoilT=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double ZnSolidX=11; double ZnCondX=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double ZnMeltX=11; double ZnBoilX=11;
// temperatures where processes happened
double dTZnMelt; double dTZnVapor;
// variable for particle temperature increment
double ZnCloudRadius=0;
// starting value for cloud radius = particle radius
double dZnCloudRadius;
// increment for cloud radius
int i=0;
double Teff;
double expo;
Tp=298;
// -------------------------------------------------------------------// Na ----------------------------------------------------------------do {
i=i+1;
v = veolcity(distNa);
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217
Teff = temp(distNa);
// function for temperature profile simulation
218
W = thrmcond(Teff,ratioHeAr);
219
rho = viscosity(Teff,ratioHeAr);
220
hc = W/r;
221
222
if (Tp>TNaMeltK) {
223
expo = expterm(hc,dx,MNaSI,rhoNaLiquidSI,r,CNaVapor,v);
224
dTNaVapor=(Teff-Tp)*(1-expo);
225
Tp=Tp+dTNaVapor;
// temperature increase [K] in case particle is solid
226
}else{
227
expo = expterm(hc,dx,MNaSI,rhoNaSolidSI,r,CNaMelt,v);
228
dTNaMelt=(Teff-Tp)*(1-expo);
// temperature increase [K] in case particle is liquid
229
Tp=Tp+dTNaMelt;
230
}
231
if (Tp>TNaMeltK) {
232
if (NaMelt==false) {
233
NaMeltT=Tp;
234
NaMeltX=distNa;
235
}
236
NaMelt=true;
237
}
238
if (Tp<TNaMeltK) {
239
if (NaMelt==true) {
240
if (NaSolid==false) {
241
NaSolidT=Tp;
242
NaSolidX=distNa;
243
}
244
NaSolid=true;
245
}
246
}
247
if (Tp>TNaBoilK) {
248
if (NaBoil==false) {
249
NaBoilT=Tp;
250
NaBoilX=distNa;
251
}
252
NaBoil=true;
253
}
254
if (Tp<TNaBoilK) {
255
if (NaBoil==true) {
256
if (NaCond==false) {
257
NaCondT=Tp;
258
NaCondX=distNa;
259
}
260
NaCond=true;
261
}
262
}
263
//
p2.println("He,"+r+","+v+",Na,TwoProcesses,"+distNa+","+timeNa+","+NaMelt+","+NaBoil+","+NaCond+","+NaSolid+","+Teff+","+Tp
+","+i+","+expo);
264
265
distNa=distNa+dx;
// incrementing time and distance
266
timeNa=distNa/v;
267
268
} while (distNa<0.0563);
269
// ------------------------------------------------------------End of Na
270
// Reset of some variables before next loop ---------------------------271
i=0;
272
Tp=298;
273
// --------------------------------------------------------------------274
// Na2O ---------------------------------------------------------------275
do {
277
i=i+1;
278
v = veolcity(distNa2O);
279
Teff = temp(distNa2O);
// function for temperature profile simulation
280
W = thrmcond(Teff,ratioHeAr);
281
rho = viscosity(Teff,ratioHeAr);
282
hc = W/r;
283
284
if (Tp>TNa2OMeltK) {
285
expo = expterm(hc,dx,MNa2OSI,rhoNa2OLiquidSI,r,CNa2OVapor,v);
286
dTNa2OVapor=(Teff-Tp)*(1-expo);
287
Tp=Tp+dTNa2OVapor;
// temperature increase [K] in case particle is solid
288
}else{
289
expo = expterm(hc,dx,MNa2OSI,rhoNa2OSolidSI,r,CNa2OMelt,v);
290
dTNa2OMelt=(Teff-Tp)*(1-expo);
// temperature increase [K] in case particle is liquid
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291
Tp=Tp+dTNa2OMelt;
292
}
293
if (Tp>TNa2OMeltK) {
294
if (Na2OMelt==false) {
295
Na2OMeltT=Tp;
296
Na2OMeltX=distNa2O;
297
}
298
Na2OMelt=true;
299
}
300
if (Tp<TNa2OMeltK) {
301
if (Na2OMelt==true) {
302
if (Na2OSolid==false) {
303
Na2OSolidT=Tp;
304
Na2OSolidX=distNa2O;
305
}
306
Na2OSolid=true;
307
}
308
}
309
if (Tp>TNa2OBoilK) {
310
if (Na2OBoil==false) {
311
Na2OBoilT=Tp;
312
Na2OBoilX=distNa2O;
313
}
314
Na2OBoil=true;
315
}
316
if (Tp<TNa2OBoilK) {
317
if (Na2OBoil==true) {
318
if (Na2OCond==false) {
319
Na2OCondT=Tp;
320
Na2OCondX=distNa2O;
321
}
322
Na2OCond=true;
323
}
324
}
325
//
p2.println("He,"+r+","+v+",Na2O,TwoProcesses,"+distNa2O+","+timeNa2O+","+Na2OMelt+","+Na2OBoil+","+Na2OCond+","+Na2OSo
lid+","+Teff+","+Tp+","+i+","+expo);
326
327
distNa2O=distNa2O+dx;
// incrementing time and distance
328
timeNa2O=distNa2O/v;
329
330
331
} while (distNa2O<0.0563);
332
//-----------------------------------------------------------end of Na2O
333
// Reset of some variables before next loop ---------------------------334
i=0;
335
Tp=298;
336
// --------------------------------------------------------------------337
// Cu ---------------------------------------------------------------338
do {
339
340
i=i+1;
341
v = veolcity(distCu);
342
Teff = temp(distCu);
// function for temperature profile simulation
343
W = thrmcond(Teff,ratioHeAr);
344
rho = viscosity(Teff,ratioHeAr);
345
hc = W/r;
346
347
if (Tp>TCuMeltK) {
348
expo = expterm(hc,dx,MCuSI,rhoCuLiquidSI,r,CCuVapor,v);
349
dTCuVapor=(Teff-Tp)*(1-expo);
350
Tp=Tp+dTCuVapor;
// temperature increase [K] in case particle is solid
351
}else{
352
expo = expterm(hc,dx,MCuSI,rhoCuSolidSI,r,CCuMelt,v);
353
dTCuMelt=(Teff-Tp)*(1-expo);
// temperature increase [K] in case particle is liquid
354
Tp=Tp+dTCuMelt;
355
}
356
if (Tp>TCuMeltK) {
357
if (CuMelt==false) {
358
CuMeltT=Tp;
359
CuMeltX=distCu;
360
}
361
CuMelt=true;
362
}
363
if (Tp<TCuMeltK) {
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364
if (CuMelt==true) {
365
if (CuSolid==false) {
366
CuSolidT=Tp;
367
CuSolidX=distCu;
368
}
369
CuSolid=true;
370
}
371
}
372
if (Tp>TCuBoilK) {
373
if (CuBoil==false) {
374
CuBoilT=Tp;
375
CuBoilX=distCu;
376
}
377
CuBoil=true;
378
}
379
if (Tp<TCuBoilK) {
380
if (CuBoil==true) {
381
if (CuCond==false) {
382
CuCondT=Tp;
383
CuCondX=distCu;
384
}
385
CuCond=true;
386
}
387
}
388
//
p2.println("He,"+r+","+v+",Cu,TwoProcesses,"+distCu+","+timeCu+","+CuMelt+","+CuBoil+","+CuCond+","+CuSolid+","+Teff+","+Tp
+","+i+","+expo);
389
390
distCu=distCu+dx;
// incrementing time and distance
391
timeCu=distCu/v;
392
393
394
} while (distCu<0.0563);
395
//-----------------------------------------------------------end of Cu
396
// Reset of some variables before next loop ---------------------------397
i=0;
398
Tp=298;
399
// --------------------------------------------------------------------400
// Zn ---------------------------------------------------------------401
do {
402
403
i=i+1;
404
v = veolcity(distZn);
405
Teff = temp(distZn);
// function for temperature profile simulation
406
W = thrmcond(Teff,ratioHeAr);
407
rho = viscosity(Teff,ratioHeAr);
408
hc = W/r;
409
410
if (Tp>TZnMeltK) {
411
expo = expterm(hc,dx,MZnSI,rhoZnLiquidSI,r,CZnVapor,v);
412
dTZnVapor=(Teff-Tp)*(1-expo);
413
Tp=Tp+dTZnVapor;
// temperature increase [K] in case particle is solid
414
}else{
415
expo = expterm(hc,dx,MZnSI,rhoZnSolidSI,r,CZnMelt,v);
416
dTZnMelt=(Teff-Tp)*(1-expo);
// temperature increase [K] in case particle is liquid
417
Tp=Tp+dTZnMelt;
418
}
419
if (Tp>TZnMeltK) {
420
if (ZnMelt==false) {
421
ZnMeltT=Tp;
422
ZnMeltX=distZn;
423
}
424
ZnMelt=true;
425
}
426
if (Tp<TZnMeltK) {
427
if (ZnMelt==true) {
428
if (ZnSolid==false) {
429
ZnSolidT=Tp;
430
ZnSolidX=distZn;
431
}
432
ZnSolid=true;
433
}
434
}
435
if (Tp>TZnBoilK) {
436
if (ZnBoil==false) {
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437
ZnBoilT=Tp;
438
ZnBoilX=distZn;
439
}
440
ZnBoil=true;
441
}
442
if (Tp<TZnBoilK) {
443
if (ZnBoil==true) {
444
if (ZnCond==false) {
445
ZnCondT=Tp;
446
ZnCondX=distZn;
447
}
448
ZnCond=true;
449
}
450
}
451
//
p2.println("He,"+r+","+v+",Zn,TwoProcesses,"+distZn+","+timeZn+","+ZnMelt+","+ZnBoil+","+ZnCond+","+ZnSolid+","+Teff+","+Tp+
","+i+","+expo);
452
453
distZn=distZn+dx;
// incrementing time and distance
454
timeZn=distZn/v;
455
456
457
} while (distZn<0.0563);
458
//-----------------------------------------------------------end of Zn
459
460
461
// Results printout to file -------------------------------------------462
463
p2.println(inputValue+","+rum+",Na,"+NaMeltT+","+NaBoilT+","+NaCondT+","+NaSolidT+","+NaMeltX+","+NaBoilX+","+NaCondX+
","+NaSolidX);
464
p2.println(inputValue+","+rum+",Na2O,"+Na2OMeltT+","+Na2OBoilT+","+Na2OCondT+","+Na2OSolidT+","+Na2OMeltX+","+Na2OB
oilX+","+Na2OCondX+","+Na2OSolidX);
465
p2.println(inputValue+","+rum+",Cu,"+CuMeltT+","+CuBoilT+","+CuCondT+","+CuSolidT+","+CuMeltX+","+CuBoilX+","+CuCondX+
","+CuSolidX);
466
p2.println(inputValue+","+rum+",Zn,"+ZnMeltT+","+ZnBoilT+","+ZnCondT+","+ZnSolidT+","+ZnMeltX+","+ZnBoilX+","+ZnCondX+"
,"+ZnSolidX);
467
468
469
}// radius loop end
470
471
472
p2.close(); // close file
474 } // enf of main function
475
476
477 // Functions definitions below --------------------------------------------478
479
480 public static double temp(double d) { // fitted function simulating temperature profile in function of axial position
481
double temperhe; // temperature profile of central channel with helium
482
double temperar; // temperature profile of central channel with argon
483
if (d<0.0269388){
484
temperhe=2290.6708915417-1954.9392015514*Math.exp(-d/0.0052364556);
485
}else{
486
temperhe=252.312941564+169132.6481112545*Math.exp(-d/0.0063466791);
487
}
488
if (d<0.0310909){
489
temperar=232.8463756934+45780.2500336167*d;
490
}else{
491
temperar=2609.2619283862-30575.2719357296*d;
492
}
493
return temperar;
494 }
495
496 public static double expterm(double hcgas, double deltax, double MSI, double rhoSI, double radius, double C, double vel) {
497
double temp1 = (-1*(3*hcgas*deltax*MSI)/(rhoSI*radius*C*vel));
498
return Math.exp(temp1);
// exponential term for particle temperature formula
499 }
500
501 public static double veolcity(double d) { // flow (particle) velocity in function of axial position
502
double velohe; // velocity gradient for he as carrier gas - central channel
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503
double veloar; // velocity gradient for ar as carrier gas - central channel
504
if (d<0.0257143){
505
velohe=0.5972750534-(0.2747122277*Math.exp(-d/0.0019291548));
506
} else {
507
velohe=1.2062780106+1.5639883446*d-2205.3320104912*d*d+60747.1793219683*d*d*d-471531.8462695809*d*d*d*d;
508
}
509
if(d<0.0264849){
510
veloar=0.5162568729+97.3441075681*d;
511
}else{
512
veloar=4.4792641575-65.0133808743*d;
513
}
514
return veloar;
515 }
516
517 public static double thrmcond(double d, double e) { // fitted function for thermal conductivity in function of temperature
518
double thcondhe=((1.6666372338E-11)*d*d*d+(-9.4220708834E-8)*d*d+(3.9159629523E-4)*d+(0.0470912522));
519
return thcondhe; // thermal conductivity of He
520 }
521
522 public static double viscosity(double d, double e) { // fitted function for viscosity in function of temperature
523
double vische=((1.9755967918E-15)*d*d*d+(-1.1261912713E-11)*d*d+(4.9359852687E-8)*d+(6.1483370464E-6));
524
return vische; // viscosity of He
525 }
526
527 public static double exp(double d) {
528
return Math.exp(d); // definition of exp function
529 }
530
531 public static double cloudradius(double D, double speed, double distfrominj){ // calculation of the cloud size due to binary diffusion
532
return distfrominj*Math.sqrt(D/(speed*distfrominj));
533 }
534
535 public static double binaryDcoeff(double T, double mA, double mB, double pressure, double sigma1, double vdwHe, double vdwAr,
double omega){ // computation of binary diffusion coefficient
536
double An=6.02214*Math.pow(10, 23);
537
double sigmaHe=Math.PI*Math.pow(sigma1+vdwHe,2);
538
double sigma12sq=sigmaHe; // calculates average collision cross section for analyte-He only
539
double sigmaSI=sigma12sq*Math.pow(10,(-20));
540
double Dbinc=(Math.pow(10,35)*1.36441*Math.pow(T,(3/2))*Math.sqrt((1/(mA/An))+(1/(mB/An))))/(pressure*101325*sigmaSI);
541
return Dbinc;
542 }
543 }
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